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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Paul Hooper

March 1980

Having been used to the Canadian Shield wilderness of Ontario and to
skiing on a 200 foot mountain of garbage by Toronto International Airport,
I was somewhat stunned by B.C..

The first few weeks of my university life

were spent with awe as I stumbled around campus observing the benign beauty
of the local hills.

No longer would I have to drive for three hours to see

a good expanse of uninterrupted vegetation or dodge rusty refrigerators
while skiing on the garbage hill.

I

motivated myself to explore these new

lands and since then I've seen most parts of the province.
The V.O.C. was a motivating force for me ever since the beginning.
I was impressed with the organized meetings and started to enjoy the
companionship.
pencils.

I soon realized university was more than a place for pushing

The largest push came when I worked for a summer initiating the

construction of the Howe Sound Crest Trail under V.O.C. sponsership.

The

trail crew had more fun than work and a close tie with the V.O.C. resulted.
My first minor exploration

involved only day hikes with the V.O.C.

By

the end of the first y e a r , I was tramping around Sphinx Camp with a day
pack complete with garbage bag, accessories and a duck hunter sleeping bag.
My equipment has changed but the nickname of Colonel Trashbag hasn't.

It

was all in the name of "good fun" (quote stolen from G. Underhill).
This year has been spent in earnest, working towards a new goal.

I

think the executive meetings have been a bit more interesting and possibly
at times, stormier.

Perhaps this shows that the club is slowly swimming

out of the mind that it has spent wallowing around in the last few years.
I speak with respect to the cabin issue.

The groundwork towards the

referendum was laid over the last year and a half.
put in a lot of work.

A lot of people have

It must be remembered, that although the cabin issue

is very important for the club, it isn't everything.
to get together and enjoy the outdoors.

The V.O.C. is a club

Lets do it;

Many thanks and appreciation for the hard working executive and all
those helpful members that help make the club what it is.
Good Luck and Happy Memories:
March 14, 1980.
P.S. Yippiel

We won the referendum.
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EDITOR'S MESSAGE - 1979
The wind was razor sharp and cutting through our heavy down jackets.
Our vision was limited to only a few feet due to white o u t conditions.
Mark's glasses were frozen to his face and completely frosted over.
continued to climb through the endless array of journal articles.
did w e know that w e were climbing too close to a cornice.
i t , w e were swept away into oblivion.
w e l l , we survived the climbe

But we
Little

Before we knew

Our journal was over the budget:

Oh

and here it is - the 1979 V.O.C. journal.

On a more serious note, it has certainly been a very active year for
V.O.C. and the material in this journal sure reflects this.

With the success

of the referendum, I think we can look forward to even more club activity
in the future.

V.O.C. rules!

Terry Chow and Mark Barley

Many thanks to the follow members:

ADVERTIZING

TYPING

Sandy Lovering

Jeff Harris

Dave Waldichuk

Vicki Serophim
Cathy Chernenkoff
Barbara Bradbury
Leon Kolankiewicz

We would also like to thank the following stores for helping to sponsor
this years journal:

Mountain Equipment Co-op
Carleton Recreational
Easystreet

Equipment

Rockers(aborted)
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GRAD NEWS
Here's the news of some of our grad or otherwise departed members.
Vicki Seraphim is working(?) at the Vancouver Public Library.

Graham

Underhill worked for the B.C. Forest Service last summer, then cycled to
California, volunteered at Outward Bound and is currently hitting the big
ski spots in the U.S.
travelling.
U.B.C.

Marg Symon is working for Hacmillan Bloedell and

Gail Franco is doing something in the Botany department at

Jay Hacarthur is currently in Sun Valley but when he is not skiing

tie works for B.C. Tel.

Hiss Lemon (Helen)- Yes, she finally graduated and

is working for Parks Canada digging things up and cateloging them in Calgary.
The ex-pres Julian Punster has been in England for the past y e a r , but is
expected back soon.

Anders Ourom is in his first year of Law at U.B.C.

Julie Ourom is a head librarian in the great coastal town of Kitimat.

Steve

Ludwig is teaching cross-country skiing on the golf courses of Calgary:
thrills and chills.
employed at H.E.C.
somewhere north.

Jane Weller has plans to travel, but is presently
Dan Moore finally got his thesis done and is now working

Ted Johnson is alleged to be a math prof at some

prestigous unversity in England.
somewhere in Alberta.

Bob "Blodoe" Gephart is a prof of commerce

Bruce Blackwell has been skiing and working at Taiga

W o r k s , but will be back in our midst next year.

Rob McClaren is in Prince

Rupert making maps for the B.C. Forest Service.

Neil Carter and Louisa

Wieke are travelling around in South America.

Graham and Edie Fishlock

are somewhere near Bradlock, B.C. building a log cabin.
a physics prof some place in the U.S.

Tom Mastertan is

Bill Lee and his family are in Cranbrook.

Julian Harrison has been trying to teach the first year med students all
about anatomy, while Mary is finishing her fourth and final year of med.
Heidi and Roff Exner have returned home to Tasmania.

We received a letter

and an interesting trail marker from John Frizell who's in Taiwan.
Leir has finished Law and is now articling in Vancouver.
working in Missisauga as an electrical engineer.
in Vancouver.

Andrew

Peter Spasov is

John Leighton is back

Last but definately not least, Bruce Fairley has returned

from England and has brought a house in Vancouver which he is fixing up.
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SOCIAL EVENTS
SUMMER REUNION PARTY

September 10, 1979.

Held a t Paul Hooper's house.
lots of slides!

Thanks Paul:

But no one could beat Jaques' 400 slides of everywhere

from Burma to Paris in fourty minutes.
of the evening!

Lots of people came with

We couldn't stop blinking the rest

Had plenty of yummies afterwards.

LONGHIKE

September 22,23, 1979.

Over 90 people came up to the Whistler cabin after a great day of climb
ing at Murrin Park.

Rock climbing is getting so popular we'll have to expand

our operation next year!:

The evening began with much chili (although a

certain P. Phillips says there's never enough), and even an alternative
for the vegetarians (Kraft dinner!).

Helen Lemon tried teaching the Salty

Dog Rag to all us left-footers and square dancing took off after that.

We

sent half our members over to the B.C.I.T. cabin, although there was a party
going on there and I don't imagine they got much sleep.

Had a great break

fast of french toast, and I must say a huge thanks to all those who helped
cook and clean up on the weekend.

Trips on Sunday w e n t out to Singing Pass,

Overlord Glacier, Corrie Lake, and work hikes to M t . Brew and Rainbow Lake.
OUTDOOR CLUBS DANCE

September 28, 1979.

This was a new addition to V.O.C.'s social events.

The dance was jointly

put on by the Ski Club, Sailing Club, V . O . C , Canoe Club, Skydiving Club,
Hang Gliders Club, and Rowing Club in the S.U.B. ballroom.

Over 300 people

came out to hear "Bowser Moon", and it was quite a success.
HALLOWE'EN PARTY

October 2 7 , 1979.

Costumes were to relate to anything starting with a "V" an "0" or a
"C" and w e has some great costumes show up!

This year w e rented the Kappa

Sigma Fraternity House on Wesbrook which turned out to be a great place.
Many thanks to Alysson Mclnnes, Lesley Kearney, Audrey Pearson, Debbie Copper,
and Sharon Gravel!e for helping out.
the square dance calling.

Also thanks to T i m Macintosh for doing

Prizes for best costumes went to Rein Raudsepp-

the Cloud, and Marianne Etchel and Paul Hooper-the Very Odd Couple:
SLIDE PRESENTATION

November 23, 1979.

A special slide show was given by Jeff Lowe on a climbing expedition
in the Himalayas and also a climbing trip in Greenland.

Great pictures:

An I.R.C. lecture theatre was used and a profit made too:
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CHRISTMAS PARTY

December 21, 1979.

Held at Terry Chow's house.

Thanks to Terry and his parents.

The

evening was a nice time to relieve tensions after exams and get excited
about Christmas trips.
presents!

Paul Phillips played Santa Claus and handed o u t

Who received the old can of beans left over from Sphinx Camp?:

CHRISTMAS REUNION PARTY
Happy New Decade:

Febuary 1, 1980.
Audrey Gilmore kindly donated her house and everyone

present had great fun laughing at the Christmas trip slides.
in church-really Paul:

Playing Bingo

Goodies were brought by various people and were

heartily gorged upon by the kitchen bunch.
REFERENDUM PARTY
We're crossing our fingers and busily doing all the advertising w e can
for the Cabins Referendum on March 11, 12 and 13, 1980.

Pending victory

w e shall celebrate on March 14th.
P.S.

Hurray:

We w o n !

The party was a t Marianne's house.

BANQUET
Our annual banquet is planned for March 28, 1980. at the Copper Kettle
restaurant on Kingsway.
to continue a good thing.

We liked having it there so much last year w e decided
There will be the usual smorgasbord dinner (as

nothing else satisfies V.O.C.'ers appetites), with awards, a slide contest,
and a presentation by Paul Binkert afterwards.

Of course dancing will follow,

and early the next morning a river-run for the hearty bunch(?).
promises to be a great wind up.

Dawn Thomas
Vice-President
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It

SPRING 1979

"Cross-Country Extravaganza" Ski Touring in the Sun River Valley - N.W. of Lillooette.
Helen Sordat

Feb. 14th, 1979

All of us were looking forward to some good spring skiing on a
five day traverse of high mountain ridges in the Sun Creek area.

All

of us had toothpicks (except Wayne, on trowels, who was still nursing
his injured shoulder).

Luck was not with us; the snow conditions were

impossible to attempt a traverse on.

It was deep, soft, light snow

impossible to break trail in, or to ski down on.
Nevertheless, we started skiing north west up the river valley.
The area is really excellent toothpick country, with level and rolling
terrain.

It usually has good, dry weather and better snow conditions.

Along the trail Wayne kept on mumbling something about the "
terrain."

We traveled quite slow the first day.

shelter out of a flimsy excuse for a shack.

flat

That night w e made a

It was located just at the

base of Dickson Peak.
There was an improvement in the weather on the second day.

We

pushed on up the river and were lucky to meet a party of people coming
out.

(They left a nice set of tracks for us to follow).

about two feet deep and had no base.

The snow was

People started to really get up

set when they realized this trip would hold no good telemark runs.
That night, after some clever wilderness scouting we managed to find
a winterized rancher's cabin.
next two nights.

This was to be our home base for the

It was a nice cabin —

especially when the fire was

lit!!!
On the third day we awoke to a miserable blizzard.
weather did not change our plans.
Hummingbird Lake.

But the

We set out on an expedition to find

On the way we found some good steep hills but "Geez,

Geez, Geez" -- was the snow being a menace.

Although we had to turn

back because of the weather conditions, it was an explorative and ful
filling day.
The fourth day proved to be the highlight of the trip, it was
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a clear day, and we set off in quest of Spruce Lake.

From here, we

started climbing the only prominent mountain in the area —

M t . Sheba.

Of course, as usual, there were five people and two or three different
trails heading to the same place.

We managed to lose Steve Grant for

half a day, and saw him only as we started climbing up to him on
Sheba's "knees".

He was on his way down!!

windy on those high ridges.

It was clear, cold and

M t . Sheba was impossible to get to with

the time we had (although it was an easy ridge walk).
for the view of Sun Creek Valley.
through some good snow —

the group was really happy about that.

Day five was another loser of a day.
cided to leave for home.

So, we settled

On the way down to the cabin we went

It was snowing, so we de

We made good time skiing out.

It was lucky

that Graham's "heavy duty" pole snapped just at the end of the trail.
Another five days of skiing in.

It was a spring break that was

well spent.
Graham Underhill

Wayne Magata

John Baldwin

Steve Grant

Helen Sordat

Ski Touring in the Bugaboos
Helen Sordat

May 24th - 31st 1979

"Vraiment, Superb, Extra" is the best way to describe this area
in the Purcell Mountains of B.C.

The Bugaboos are a square mile of

steep jagged granite peaks that draw many climbers and skiers alike.
Although this area is famous for helicopter skiing, w e did some excell
ent ski touring on the last good spring snow of the year.

It is a

rather steep area, and most of the people in our group had trowels.

Of

course, Steve and John both skied on toothpicks.
May 24th - It was a long drive to get to Brusco (12 hours) and
then we had to face another twenty-five miles of logging road.

Steve,

John and I spent the night at the base of the trail and prayed that the
weather would hold.
May 25th - On this beautiful day we had our first good look at
the spectacular rock formations.

The 3,000 foot ascent to the Conrad
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Kain Hut was started on foot, and finished on skis.
hard climb.

It was a steep and

As we approached the hut we were greeted by a welcoming

party of A l , Wayne and Rein (they had arrived the day before us).

There

was only a short rest before John had all the guys outside bouldering
on the rocks.

It was almost an emergency when Wayne fell and re-dislo

cated his shoulder.

Luckily, with our gentle care, he recovered that

evening.
Hay 26th - This was our first day of exploration.

The travel

ers raced the toothpickers all the way up the Bugaboo Glacier - what
competition!!

The snow conditions were O.K., but we were skiing in wet

cement during the afternoon.

We proceeded to our destination of Howser

Peak, and bagged that in the afternoon.

It is one of the few peaks

that is accessible without the use of any technical aid.

The view was

spectacular on top, but the wind gave us no time for contemplation.
That evening was spent in the avid discussion of what else? -- skiing
equipment.
Hay 27th - Our party split up on this day.

The others left for

home while John, Steve and I stayed and watched it snow all day.

We

made a short jaunt up to East Post Spine and did a few runs near the
cabin.

It was a day of rest; playing cards, playing with pictures and

baking biscuits were our pastimes.
May 28th - There was six inches of powder everywhere that morn
ing.

John was in a high fever and had us out on the slopes early.

This

time we went up through Bugaboo-Snowpatch col and over to some famous
heli-skiing slopes.
slopes that day.

There were "thousands of telemarks" done on the

It was definitely our best day of skiing; and we had

an excellent view of the Vowel! Glacier.
Hay 29th - Again, today we could not go far because of the wea
ther.

Our excursion was up to the Hound's Tooth - a prominant rock when

looking up from the valley.

While John and I walked up the steep part,

Steve took his skis up as high as possible to get a good run in.
of the day was again spent in the hut.

Most

Relaxation and indoor recreation

were welcome.
May 30th - Climbing Flat Top Mountain was the highlight of the
trip.

Steve took the precaution of leaving a trail of snow piles on our

ascent of the glacier.

The weather was totally miserable.

We climbed

an exposed and steep face by cutting a masterpiece of a stairway into
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the ice.

Building these stairs was slow and tedious, but they were de

sperately necessary.

Just as we reached the summit the weather mirac

ulously cleared and we were rewarded with some warmth and an excellent
view.
May 31st - This was our last day in the area.

We packed up and

left early, for we had a long journey home to Vancouver.
John Baldwin

Wayne Magata

Steve Grant

Al Knutson

Helen Sordat

Rein Raudsepp

Sphinx - Airdrop (1)
The Nitty-Gritty
Paul Phillips
A small helicopter now costs $300 - $400 per hour to rent.

With

30 minutes of flying time to get into Sphinx cabin this represents some
thing like 25% of the Sphinx budget.
provement.

Obviously, there is room for im

A light plane (minus pilot) cost a mere $25 per hour includ

ing fuel and since our illustrious president is a licensed pilot, an
airdrop seemed a good idea.
Airdrops have been the subject of previous V.O.C. articles (V.O.C.
Journal 1970).

However, the case in hand was rather special as (a) it

was a money swing alternative, (b) we had 4 square miles to drop the stuff
on Garibaldi Lake, and (c) the latter was covered with new soft snow.
I shall deal with each of these points in turn, (1) budgeting, (2) drop
ping, sighting and recovering, and (3) packaging.
Budgeting - With a helicopter one drives to a prearranged location,
load the chopper and 10-15 minutes later you're at Sphinx.
pay and tip the pilot and that's that.
($150 - $200).

With a plane all material has to be specially packaged

(it took me two days).
strictions.

You unload,

Quick, easy, but rather expensive

Two loads are required owing to weight/size re

This entails flying from Vancouver with one load, dropping

it, returning to Vancouver (or better still drive the second load to
Squamish airport and pick it up there) and then dropping the second load.
This will involve a minimum of two hours flight time assuming the weather
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is good (which it wasn't).

One then has to account for possible losses

($100 in our case) and the act of packaging materials ($20).

So you

are looking at a minimum of about $70.00, a $100.00 saving at the expense
of a lot of hard work and goodwill:volunteer pilot, package and recov
ery people.

If the drop could be made in one load (i.e. less than 100

pounds of food), goodwill running high and the delivery date was flex
ible (to allow for bad weather) an airdrop should be seriously considered.
However, as it w a s , it was a marginal enterprise (that statement is made
in retrospect).

Finally, the experiment was a disaster, we ended up

using the chopper, but the experience gained was invaluable.
Dropping, sighting and recovery - Ideally y o u have half a dozen
skiers hovering around the cabin end of the lake watching for boxes and
dashing out and marking them with wands.
and good weather.

This assumes y o u have good aim

Failing the latter, dropping stuff along the ski tracks

across the lake is a possibility, also having one person on the moraine
taking bearings of the drops is useful (credit due to Pig Trotter for
that idea).

It should be borne in mind that the resolution of the eye

is 0.03°, so any (average) box further than 500 meters will be invisible.
It is probably more important to mark the boxes first then collect them,
if a blizzard starts up the boxes get rapidly buried, the markers however,
remain readily visible.

(There was 18 inches of snow before we would

get onto the lake to collect them, several boxes were lost that way, al
though all were recovered 5 days later after the snow had consolidated).
Painting the boxes black might help.

Attaching fluorescent streamers

didn't work.
Packaging - As I see it there are two philosophies for packaging
for airdrops; enclosing everything in steel so the packaging survives,
but the shock gets dissapated in the contents.

The contents are of course

readily removed from intact case with a large spoon.

Alternatively, de

sign the package to absorb the shock either by being crushed or by explo
ding.

If you do it right, the contents remain intact; although, slightly

scattered (maybe).
as follows.

The latter philosophy was adopted and implemented

Firstly, all glass and other brittle containers are out,

and transfer contents to 7 inch poly bags etc.

Line all boxes with 4-6

inches of crushed newspaper, safeway bags etc.

Pack boxes homogeneously

ie. put things of similar density, flexibility, etc. in the same box,
e.g. put all the margarine in one box, jello/cool aid in another etc.
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Obviously, a slab of margarine will crush a box of biscuits by virtueof its large inertia.

Where homogeneous packing is not possible, pad

items with indestructables (toilet rolls, J . Cloths, bread, dried fruit
etc.).
them.

Finally, strap up boxes with reinforced packing tape and label
Also make up a list of all the items to be dropped, so you can

find out what y o u have lost.
The principal disadvantages of this packaging method is that
y o u don't lose a slab of margarine and a few other things, y o u lose all
your margarine or all your jello etc.
work?

Does this packaging technique

The answer is y e s , a yes with no reservations.

boxes at 100 mph,

We dropped the

from 500 feet, all of them remaining intact,
in fact none of them even showed signs of

damage!

As for the contents; two cans of coffee were slightly dented,

apart from that everything was unscattered.
result, well worth taking note.

This was a very pleasing

However, I should point out, we didn't

drop the tin cans, but our twenty, 1 pound packs of frozen hamburger
would be similar mechanically and they didn't burst their boxes.

White

gas is nearly undroppable (V.O.C. Journal 1970) and was carted in by
guess who !

Granola was packed in 5 gallon drums, these would probably

survive the impact, but it's not clear the lake would.

The only disas

ter was the 10 pounds of frozen stewing items which was dropped "as is"
That disappeared in a 10 foot plume of snow and settled to the bottom
of a four foot diameter crater which the blizzard promptly wiped out.
I'll leave y o u to draw y o u r own conclusions about airdrops for
Sphinx.

However, I would like to point out that at best it involves a

lot of hard work for a lot of people.

In that respect, I would like to

thank the following people for their assistance: Paul Hooper (pilot),
Mark Barley (personal chauffeur), Jay McArthur (food chauffeur), Kerry
Delaney, Helen Lemon and Martin Trotter (recovery crew).

Sphinx Airdrop

(II)

A Horror Story
Paul Phillips
Bah! Dropping things out of an aircraft is a cinch.
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Bullshit!

Firstly, remove the passenger door from the aircraft.
usually not possible on rental planes, so leave it on.

This is

Secondly, tie

yourself into the aircraft (a climbing harness is useful) and put on
bivi gear, because when it's minus 10°C outside then it's going to be
minus 40°C a t normal air speeds.

Now fly to target area, y o u don't want

to damage the goodies so fly low and reduce air speed to just above stall
speed (70 mph) and open the door.

Plane promptly slows, opening door

reduces airspeed to 60 mph so fly at 100 mph, wedge yourself in a corner
and push door open with both feet (if you're lucky).

Maintain this pos

ition whilst retrieving boxes from luggage compartment 6 feet away.
possible.

Not

Retrieve box first, persuade pilot to press box against ceil

ing with his head until you've got the door open.
easy reach).

Toss box out (now in

Smash tail-wing and control cables, crash.

out in sensible fashion to avoid latter embarrassment.
as close to the door as possible and throw box out.
along with box.

Push boxes
To do that, get

Fall out of aircraft

Fortunately, foot gets trapped by door as it shuts un

der the wind pressure, put hand round door to get hand hold and climb
back in.

Remember to retrieve now numb, paralyzed hand.
Well we've finished experimenting now, we've lost three aircraft,

three pilots, three loads of food, four passengers and a passenger's hand
and foot, assuming of course the weather's good.

So add another laden

aircraft to account for crashes into Panorama Ridge in a white out.
Also add one load of food lost in a blizzard.
Goody, we can start throwing food out now, but where to throw it.
Garibaldi Lake is 4 square miles of totally white
point is needed.
Boring.

The cabin?

Kerry Delaney?

snow, a reference

Excellent, but fogged in.

Excellent.

The ski-trails?

Well, in retrospect perhaps not,

he was 3 miles from the cabin, but my fingers were itchy.
box of green pepper landing on Battleship Island group?

Why is that
Why is Kerry

lying under that box Hoop?
I heaved the last box out near the cabin and a very relieved
Hooper flew us home.

Hoop amused himself on the way out by trying to

decapitate Delaney, but failed miserably, he missed by at least 6 feet.
We were now a half hour late and out of radio range of Vancouver.
half expected a flotilla of rescue planes to greet us.

We

However, commun

ist and U.F.O. activity is low in the Squamish area, so "they" assumed
we were merely lost and life in Vancouver was unaffected.
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A final note, the above is true in the sense it could have (and
in many cases nearly did) happen.
as described.

I did, in fact, fall out of the door

So future airdroppers note!

Sphinx Camp
Some exerpts from the Sphinx cabin log book
Editor: Mark Barley

April 11th:

April

1979

"We are here, but where is the air drop, or for that matter
Paul P. and Kerry Delaney?"
...Helen Lemon

April 12th:

With reference to the first air drop by 'plane.
"...He dropped that clover into a huge patch of clovers,
One hundred miles wide
'Ha' find that!

I fear you are destined to fail

And he left with a flip of his black bottomed tail..."
...Helen Lemon quoting somebody?

April 21st:

"A beautiful day complemented by an awe inspiring sunset
prompting one to cosmic thoughts (is the universe un
folding or disfolding?)"
...Phil Hall

"I drank, I dried out, I took the train, I hiked, I skied
and I conquered (the cabin at least)."
...Dave Waldichuck
Editor:

April 25th:

"What!

All in one day Dave?"

Helen Sordat halfway up to the Bookworms.
"John Baldwin, Ron and I, side stepped and slipped all the
way up the hills.

The white desert of water was almost

too hot to tolerate."
"Home again"
...Berni
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April 28th:

Something to do with a fire we had?
"J.B. releases pressure in stove fuel pump by taking off
cap."
The Bomber Squadron bagging Phyllis' engine.

"The toothpick boots masquerading as E.B.'s made the climb
a little bit more interesting."
...John Baldwin?

On the way back from Castle Towers.
"...Berni zigzagged on the far side under the Rox, carry
ing the only Pieps in Sphinx camp and avalanche cord as
well."
.. .Louise Hooley

April 30th:

It was hot!!
"Got in some great suntanning!"
"The Lake is beginning to melt dangerously around the edge.
Will we have to swim out tomorrow?"
...Dawn Thomas

"I came, I saw and I conquered (the cabin that is) and
assorted short skis to rocks for suntanning."
...Kathy Higgins
Ed. Haven't I heard some of that somewhere before, Kathy?

However some people did manage some serious mountaineering
as the following account by the Bomber Squadron from the
log book shows.

Guard Mountain - North Ridge
John Baldwin & Steve Ludwig

April 24th

An unprecedented climb occured as John Baldwin and Steve Ludwig
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(The Bomber Squadron) re-created a nineteenth century climbing advent
ure by tackling the north ridge of Guard Mountain.

Leaving at six

from Sphinx camp the team gathered their gear which included: toothpick
boots for the delicate rock moves, one ice axe, one wooden handled
carpenters hammer complete with dual 75° drooped claws, one rope and
ten chocks.

Steve and John wanted there to be no unfair advantages

over what climbers would have had a hundred years ago.
The route began on the way to Guard-Deception Col.

A steep slog

up the east side of the mountain and an unnerving traverse below an over
hanging cornice, bringing them to the lower dome of the north ridge.
The immortal words of Choinard echoed in the chasm below as the climbers
entered the Stanley couloir; "some of my most enjoyable climbing is
done with one foot on the rock and one on the snow."

The west facing

couloir enabled the dynamic duo to bypass serious gendarmes on the ridge.
The single ice axe came into play with Steve's skilled hands chopping
steps big enough;for "duck boots" and John artfully utilizing the Stan
ley carpenter's hammer for self belay.
Now roped together the extremeness of the route became clear as
a knife edged snow arete was tackled.

"If I fall right, then y o u jump

left," John cautioned as he rammed the Stanley hammer up to the hilt in
the firm snow.
The rock wall on the second step was the next serious impasse.
John made a protectionless try at an easterly face route but found it
too blank to go safely on the verglas-clad rock.

"You try and lead

something," he said to Steve, with his sphinctors sternly clasped shut.
Steve chose the only other likely looking route involving a desperate
crack inside a grimy frozen chimney.

With a series of gravity defying

moves, Steve forced a route to a snowy ledge.
to lower off.

At this point he decided

Rather than leave equipment, John used precious moments

to go up and clear the impasse.

Two hours lost to this second rock step.

The party's next tack was to traverse down and around the step
by sliding down onto avalanche slopes flanking the steep rock facing
west.

The duo hugged the base of the rock until they came beside an

incredible vertical pillar.

Now was the time for the two bomber hatted

characters to "lay the cards on the table" with an excellent lead on
cracks and slabs that were thankfully free of snow.

"My arms don't have

any more strength" said a shattered Steve as he thrust the hardware on
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John for the next pitch.

This command performance had put the party

back up onto the north ridge.

As John's adrenalin rush faded, he not

iced that his hands were shredded from seconding the pitch.

The next

snow clogged lead was his as Steve had degenerated into a whimpering
vegetable.

A quick half pitch brought them to a powdery gully.

John

grumbled as he cleared three feet of snow off a mantleshelf that was
to become the crux of the climb.

Protection was made meaningless by

the opposite rock wall of the gully.

His skin tight ripstop bomber hat

would provide little protection other than keeping his skull contents
in one place.

The climbers could not but contemplate a bivouac if this

move failed, as the shadows were lengthening on Garibaldi Lake below.
A quick thrash put John on top of a slimy groove, his beard wet with
a face full of snow from the shelf.

John finished the lead after gin

gerly stepping out onto extremely steep, loosely attached snow that
sifted away from the rock.

The mantleshelf possessed ticklish charac

teristics whereby no protection was afforded to the second.

Steve

tightened his chin strap on his two tone bomber hat in preparation for
the move.

"Fuck me" he screamed to himself as he became transfixed

midway up the mantle with all his abdominal muscle tearing in the lab
oured life-giving effort that put him shakily on top of the shelf.

Re

moving the next piece of protection involved a step onto a microhold
with a leg that had the powerfull bobbing motion of a good Singer sewing
machine.

Steve then led on up through the last gullied pitch.

The

entrance to the final gully had a unique ball bearing effect of loose
snow on icy rock.

A final crawl up snow that seemed too steep to stick

brought the two thrashed pulps to the summit on hands and knees in
the fading sunlight.
John Baldwin

Steve Ludwig
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SUMMER 1979
Manatee Range
John Baldwin

June 1979

The Manatee Range is a group of mountains located between the
headwaters of the Toba and Lillooet Rivers.

It was first visited in

1967 by a B.C.M.C. Ski expedition, and since then only a couple of other
parties have visited the area.

All of these trips used air support, but

with the expanding logging roads in the Lillooet River and Meager Creek
region this is now not necessary, and is in fact down right absurd.
Access is short.

It is possible to drive well up the north fork

of Meager Creek to a point within half a mile of a large slide that came
down the true north fork of the creek.

This slide is smooth, hard packed

dirt and can be easily followed for a few miles.

A short snow gully

then leads up onto the plateau east of the Manatee glacier.

It is a five

hour hike from the car to a camp near the Manatee glacier.
This was a five day ski trip in mid June ~

y e s , skiing in mid

June, and what's more, very good skiing.

Everything above 5000' had

several feet of compact w e t spring snow.

Simple waxing with silver and

red klister worked like a charm.

Not only that, but w e were able to camp

on a dry meadow hillock -- a rare pleasure on a ski trip.
sures of "spring" skiing.

A h , the plea

Harm temperatures, long days, good skiing

snow, not to mention the much tamer weather than would ever be found in
winter.
We camped near the eastern edge of the Manatee glacier.

Two days

were cloudy and rainy but we were able to ski up peak 7360 and Polychrome
ridge.

The highlight of the trip was a beautiful clear day when we were

able to do some serious skiing and peak bagging.

We skiied across the

Manatee glacier then up towards Dugong and crossed onto the Remora glac
ier.

All the time with tremendous views of Wahor tower and Menard Peak.

The crevasses were safe enough to allow us to ski around unroped.

We

then climbed up the west edge of the Remora glacier, avoiding the ice
fall by sticking near the rock and bagged both Manatee and Dugong.
We were afforded simply stunning views down into the Tola river
and across to the mountains west of us.
from granite towers.

Huge icefalls descended 5000'

Then an excellent run down as Steve and I laced

the edge of the glacier with telemarks, and pinwheels sailed off down the
hill from our feet.
On the way out we were able to ski down the snow gully from the
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Steve Grant

Wayne Nagata

The Lions
Dan Moore

June 23

This trip started out in typical fashion: Rein made the rounds
of the houses of all those going, stopping and waiting at each house as
another member of the party rolled into the van half-dressed, still
eating breakfast.

Leon, as usual, put on a bit of a show.

Not to be

outdone, he sat squarely, wearing only his one pair of jeans, upon a
plate smothered with maple syrup and flapjack remains.
We ascended the ridge-top via the new Lions trail; this is where
the trip became atypical.

Leon suggested a short-cut, eyeing a snow-

gully which would take us directly to the base of the West Lion. The
rest of us agreed, the gully appearing to be an easy scramble.

However,

we found instead w e t , downs!oping gully walls and a fifth-class chockstone blocking the gully.

Fortunately, Jean, the group's slimmest mem

ber, w a s able to squeeze beneath the chockstone with a rope, and thus
belay the rest up to the trail, under the watchful eyes of some amused
hikers on the trail.

The "shortcut" only took over an hour.

We then promptly lost the trail, and climbed directly up some
third-class rock, wondering how all the Vancouver masses made it to
the summit (we didn't realize that w e had lost the trail).

After loun

ging and eating at the summit for the amount of time prescribed by
V.O.C. tradition, it was decided that w e would climb the East Lion by
"the Great Thrash."
Now I know what Culbert means by "damn steep and unpleasant."
This route follows near vertical (and often overhanging) bush; if y o u
find yourself approaching non-brushy rock, y o u are definitely off-route.
Down climbing this amounts to a 500 foot vertical vegetable rappel.
We stopped for fish and chips at Horseshoe Bay, and after some
discussion, w e all agreed that it h a d been an interesting day.
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Leon Kolankiewicz

Sue Clifford

Jean Heineman

Dan Moore

Rein Raudsepp

(L)

Mount Garibaldi
Dan Moore

June 16-17

Saturday noon found nine V.O.C.'ers standing in the rain at the
Diamond Head trail-head, wondering whether going on was truly worthwhile.
Nobody wanted to be a wimp, so we started out, and made good time to the
Elfin shelter (with Rein and Dan demonstrating the value of umbrellas
in the mountains).

Some of the less keen (more wet) settled down in

front of the fireplace in the shelter, refusing to go any further.

These

misguided souls reasoned that an early start after a good sleep in a warm,
dry cabin was preferable to spending the night on the glacier, secure
from the wind and rain in a McKinley tent.

The sight of two (ostensible)

members of the Search and Rescue group arriving at the shelter with cram
pons on and ice axes in hand prompted such hilarity that we decided to
stay the night, and spent the afternoon building snow-bears and engaging
the bourgeois piggies (Leon and Rein) in a game of frisbee.
We awoke at 3:00 a.m. to find the skies clear and our objective
cloaked in fresh snow, glinting in the first probing rays of dawn.

Under

way at 4:30, we quickly found ourselves having route-finding difficul
ties, as we crawled up and down gullies and moraines.

We eventually

made the neve, minus one member, and slogged through the snow, impressed
by the "awesome vista unfolding beneath azure skies."
We had intended to take the SE approach (Culbert, p . 2 5 5 ) , but
failed to take a left, and ascended via the NE route (ibid.).

Two mem

bers of the crew, suffering from wet feet, turned back just short of the
last pitch.

The bergschrund was still bridged at one point, and with

the fresh snow to kick steps in, the ascent was quite easy.
wind at the top made short our stay at the summit.

The cold

Leon entertained us

with.his version of "The Man Who Slid Down Garibaldi," but unlike Miura
(who "skiied" down Everest), Leon didn't stop short of the crevasse-, he
flew right over it, landing in a pile of fresh snow.

We met the rest of

the group back at the shelter, and after a cooling dip in the Elfin Lakes
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we trudged back to our cars and on to home, with a stop at the Big T
in Squamish, which comes far more highly recommended than the Diarrhoea
Queen.
Dan Moore

Audrey Gilmour

Jean Heineman

Randall Woods

Al Knutson

Sharon Gravelle

Graham Fishlock

Leon Kolankiewicz

Rein Raudsepp (L)

The Joffre Creek Non-Trip
Philip Hall

July

Long weekends do strange things to people of usually normal dis
positions.

They make them want to give up the comforts of the "good

life" and wander fruitlessly in the pouring rain; they make them willing
to drive long into the night after a hard day a t work; but most of all
they make them, sans protest, spend a whole hour in a crowded small town
bar just to be accosted by an inebriated Indian or two.
After getting off an hour behind schedule (yes, Al was late again)
we got to the Upper Levels Highway before Rein decided that we had for
gotten a tent.

We deliberated a while and then decided that, if need be,

some of us could stay in the Alpine Crafts shelter.
All the preceeding excitement took place on Friday night and for
eshadowed an

entirely ordinary trip.

The evening was topped off with

a foray into the Pemberton Hotel (to meet Al and Jean who had accumulated
a drunken "local" at their table) and a sleeping spot next door to a mosquitoe bog.
Saturday morning commenced with a light drizzle which drizzled
all the way up to the third lake where the campsite was.

Needless to say

the shelter which we were depending on wasn't there but the rain stopped
and the sun shone for a few hours so we forgot our troubles.

After fleet

ing glimpses of Rex's Pillar and other goodies we had dinner and went to
bed just as it started to snow.

With seven people shoehorned into one

two-man and one almost-three-man tent we weren't expecting lavish com
fort.

However, only I got wet and they tell me it wasn't all that bad
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(I was soaking w e t and figured that it was_ all that bad!).
Sunday dawned with six brand-spanking-new inches of snow and we
all decided that civilization, or at least sea level, was beckoning.
After a few stops along the way we arrived home rather bored but with
a WHOLE DAY! of long-weekend left to relax and soak up the "good life".

Mount Baker

Philip Hall

Mt. Baker is one of the classics.

A "must do" for all West Coast

ers who like to talk about climbing over a beer at a party.
one say?

But what can

The real rewards of mountaineering are the aesthetic qualities

which are different to everyone who beholds them.

They can't really be

described to someone who has never seen similar sights and someone who
has seen even the very same event will have seen it differently from
y o u or I.
Not being any more honourable than the next person, I seldom find
myself shying away from climbing conversations at parties.

For the same

reasons I found myself camped just below the Coleman Glacier on a July
Saturday evening along with several other V.O.C.'ers waiting for the sun
to set and hoping our McKinley tent wouldn't flap its way to Kingdom
Come before the morning.
I'm a lover of sunsets.
stupendous scenes.

I've gazed at many and seen some pretty

The sunset we saw from the shoulder of Baker, however,

was one of the most staggering spectacles I have ever witnessed.

We saw

the great orange fireball reflect off the Straits of Georgia and set be
hind the mountains of Vancouver Island.

Their silhouettes etched on the

horizon over a hundred miles away!
After being filled with such goodness we all slept soundly except
Geoff, who claimed he did, but he was using his boots for a pillow so I
find his claims rather hard to believe.

Morning came clear as can be with

cold "Instant Cream-of Wheat" to get me going (just horrible stuff;
should've known I'd be too lazy to cook in the morning).
We roped up quickly after stalling through breakfast to let the
long lines of "clown suits" get well ahead of us.

The ascent was quite

smooth and nondescript except for Steve L . , Helen and Geoff electing to
cut out the Roman Wall by going off towards the top part of the Coleman
Headwall, thus adding over an hour to the ascent.
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On the top Steve Grant and I marvelled at how his Minox 35 cam
era ingeniously stops working in the cold while Andy sat and shivered.
Andy had forgotten his sweater, forgotten his mitts, his toque, suncream,
tentfly, compass, whistle, toothbrush, nail file, and his gore-tex bomber
hat.

Andy didn't have all that much fun sitting on the top but Steve

and I had a great time watching him shiver.

The problem, y o u see, is

that there isn't all that much to see from the top of Baker at the best
of times and even less in the middle of forest fire season.
The rest of our adventure went quite routinely except for Geoff's
surprise upon learning of the legal drinking age in Washington State
whilst ordering a beer at a local tavern in Glacier.

We got home at a

reasonable hour and even the ride on the freeway at sunset was only
mildly nerve wracking.
The most significant thing one learns in writing accounts of climb
ing trips is how difficult it is to describe the most clearly remembered
occurences.

Even the lamest scribe (such as

Yours Truly) can explain

Geoff's funny antics or anyone's particular ineptitudes, but when it
comes to describing aesthetics; describing the thrilling wind on the top
or the brilliant flare of the sun before it rises over the ridge in the
morning; this is the domain of only a few to do adequately and thus I
must leave the greater part of our adventures to your imagination.

If

you have been there, anywhere really, and seen nature's little wonders
then y o u will see what I mean to say.
Helen Sordat (L)

Steve Ludwig

Steve Grant

Geoff Underhill

Andy Pacheco

Philip Hall

(L)

The Siwash Sanction
C.S. Bungi (as told to ROW)

Friday, July 13 (really)

After an evening of beer and slides depicting recent heroic and
debauched adventures by various V.O.C.'ers, sleeping bags were laid on
the floor of the P.R.C.C. and a few hours of sleep were had before the
climb.

An alpine start (4:00 am) found us thrashing around Stanley Park

and after a short detour we approached the seawall across from Siwash
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Rock.

This was to be my first climb where tide tables would have been

handier than a map.

Shoes, socks and pants (so much for the Virgins Only

Club) were removed and stowed in daysacks, which were held above our heads
commando style as we waded through thigh deep water to the rock base.
A quick survey of approaches was made and the direct route up the east
face chosen.

The forty-some feet of 5.4 climbing was made interesting

near the top by m o s s , dirt and white slippery stuff which was not snow,
and possibly associated with the dozen or so irate seagulls circling ar
ound overhead.
hazard.

This is what we mountaineers refer to as an objective

With all the "Dirty Half Dozen" on the summit (this count not

including the two seagull chicks thought to have made the ascent on a i d ) ,
a camera was produced and the inevitable hero shots taken.
my mind that they would make fine exhibits in court.

It crossed

The descent was

made by rappel (Abseiling, Abseiling, Over the Ocean Blue) from the summit
forest with a number of early morning joggers for an audience.
Have y o u ever noticed how quickly the tide comes in?

The mid-thigh

depth was now mid-stomach and the return crossing was followed by a
general wringing out of clothes and underwear.

After a short inspection

of the red and white momento left on the summit we returned to the cars
and replete with a distinctive guano odour, headed for Bino's for a light
breakfast.

They'll let anyone in!

6 V.O.C.'ers (Siwash Ascent Crew,

'79)

Inside Passage Kayak Expedition
Leon Kolankiewicz
Author's Note:

July 6 - Aug. 7, 1979

What follows is the greater part of an account of this

episode that I wrote up as a description of it for distant, but close
friends.

As the venturesome reader will soon discover, it is a detailed

account, bordering more on literature (if a sorry excuse for such) than
a typical "We went there ... We did (or didn't do) it ... We came back"
V.O.C. trip report.

Perhaps you'll appreciate my deeply personal reac

tion to an adventure that has made a lasting impression on m e .

Perhaps,

on the other hand, an apology is in order for taxing your patience or in
sulting your literary sensibilities.
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Just in case, sorry ... LK.

P.S. This was written originally in October, 197S.

The Build-up
One year ago I had kayaked once in my life, six years earlier.
I spun around in circles for five minutes before giving up in disgust.
It was about a year ago then, that John Baldwin, a V.O.C. member and
ardent mountaineer and ski tourist, approached me with the idea of a
kayak trip up B.C.'s coast, from Vancouver to Prince Rupert through the
famous "Inside Passage" to Alaska.
A t first it seemed absolutely preposterous, as most of John's
better schemes are.

You must understand that he has somewhat of a rep

utation for fanaticism in our club.

In the summer of 1977 he fell through

a cornice on a snowy mountain ridge in northern B.C. somewhere between
900 and 1200 vertical feet to a glacier below —

and was rescued by a

helicopter nine hours and H mile of crawling later.

Page 5 of the 1978

V.O.C. Journal (Vol. XXI) describes a moment in the ski traverse of a
range of mountains known as the Spearheads, about 50 miles north of Van
couver: "The white-out (a dreadful condition in the mountains that re
stricts visibility to a few feet and makes it hard to distinguish snow
from air) was worse in the morning and the tents were sheathed with ice
from the storm.

Some people wanted to abort the trip, but John talked

them out of it.

Kis line of reasoning was that we were one with the

white-out; in fact we were the white-out, so we couldn't leave..."

In

the"V.0.C. Dictionary," another article in the same volume, a "Baldwin
Trip" is defined as: "Class five bushwack through mud-covered slide alder
in sleet and high winds, usually within ten yards of an A-l hiking trail."
Anyway, after ruminating a couple of months, I told John I'd go
along.

The lure of this wild and roadless coast eventually captured my

commitment.

Ever since coming into this country I'd wanted badly to see

it, and thought I would take the coastal ferry someday for that reason.
Now, the thought o f really "seeing" it, over a month or two, rather than
merely seeing it whisk blankly by, was unbearably exciting.
hours dreaming of what it'd be like.

I'd spent

Undoubtedly, this contributed to

my still being at U.B.C. now, four months after I should've finished my
thesis.

(Why make two years of my life miserable by working hard at my

M . S c . when I can spend a delightful three leisurely years at it instead?
I ask, what fool would trade two miserable years for three delightful
ones?)
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With six months to go, we began our preparations.

Our inexper

ience made these more extensive than they'd otherwise be —
of all, we had to find kayaks and learn how to use them!

like first
He contacted

kayakers, went to meetings, looked into getting kayaks and related gear,
and inquired into the feasibility of such an undertaking.

Did it sound

preposterous because it really was dangerous or unfeasible, o r just be
cause it was an excellent adventure, which usually sound preposterous
at first anyway?

We weren't really sure at first.

John and I kept up our search for additional partners, desirable
both for safety and companionship's sake.

Many weeks is a long time for

two people of the same sex to keep each other company.
we were fortunate to discover Deanna Rempel.

After a while

He were not to find any

one else (despite dozens of, "Boy! I'd like to, b u t . . . " ) , and this com
pleted our party.

Deanna, as it turns out, was the only one of us with

any real kayaking experience, and even she was not what you'd call an
"advanced" kayaker.

Doubts that our ambitions were much too great for

so inexperienced a group began to plague m e , and persisted into the jour
ney itself.

These were fanned by conversations with other people, whose

reactions ranged, as y o u might imagine, from mild interest to guarded
optimism, or envious enthusiasm to utter disbelief.

All of us were trea

ted to quite a barrage of scare stories, admonitions and dire warnings.
There were tales of 50' whirlpools that could swallow vessels
much greater than our own 14' and 17' kayaks; ferocious storms that blas
ted this desolate coast; 20' high swells rolling in from the deep ocean;
chilling cold waters that would numb and kill you in a matter of minutes;
25' killer whales with 6' dorsal fins that, while known to be tolerant
towards m a n , could not help but excite the imagination with their awe
some power; 10 knot (about 12 mph) tidal currents in tight channels

—

the bane of powerful boat engines no less modest kayak muscles; the maurading grizzly bear (former scientific name —

"Ursus horribilis", "hor

rible bear" in Latin) lurking in dense, impenetrable rain f o r e s t s ; end
less days of unceasing rain and fog; mile after mile of 100' cliffs along
the shore, making camping difficult (to say the least) unless w e hung
from pitons.

I'm not kidding.

These are the sorts of fears other semi-

knowledgeable people planted in my head, and while I could dispel some
of them to some extent, I could not dismiss the lot of them.

None of us

could, because we were out of our element; we couldn't judge the relia-
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bility of others' messages because of our own ignorance.

This was dis

turbing ... highly ... so much so that in the final two months before
hand, I was living as if under a shadow.

My fate, our fate, was approach

ing, and what would it be?
You may think I'm over-dramatizing here at least a little, but I
don't believe so.

I really was intimidated, as were John and Deanna,

if to lesser extents.
off.

Still, I never doubted that the trip would come

I think I owe this in large part to the calm reassurance offered by

two people whose opinions mattered more than the whole lot of half-wits,
for they were based more on knowledge and experience than conjecture and
rumour.

One was a woman who had actually kayaked over a route very sim

ilar to our prospective one two years earlier, omitting only the open
ocean segment above Vancouver Island.

The other was the "guru" of B.C.

ocean kayaking, Jim Berta, a person with great experience along the B.C.
coast (though not exactly where we were headed), as well as a kayak manu
facturer and instructor.

I took a weekend course from Jim, and John and

I both eventually bought boats (kayaks) from him.
went out of his way to help us.

Jim, knowing our plans,

He taught me how to do the basic Eskimo

roll in an hour of personalized instruction (though it was not included
in the normal course fare) and he offered us a good deal of advice and
encouragement.
In the couple of months preceding our departure date (July 1) I
was kayaking at least once or twice a week and had gotten well beyond
the basic problem of going in a straight line (one of the three problems
annoying to the beginner ~

the other two being getting in and out of

the kayak and not tipping over).

In the meantime, we altered our plans

somewhat by deciding to start at the snail village of Kelsey Bay on
Vancouver Island, instead of Vancouver itself, reasoning that since we
did have a given, if flexible, amount of time, we may as well spend it
in wild and (for us) virgin territory, instead of the Strait of Georgia
opposite Vancouver, dodging motorboats, irate private landowners, and
viewing familiar sights.
The final days were frenzied ... already, John was concerned about
tides, insisting that we had to depart from Kelsey Bay at slack tide the
afternoon of the next day

...

A t about noon the next day we arrived at Kelsey Bay and found a
spot to put in.

Several respectable ladies were engaged in conversation
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in front of a small gas station, and when we asked where we m i g h t park
Deanna's car, they naturally inquired as to what we were doing.
reaction to our reply did not engender our friendliness.
woman shook her head in a most concerned way.

Their

The elderly

The two younger fat lad

ies did not conceal their disdain as we explained ourselves.

One of

them snickered that a lot of people come by and get no further than ar
ound the corner before turning back.

For me, this moment w a s , in its

w a y , "classic": the rural locals who think they know better, belittling
the impractical, book-knowledge-only college city-slickers who think
they know it all, but have about as much common sense as a beheaded chi
cken.

That there didn't seem to be a grain of respect or empathy in

them for what we were about to embark on irked me.

In a way, I suppose,

it was only fitting that we should receive one final, token challenge,
from "locals" no less, at the very moment of our departure.

It made us

more determined than apprehensive ... we couldn't really become any more
of the latter.

"The three jiggly (describing the motion of their 'marbled

1

fatty tissue upon movement of their grotesquely obese bodies) ladies in
Kelsey Bay" remained a source of merriment and derision for us through
the length of our odyssey.
Packing our kayaks for the first time was no routine chore, quickly
disposed of.

Although the volume is greater than that of a backpack,

much of the space is hard to get at and things have to be packed in many
small waterproof containers rather than a few large ones.

I was on the

verge of panic as it became more apparent that not everything w o u l d fit;
meanwhile, the tide and the wind continued to shift and increase, respec
tively, their rhythms determined by a power unmoved by my puny distress.
John came to the rescue.

With great glee, he scrutinized every precious

article of my cargo, and with greater glee ruthlessly threw aside every
item not absolutely necessary, his hyena-like laughter overriding my
plaintive objections.

So went my ice axe (the better to dig clams w i t h ,

in lieu of a real clam shovel), about 10 "rainy day" books (reflecting
my optimism concerning the weather), down jacket and dacron v e s t , hiking
boots, extra underwear, shirts, pants, snack peanut butter, kitchen sink,
tennis racket and so forth.
constituted "necessity."

We obviously had different versions of what

I refused to relinquish my umbrella.

At last, at 3:00 p.m., with whitecaps visible on the Johnstone
Strait (that we were to begin the trip by crossing) and the tide definite-
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ly running out, we sat ourselves into our kayaks and tried in vain to
grasp the significance of the moment.
into the water.
unnoticed.

John then put a testing finger

His grimace at its unfriendly temperature did not pass

Gawd!

ing beyond belief.

Even the thought of falling entirely into it was chill
Gathering our resolve, we slipped paddle blades in

to water, aimed for the opposite shore, and began stroking out to the
rougher water towards the first of many immediate goals.

The ultimate

destination, Prince Rupert, was a t that time, I think, totally beyond
our reckoning.

It would have seemed impossible that four weeks later,

to the day, we should be paddling through this town's harbour, safe and
(arguably) sound, and rich too —

enriched, of course, in a sense far be

y o n d that implied by pecuniary wealth alone.

*The real peril lay in the possibility of capsizing a long distance from
shore; "long" being defined, that is, as a distance too far to swim in
these numbing northern waters, somewhere between H mile and 1 mile. In
the event of a "dump", three lines of defence existed. The first is the
Eskimo' roll, which John and I were capable of under controlled conditions.
The design of Deanna's boat precluded any thought of rolling back upright
again — you'd fall out if you tipped upside down. It was such a large
stable kayak though, that it should never capsize in the first place, or
so we hoped. The second line of defence is the so-called Eskimo rescue,
whereby the capsized kayaker displays exceptional sang-froid in remain
ing underwater, upside down and cockpit seal intact, while another kayak
comes to the rescue. All y o u need is something solid to grab onto to pull
yourself up. The third defence is a "deep-sea rescue". This is necessi
tated when the capsized person leaves their boat and surfaces. It invol
ves turning the kayak right-side-up, emptying it of water, and getting
the person back in. It's tricky and requires practice. N o , we had never
practiced it beforehand, and only I had ever even tried it, not something
to be very proud of. Failing the deep-sea rescue, the kayaker's best
recourse is to quickly recite his will to whoever is present, for he has
little time left to live, and less to think coherently.

First Stage (South of Queen Charlotte Sound)
The crossing of the Johnstone Strait was almost the worst of the
entire trip.

The tide was running against the wind and this creates

breaking waves (whitecaps) and often turbulence.

The three of us hung

together, for genuine caution and perceived safety both, as close as we
dared (didn't want to collide).

We tried to head into the waves as much

as possible, because this is much more stable than being smacked broad
side.

There was virtually no conversation between us.

centrating too damn hard.

We were all con

I have rarely concentrated so hard in my life;
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for good reason, the penalty for failure was severe.

As we hit mid-chan

nel and beyond, the waves got nastier than we'd believed they were from
shore —

they regularly broke over the kayaks and splashed onto us.

all got quite soaked.

We

You can't understand how marvelous it was to see

the front 1/3 of the kayak plunge into an oncoming wave and then literally
burst upward to the surface!

All I could think of then and the many

other times this happened was BUOYANCY and how splendid a manifestation
of this phenomenon my sealed kayak was.

What a seaworthy vessel!

A

canoe would surely have been swamped.
Eventually, a growing sense of mastery began to creep in along
side my frigid insecurity.

We could actually handle it!

Here we were

being bashed and battered like corks, and y e t we were slowly approaching
the opposite shore.

To feel yourself in control of a difficult and pot

entially very grave situation, one that has haunted your dreams, is an
incredibly heady sensation.

Our spirits were pretty high from this as

well as from the realization that our great adventure was at last under
way.

Soon we reached a sheltered bay across the channel and put into

shore there.
An interesting thing happened when I spotted that cove that was
to recur frequently throughout the trip, though we gradually came to ex
pect it.

I rejoiced at first because it was a sandy beach; w h y , y o u

could actually see its coarse and grained texture!

Well, we g o t closer

and closer and lo and behold if the damn sand grains didn't graduate to
pebbles and then to cobbles and then onto good sized stones and lastly
to outright boulders!

The beach had obviously been much further away

when 1 first spotted it than it looked.
invariably deceptive —
were.

Distances across the water were

things always looked closer than they actually

The very next day we espied a black bear cub along the shore.

I

paddled in for a closer look and by the time I was 15 yards away from it
the cub had miraculously become a full-sized bruin.
arating us made me feel safe.

Only the water sep

In the same vein, I was continually aston

ished at how tiny a kayak and its occupant would appear against a treelined shore.

You'd scan the shoreline and have a mental conception of

its size and distance from y o u and then you'd spot this tiny speck ben
eath it and feel your mental image demolished; a neat sensation actually
—

I used to intentionally trigger it.
On this first day, as on so many others to follow, the wind abated

somewhat in the evening, but the wind-generated waves took longer to die
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o u t , so our rest stop became a campsite.

We spent a couple of hours

exploring our surroundings, which included, at this location, WW II
battlements erected to guard the strait from entry by the Japanese.
In the evening we built the first of many cooking fires from beach drift
wood.

We'd brought along a hatchet and collapsable bow saw for this pur

pose.

Cedar was usually present, and was our favorite w o o d , for it split

easily, burned cheerfully, and had that famous cedar aroma so often ass
ociated with West Coast homes and the healthy outdoors.
ful of nights did we not use a fire to cook with.
ing stove was put to use then.

On only a hand

John's small backpack

Eventually we all became pretty skilled

fire-starters and never once did we fail to get one going, even on this
raincoast.

On one miserable, drenched day, admittedly, it took three

of us an hour and cheating with two liberal doses of stove fuel to start
'er up.

(It had been raining solidly for three days, food rations were

low and tasteless, and everything we had was damp.)
need a fire its hardest to start one!

Just when y o u most

On that same night we'd barely

had room for both tents and the fire on the narrow width of pebbly beach
between high tide and the thick "bush" of the forest pressing against us.
Deanna and I listened to an intermittent stream that had just started up
from all the rain trickle beneath our tent all night long!
Back to the first evening: we learned what a big factor tides are
in coastal kayaking quickly.
boats already afloat.

Deanna returned from our walk to find our

The tide was rising, of course.

If we landed

when the tide was up and going out, w e were faced with having to carry
the loaded kayaks over slippery, slimy rocks to the water's edge, an
unpleasant chore.

The dynamism of the ever-shifting shoreline was soon

firmly etched in our minds, such that soon it was hard to imagine being
able to set up camp right beside the static edge of a lake.
Tides affected us not only when beached, but when paddling as
well.

Tidal currents can make the difference between record time and

getting virtually nowhere.
(about 3.5 m p h ) .

We were capable of paddling perhaps 3 knots

If a tide ran at 2 knots, which it not uncommonly did,

for us, w e ' d get almost 6 mph; against us, only 1.15 mph.

And y e t , all

too infrequently were we able to take advantage of tidal force.

Tidal

patterns can be rather complicated back in the sorts of channels and
islands among which we were travelling.
we encountered —
pening!

Often we were befuddled by what

it just didn't seem as though it could actually be hap

Another reason for not using the tide more to our advantage was
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that to do so would have meant paddling at odd times, such as starting
at 5:00 a.m., going to 11:00 a.m., resting 'til 5:30 p.m. and then padd
ling 'til darkness.
ment.

We were surprisingly reluctant to make this adjust

I suppose we're greater creatures of habit than I'd like to believe.
Our "first crossing" (Johnstone Strait) represented the first in

stance of y e t another phenomenon —

proceeding, and succeeding, in blithe

ignorance, when to have been more informed would have scared us from
doing something that sometimes we were capable of undertaking, and other
times we really would have best avoided.

Two days after the Johnstone

Strait crossing, the owner of a 50' cabin cruiser told us over coffee
that a rule of thumb for boaters is never to venture out on the open
water of large channels like the Strait after 11:00 a.m.

We smiled to

ourselves (remember, we'd started across at 3:00 p.m.) and silently than
ked the powers that be.

Awhile later, I read a harrowing passage from

Kenneth Brower's The Starship and the Canoe:
"We heard a distant motor, and out in Blackney Passage a
small boat came into view. The moment it rounded the
point, George straightened. 'Those guys have some guts,'
he said. 'Going against the tide in that open boat.'
...The spray beat up, white and rhythmic and higher than
the m e n , each time the bow socked the waves ... the boat
approached a place where the tide rip was bad.
'They'll
never make it through that rip,' he predicted, and two
seconds later the boat vanished ... Before us was the big,
silent, empty arm of the sea. Inanimate, it ripped and
ran on its way out."
Blackney Passage separates two islands bordering the Johnstone Strait.
It was fortunate that I read this passage after our crossing of the
Strait (assuming that we were indeed capable of crossing it successfully).

Second Stage (Queen Charlotte Sound —

Cape Caution)

After a week or so out, we began to lose the protection of Van
couver Island as it fell away to the south and w e s t .
sight really

—

It was an awesome

to observe our buffer from the powerful ocean receding

*We were now entering Queen Charlotte Sound, that watery realm bounded
on the north by the Queen Charlotte Islands, the south by Vancouver
Island, and the east by the B.C. mainland and Coast Range. It was this
stretch of the trip we feared more than any other beforehand, due primar
ily to confirmed stores of 15-20' swells rolling in from the far reaches
of the Pacific.
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to the horizon, to see the horizontal line between sea and sky lengthen
in turn.

You certainly feel small in the face of this seemingly illim

itable expanse, an expanse that bathes each body of land on the surface
of this globe, in one way separating them, joining them in another way
—

the ultimate medium, trans-national, transcendental.

Once we saw a

small island in the sea so close to the horizon that it looked as though
it was poised on the very Edge of the Earth.

It was not much more than

a barren pile of rocks (and y e t probably served as a rookery to birds or
seals).

Boy what a desolate impression it suggested —

westernmost ram

part of the continent of North America (it isn't really the westernmost,
of course), battered by waves from a sea millions of square miles in ex
tent, and severed from the mainland by a league or more of relentless
ocean.
One afternoon we were scheduled to land and camp on a sandy beach
in Barnett Bay, just south of Cape Caution, which is the westernmost point
o f the B.C. mainland exposed to the open sea.

We were really looking

forward to it, for this would be our first genuine sandy beach.

We had

discovered firsthand that most of the shoreline in the sheltered areas
along the convoluted coastline between northern Vancouver Island and the
mainland is rock, which is not surprising, but that even bays and coves,
which do possess beaches, have very rubble or cobble strewn ones, or just
plain muck.

We had seen only one real sandy beach in the scores of miles

of shore we'd observed, and it was a small one at that.
The fierce afternoon wind-induced chop on top of about 4' swells
was making a fight of it.

Our kayaks were pitching and rolling violent

ly; stomach, legs and arms were alternately stiffened, contracted, relax
e d , in a constant effort to maintain equilibrium.

I don't know how prone

to seasickness any of us a r e , but we never had a problem with it, perhaps
because of the intense concentration demanded just to stay afloat.

The

person in front of y o u would momentarily disappear from vision before
each oncoming swell.

I was surprised that this alone made none of us giddy;

instead, ceaseless rising and falling seemed the most natural thing in
the world.
The thought of a spill into this frigid, heaving water was of
course on our minds.

A rescue was out of the question.

Whoever spilled

would simply have to swim for shore, while the other two somehow managed
the overturned kayak.

While this was not a pleasant possibility, I felt
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confident that at least it wasn't a matter of life and death.

At mom

ents such as this, the companionship of one's comrades is indescribably
welcome; disagreements and tensions are temporarily forgotten and y o u
realize just how greatly they are exceeded, in the face of "ultimate
realities", by your basic concerns for one another.

At its strongest,

this feeling of brotherhood can be quite moving.
After several fatiguing hours of this, with tremendous anticipa
tion we rounded what was to be the last point.
lay —

untouched, unspoiled ~

And there before us it

as it had lain for unknown millenia be

yond the ken of m e n , a 5 km stretch of white shoreline, sandy shoreline.
For John, Deanna, and me this moment of revelation was unforgettable.
We were at last being rewarded for months of preparation and anxiety,
and days of actual paddling effort, with a pristine, seldom visited,
wide sandy beach all to ourselves.

From literature, two analagous places

spring now to my mind, also rewards, though for labours far surpassing
our own: Valhalla, the "great hall of immortality in which the souls of
warriors slain heroically were received by Odin and enshrined", and the
land into which Frodo the hobbit in Tolkien's Lord of the Rings passed
after his departure from Middle-Earth: "the grey rain-curtain turned all
to silver glass and was rolled back, and he beheld white shores and be
yond them a far green country under a swift sunrise."

Each of these

passages connotes a sense of deliverance, and it was this that we all
felt so poignantly ourselves.

In truth, such thoughts appear to me in

retrospect; at the time I was not so analytical, I was simply thrilled,
and the reason for this emotion was obvious enough.
We still had to land though, no easy assignment with a loaded kayak
in surf.

As we aimed for shore, at last the waves pushed us from behind

instead of battering our flanks.

Ahead we could see swells becoming

breakers, heaving onto the shore, the dissipated water being sucked back.
Deanna was able to get to shore unscathed by going through a calm area
created by a stream cutting through the w a v e s , and by some premonition I
gave her my precious camera.
had to surf the waves.

John and I, being Yahoos at heart, just

Kayak surfing is an activity in its own right,

with special skills and even specialized equipment (one item of which is
a crash helmet).

Of course, neither of us had ever surfed before.

What

invariably happens when riding a wave in, is that your kayak will turn
sideways to it, an extremely unstable position.
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What y o u must do INSTANTLY

is "high brace" into the wave, leaning into it with your paddle blade,
or over y o u go before y o u can blink.

As John caught a wave and raced

shorewards just before m e , I shouted for the last of many times, "remem
ber the high brace!"
own advice.

He did, and it worked, but I must have ignored my

A moment later I was upside-down in freezing water, desp

erately gulping for precious air as waves battered and the sand scoured
against me.

After some uncertain moments of raw panic (for I was lit

erally SEIZED; no way could I do a roll to save myself), I somehow scra
ped myself out, scraping my right leg in doing so.
With difficulty we dragged the water-logged kayak, probably wei
ghing 300-400 lbs., ashore.

Absolutely frozen, I stripped naked and

began running down the beach, exulting in my health, vigour, surround
ings, and very life.

What a splendid run!

I don't think my spirits

could have been more elevated had I landed on the very shores of Eden
itself.

I ran the full length of the beach and returned, about a 6 mile

jaunt.
We took the next day off and slept in late for once.
and well into the afternoon a dense fog sealed us in.

All morning

In my explorat

ions I found various animal tracks and happened across a river otter, who
sputtered and hissed his discontent at my intrusion.

I discovered a

small cabin, all of about 5' by 8', that looked as though it was some
hippy's escape.

When the sun finally appeared, we surfed a couple of

hours for the fun of i t , this time both taking more than one spill.
Bigger waves sometimes flip you over head-first; thus, the desirability
of a helmet.

A "Mystical" Experience

...

The morning we departed Barnett Bay, making our way for Cape Cau
tion, was every bit as foggy as the morning we rested.

The three of us

went through the stream Deanna had approached the beach in so as to avoid
the surf.

Soon we were out in the "deep ocean swells", rising and fall

ing gently with them.

Diving ducks appeared and disappeared around us;

we drifted past kelp beds.

Always rising and falling, rising and falling.

John told us that the navigation chart indicated that there should be
not only a lighthouse but a foghorn at Cape Caution.

Sure enough, soon

w e heard a foghorn blow in through the m i s t , right about where it should
be, northwest of our present position.
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Great!

We thought; we can head

directly for it instead of paralleling the shore which disappeared east
ward into a large bay just south of the Cape.

Shortly all land had van

ished behind the shield of fog and we saw nothing but each other, the
placid green water rising and falling beneath us, and the engulfing, con
cealing, white medium all around us.
40 yards from us.

The water blended with it maybe

We chattered merrily about something or other and joked

about the horror of watching a towering 50' prow and accompanying 10' bow
wave materialize out of the fog 30 yards away.
The foghorn sounded about once a minute, so what we did was paddle
in the direction we last heard it emanate from, and see how far we'd de
viate from a straight line over the course of a minute.

Alas, it wasn't

all that long before unsettling information began to disturb us.

Some

body noticed that the swells were now coming from the opposite side that
they were before, or from land if our understanding of where we were
headed was correct.

The significance of this inconsistency didn't sink

in immediately, but shortly Deanna asked me to look at my compass.
darn thing said we were aimed southwest!
sea!

The

O r , if it was correct, out to

By now we were slightly alarmed, though we still didn't change

course (despite the seeming weight of the evidence at hand; we trusted
our intuition over logic, a common and often costly tendency).

The in

fernal blanket of fog began to perturb m e ; I was nagged with a terrible,
crippling sense of going wrong whichever way we w e n t .

John observed

aloud, as he had 10 minutes earlier, that it was funny for a foghorn to
have a throbbing engine associated with it.
once, everything clicked.

And THEN, for all of us at

"It 2 1 a ship!" exclaimed John.

The aura of illusion that had enshrouded our minds thicker than
the fog itself was broken.

Immediately we clumped together, stricken

with an awful sense of vulnerability.
cloak of fog was menacing.

We felt blind and helpless; the

I wondered how many fathoms of water were

beneath us, and what hidden menaces lurked there.
Were we closer to Japan than B.C.?

How far was land?

In which of a seemingly limitless

choice of directions lay the nearest land?

John brought out his compass,

and with the two of ours, we set a course of due EAST.

From anywhere in

the Pacific (and we damn sure knew at least that much!) we reckoned, if
we headed east w e ' d strike North America somewhere!
blessed sound of surf reached our yearning ears.

It worked.

Such music!

Soon the
For the

rest of the morning we followed the shoreline, crooked as it w a s .
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(What had happened, of course, was that we were tracking a ship
going from north to south.

It fooled us a t first because it was exactly

where the Cape Caution foghorn should have been.
of order.

Apparently, vt was out

We learned a valuable lesson).

Third Stage (The Long Channels To Prince Rupert)
This stage of the journey was marked by long passageways and chan
nels that lead north to Prince Rupert.
Passage" segment —

It is

really the classic "Inside

with high, brooding hills looming above y o u and rel

atively narrow waterways with swift tides that you're wise to catch.

The

weather is nearly always mediocre to foul it seems, which translates to
less rain and more rain.

The dripping, somber green mountainsides always

seem to be receding into an ever-present, ever-changing ceiling of grey
mist, suggesting a timeless remoteness and a forest full of unfathomable
secrets.

The moods evoked by this area are those held in dubious esteem

by the human race: sullenness, wistfulness, despondency,

contemplativeness,

despair, bleakness.
What I will do now is cap off this account by mentioning several
experiences that befell us in this region and conclude with some obser
vations about the trip as a whole.
One morning as each of us paddled in his/her own silent world,
John and I heard an exclamation.

It was Deanna, of course, and as we

turned we saw an absolutely incredible sight: a whale had just surfaced
10 feet from her!

All we could see was its broad shiny dark grey back,

with a blowhole and rather smallish dorsal fin, but even this exposed seg
ment was longer than Deanna's 17' kayak.

A t the time, we didn't know its

identity, but we were informed later by a knowledgeable person that it
was probably a grey whale.

It submerged again and then re-surfaced once

or twice more a little further away.

Finally it disappeared for good.

Now, months later, I can't help but wonder where it is, and how many human
beings it has since crossed paths w i t h , and whether their reaction was
marvel, hostility, fear, and for that matter, what the whale's reaction to
such encounters is.

Without a doubt, one of the most marvelous qualities

in a journey through wild country is the mere presence of the wild crea
tures who make it their home.

My heart exults in knowing that somewhere

in these translucent depths exist non-human sentient minds inhabiting
the bodies of giants.
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One evening, we were camped atop a small isle connected to the
mainland at low tide by tidal flats but severed at high tide.

A dark

wall of evergreens marked the edge of a deep forest blanketing the
folded mountains beyond.

It was dusk, and we had just finished feast

ing on a delicious pink salmon covered with a tasty sauce.
there arose nearby a chorus of wailing voices.

Suddenly

Not howling voices, mind

y o u , but singing or wailing, eerie and tremulous.

A t first I thought

it was a pair of loons, those legendary ghostly birds of Northern lakes.
In an instant I knew otherwise.

It was a pack of wolves!

quite close, at most, several hundred yards away.

They were

For half a minute the

pitch of this alien choir rose higher and higher, then as suddenly as
it began, it ceased.
sounds.

The void returned, soon to be filled by other night

We heard nothing else of the wolves, but once again, the aware

ness of their presence, as self-sufficient predators surviving in this
wilderness gloom, had a profound effect on me.
The night of the wolves was also a good one for phosphoresence in
the blackened waters.

When it was quite dark, I left my tent and swish

ed a stick through the water.

Streaks of green sparkles appeared and

faded, as though I were swinging not a stick, but the magic wand of Walt
Disney's fairy.

One night, in the Gulf Islands on a preparatory kayak

trip, this glow was absolutely mind-blowing.

We took our kayaks into it

and darted around the bay, leaving glowing wakes and creating great swoo
shes of yellow-green sparkles with each stroke of the paddle.

Beneath

the surface, y o u could see the luminous trails made by fish, w o r m s , and
much tinier creatures.

The wonder of the world

...

Rachel Carson, in the final passage of The Edge of the S e a , with
customary eloquence alluded to the significance of this very phenomenon
in our ceaseless search for the essence of life:
"Contemplating the teeming life of the shore, we have an
uneasy sense of the communication of some universal truth
that lies just beyond our grasp. What is the message
signaled by the hordes of diatoms, flashing their micro
scopic lights in the night sea? What truth is expressed
by the legions of the barnacles, whitening the rocks with
their habitations, each small creature within finding the
necessities of its existence in the sweep of the surf?
And w h a t is the meaning of so tiny a being as the trans
parent wisp of protoplasm that is a sea lace, existing for
some reason inscrutable to us — a reason that demands its
presence by the trillion amid the rocks and weeds of the
shore? The meaning haunts and ever eludes us, and in its
very pursuit we approach the ultimate mystery of Life itself."
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One afternoon we all got fed up with fighting the chop on the
Princess Royal Channel.

A handsome mountain began to emerge to our left

on Princess Royal Island.

It rose to almost 3500' above the water, and

polished granite tilting slabs and cliffs dominated its upper slopes.
John and I looked at each other.
m e n t , we were climbing it.
ied leg muscles again!

1

An hour later, with D e a n n a s encourage

God did it feel good to exercise my atroph

We threaded our way through the deep virgin for

e s t , fighting token devil's club, crossing dozens of fallen trunks, foll
owing the numerous game paths where we could.

Eventually we emerged into

sub-alpine bush and finally, onto the clean slabs of granite interspersed
with gardens of blooming alpine vegetation.
ed near the top.

Patches of snow still remain

On the summit bump itself there was no cairn, so we

built one and inserted a flattened tuna can into its base with our names,
date, and affiliation inscribed by knife on a piece of cellophane.

Who

knows when or if it will ever be seen by human eyes again!
I dipped myself into a shallow basin of tepid water that was just
too inviting to ignore.

On one side was a lip from which plunged rock

slabs to a thousand or more feet below.

The falling sun imparted a long

golden glow to an immense vista of endless ranges above and beyond the
in-reaches of the sea.
As the day waned, and we prepared for a bivouac, hundreds, liter
ally hundreds of bloodthirsty little blackflies converged on us.

We had

not tent into which to seek refuge, only a tent fly, so the first half
of the night was passed fitfully listening to the steady hum of flies and
mosquitoes seeking an entrance through our garments.

The second half was

bugless, but no better, for the same cold that drove them away kept us
awake.

A t 2:30 a.m. we both awoke to put on more clothes.

of the night was numbing.

The blackness

Not a single man-made light intruded.

A gal

axy of stars shone coldly and vividly in the void above, and I gazed at
them speechlessly for some minutes, shivering.
before m e , the Universe itself.
ness?

So here it w a s , unfolded

What to be made of its silence and vast-

I knew not.
Deep in thought I returned to our cozy shelter.

John turned on his

transistor radio, and for a half hour we listened to music broadcast from
Utah, I think it was.
so much for granted.

I was struck by the miracle of a device we now take
Our own senses revealed nothing outside other than

nature's own creation, and yet there was something in the air that unaided
senses could not perceive —

messages revealing the existence of intelli-
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gent life out there beyond the blackness, messages that could only be
received with this intricate device how in our hands.
To supplement our starch-rich, protein-poor diets, we feasted on
clams, mussels, crabs, rock fish, trout, and much to our delight, even
salmon.

We owe the salmon in our diet not to our own fishing ability,

for we caught not

one, but to the generosity of commercial

fishermen,

who nearly always came through when we hailed them and popped the quest
ion, "Got any fish y o u don't want?"

The cohos and pinks we were given

we baked or fried over the evening fire and ate with reverence.

We could-

rft help but think of what people in stores in Vancouver were paying for
what we were feasting on gratis.

It seemed like a fitting reward for our

efforts.
Fishermen were by no means our only human contacts.

Our unusual

mode of travel facilitated encounters with many folks along the Coast,
visitors and residents alike, who let their curiosity get the best of
them and approached us.

So we met numerous people at villages and marin

as - - s a i l , m o t o r , and house boaters, fishermen, loggers, fish plant work
e r s , summer employees, villagers, vagabonds.

So we met the fishermen

from South Africa in Hamu in whose tiny trawler w e managed to squeeze
and sleep a night.

So we met the kind couple comprising the sole perman

ent population of Butedale, a former fish plant village now consisting
of a marina and general store.

So we met and spent the night with the

young woman living almost alone as caretaker of a small deserted settle
ment built by the Japanese and later occupied by Scandinavians (now used
as an escape by certain descendents of the latter).

So we met the frien

dly Indian fishermen, Hubert Doolan ("It's the Irish in m e ! " ) , near the
mouth of the Skeena River, who gave us a 2 foot Coho as well as assorted
other food items he no longer needed, and told us of his community in
the Nass River Valley.
All along the B.C. - Alaska coastline, numerous towns and villages
have dwindled as population has consolidated into centres like Prince
Rupert.

Many are the cabins that lie decrepit, long unused and gradually

crumbling into the earth as the vegetation swallows them.

Fortunately

we arrived in time to catch sights of several faded totems in a village
(now deserted) named Mamalilaculla and at Milbanke Sound that had not y e t
been confiscated, vandalized, or been laid to permanent rest beneath the
green growth.

These mute'relics of a bygone civilization evoke quiet
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respect a n d distant thoughts.

When the final pole has fallen, a t least

the pictographs w e saw scattered along the way should remain awhile longer.
I think the best way of summarizing what an adventure like this is
all about is by repeating the immortal lines from a trail post I once came
across in the Linville Gorge of North Carolina.
"The wonder of the w o r l d , the beauty, a n d the power,
The shapes o f things, their colours, lights, and shades,
These I saw,
Look y e also, while life lasts."

F r e e 1980
-CatalogueJoin Canada's largest outdoor equipment
co-operative. O u r m e m b e r s enjoy low
prices o n fine mountaineering equipment
such as Edelrid ropes, Gore-Tex clothing,
Raichle boots, S M C hardware, Iser ski
touring bindings a n d m u c h more.
Visit the Co-op's stores in Vancouver, 1820
Fir St., a n d Calgary, 601 11th Ave. S W , or
write for a free copy of the n e w 1980
C o - o p catalogue.

S e n d m e a c o p y of the Co-op's 1980
catalogue a n d information about
membership.
NAME
ADDRESS

MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT
CO-OP
Dept. A C 1820 Fir St., Van., B.C. V 6 J 3B1
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Poem Carved in a Tree - Parson Smith
The following is carved in the remains of a tree by the Pasayten River,
a half mile or so upstream on the right where the Manning Park - Cath
edral Lakes trail intersects the Pasayten Valley:
I HAVE ROAMED IN FOREIGN PARTS MY BOYS
AND MANY LANDS HAVE SEEN
BUT COLUMBIA IS MY IDOL YET
O F ALL LANDS SHE IS QUEEN
...PARSON SMITH

JUNE 8, 1886

The information plaque beside it explains:
"This Smith a mighty man was he —

a tireless life-loving mountain man

who shouldered packs that would stagger a mule.

He had been prospecting

around Hope, B.C. with no luck to speak of so he struck across the wil
derness, relaying hundreds of pounds of gear and supplies.

Smith came

past here in June of 1886, pausing to carve his doggerel into this tree.
He went on to spend the winter trapping in the upper m e t h o w ( s i c ) .
fred (Parson) Smith died on the coast about 1920.

Al

His poetry never won

a Pulitzer Prize, but it sure enough came from the heart."
Happening upon this in the summer of 1979, I sat and thought about it
for quite a while.
Randall Woods

King Mountain
Terry Chow

July 21st - 24th

This summer I worked for the "Geological Survey of Canada" as
a geologist's assistant.

Our base camp was based three miles south of

Dease Lake, B . C . , close to the Cassiar Highway.

My work consisted of

traversing along ridges collecting rock samples (boring) and searching
for changes in lithologies and structure.
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The area around Dease Lake

includes the Turnagain River, Dall Lake and King Mountain to the e a s t ,
and the Holltilu (?) range to the w e s t .

During our traverses, we man

aged to hike along some virgin ridges and to "bag" a few peaks, but my
most memorable climb was King Mountain (approximately 10,000 feet).
Stan (the geologist) and I had set-up a fly-camp on the north
side of the King Mountain range.

For three days, w e traversed the rid

ges around our camp (including the Alice Shea ridge) collecting rock
samples and looking for contacts between lithologies.

Our traverses

were short due to strong winds, fog and heavy rains.

On the 2 1 s t , the

weather cleared sufficiently exposing the peak of King Mountain.

Stan

had previously said that he would allow me time off to climb K i n g , (we
were on a 7 day w e e k ) .

So that day I decided to try a solo attempt on

King Mountain.
I headed north-west through the alpine tundra (we were camped
at 5000 feet) towards the main ridge, which enters the center of the
range.

The weather was beginning to get worse, and a t times I felt

like returning back to camp, as the thought of bivouacing alone was not
particularly inviting.

But the occassional fresh breeze, clearing in

the clag and the fact that I was now in front of an impressive range of
gebbro (granite) ridges urged me to keep going.

From the main ridge,

I could see the lucid, clear glacial lake I had passed on the way up,
and the white canvas of our 8 foot x 10 foot tent.

A t the end of this

main ridge was a 70 foot high knob of about class 5.4 climbing.

It

appeared harder than this class due to the perabundance of loose rock,
but after carefully considering a route and climbing it, I found it
quite easy.

From my advantage point on the knob, I could see that the

King M t n . range consisted of a number of ridges surrounding o r encircling
a glacier.

In front of m e , at the head of the glacier were the twin

peaks o f King M t n . and to my west and below me was a ridge cut where the
glacial outwash ran through into a beautiful deep blue lake.
I continued to climb along the ridges to the e a s t , bagging two
peaks (with kerns) en route.
cariboo antler.

On one peak, I found to my amazement a

Cariboo are usually never found on high ridges, because

they lack the agility required for climbing.

After six hours of climb

ing, I reached the ridge I thought would lead up to the peak of King.
I was not certain, because the ridges were being whited out by heavy
clag and I could have taken the wrong turn at the intersection of any of
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the ridges.

Knowing the weather would not hold for much longer, I de

cided to quickly climb the "presumed" peak.
to snow, encouraging me to climb faster.
kern and tied a red marker to it.

On the climb up, it began

I reached the peak, found the

But due to the clag, I was unable to

verify my position. . I couldn't even see the other peak of King which
should be no more than a 100 feet away.

With deteriorating weather,

(heavy winds with more snow) I retreated down the back of the mountain
(south) via a snow gully.
A day later the helicopter arrived and moved our fly-camp to the
south side of the range.

The next day, I tried my second attempt under

clear, blue skies, with only a few clouds.

I reached the peak after only

two and a half hours of climbing, near the gully I had previously come
down.

I could now verify that I was on the peak of King by the direct

observation of the glacier below me.
marker on the kern.

And to my surprise, I found my red

I had originally thought that I had failed on my

first attempt, but I know now that I attained the peak twice.

Manning Park - Cathedral Lakes Trail

Fantastic!

(Aug. 3-12)

The initial plan was to take this hike with two other fellows,
but when the time arrived I found myself the sole participant.

Anyway,

armed with gov't, maps, Culbert's guide, and the "Exploring" books for
Manning and Cathedral Parks, and being fresh from a few days in the Hozameens, I headed off to the Monument 83 trail head.

After fortifying

myself with Hope hamburgers and a beer supplied by an old friend from
Princeton, I shouldered my pack and headed south along the fire access
road for about 6 miles 'till I reached Cathedral Lakes trail, which
heads east through fairly dry and not too dense fir to a marked campsite.
At this point I had hiked only 5 hours, but having started late, decided
to camp.

Though without water, the site had a good view of the mount

ains to the south lit by a full moon.

The next day I started at dawn

and finished late, hiking for about 11 hours.

The trail leads down

through heavy fir to the Pasayten River, where, thanks to a wrong turn,
I hiked a few hundred yards up river and stumbled into the "Parson Smith
tree", a protected remnant of the tree into which a trapper-prospector
had carved a poem nearly a century before.
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This unexpected discovery

provided one of the most memorable moments of the whole trip.

After

lunch and an hour of unnecessary bushwhacking through swamp to the w e s t ,
I headed back about a half mile down river to the cable bridge and
started a long, dry climb up out of the valley into a 7 to 8 year old
burn growing in with Jack Pine.

This was followed by a pleasant hike

east along a series of hills and ridges until I decided to camp about
lh hours from Trapper Lake, being tired, hungry and sore of foot after
a long day over rolling country lugging an increasingly burdensome pack.
The lake was reached well before noon next day, where a short talk with
a couple of fishermen preceded a long swim to wash off two days of sweat,
mud, bug repellant and blood (scratches from climbing over/under wind
fall).

After laying in the sun for a while, I photographed the alpine

meadows near the lake and hiked along the ridge to the west (Goat Ridge?)
before settling down for the night.

Early morning came with a heavy

mist over the lake and frost so thick I thought for a moment it had snowed
Fishing was great ~
eakfast.

within ten minutes I had two 8" - 9" trout for br

This was followed by a hike up Flat Top Mountain with four

girls who had arrived last evening, sunbathing on top, and a return in
time to make a crude raft and catch supper.

Next morning I had an offer

of company from two of the girls, so we set off together at a leisurely
pace down Easygoing Creek to the Ashnola River road.

After wandering

around looking for the trail east of the river, we made camp in a clear
ing, had a welcome swim and foot soaking, made supper and talked over a
fire until turning in.

Up early, we got organized and headed up Wall

Creek, gaining 3000' and following fresh bear tracks in the dust.

After

stopping at Red Mountain Meadows for lunch and pictures, we continued
up between Red and Quinescoe Mountains, following cairns through alpine
flora and a bit of snow until the Cathedrals hove into view over the
horizon.

The view was excellent.

Eventually we got down to the lakes,

and after saying goodbye to my footsore companions, I set up camp and
went for a swim.

After supper and an hour of unsuccessful fishing, I

hung my remaining food to protect it from some pretty brazen rodents and
went to sleep.
Dawn fishing at Quinescoe was again fruitless, so I filled my
day pack and hiked the rim trail, seeing M t . Baker in the distance, al
pine flowers at my feet, and a herd of a dozen or so mountain goats less
than 200 yards away.

After scrambling on the rocks up to Grimface Mount-
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ain, descending a scree slope to Ladyslipper for an hour of again luck
less fishing, I got lucky at Lake of the Woods and took my catch back for
supper.

The next two days were spent on long hikes followed by a swim

and excellent fishing at Lake of the Woods, there being no trouble catch
ing five 9" to 10" brown trout within two hours.

By this time my food

was gone, so fishing was more than sport, although I had no trouble trad
ing fish for freeze dried and canned food (and even swinging a deal for
a bottle of wine).

On the tenth day I hiked north to the Ashnola road

in time to catch a ride back home with people leaving the Quinescoe
Lodge.
I would recommend this trip to anyone.
standards, but not arid —

The land is dry by coast

in fact, well forested and green.

The July-

August weather was great and the bugs not at all bad (though bring rain
w e a r , wool and repellant).

From an early start at the Manning Park trail-

head it would be an easy two days to Trapper Lake (maybe 16 hours total,
spending the first night at the site just across the Pasayten River).
After a day at Titapper Lake, another easy two days can get y o u to the
Cathedrals, where two days of hiking and fishing would round out an e n 
joyable week.

Drop into the office a t Manning to copy out the trail ske

tch onto your 1:50,000 maps and check the fire situation.
Randall Hoods

Wedge Mountain
Leon Kolankiewicz

August 11-12, 1979

My brother Tom had just come in from Morgantown, West Virginia
and I was anxious to reintroduce him to the mountains.

(While West

Virginia is billed as the "mountain state", its rugged Appalachian hills
aren't much more than mere bumps by tough local standards.)

Jean and

I decided upon the highest peak in Garibaldi Park.
The weather, of course, was fickle.

It was cool.

After trudg

ing up the steep trail to Wedgemount Lake, Tom and Jean thought they'd
one-up me by going for a dip in its icy Crest-toothpaste-blue water (can't
think of the appropriate name for the type of blue it is).

By the time

they reached it from the BCMC cabin, they were no longer so overheated
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and so disdained to put more than their ankles into it.

I did get a

nice photo of Tom, wearing only shorts, daintily dipping a temperature
testing big toe in the water.

The point of the picture is made by the

sight of a heavily crevassed icefall at lake's edge in the background.
The cabin was crowded and the weather lousy, so the three of
us slept on the floor.

A t 4 a.m. it was whited out, but by 7 or 8 a . m .

it had cleared miraculously so we started up the glacier at the east
end of Wedgemount Lake.

By the time we reached the west ridge, the

first and most standard route described by Culbert, it was apparent it
would take us much longer than his suggested 4 hours.

We ascended the

2000' or so of tedious, untrustworthy talus on Wedge's western slopes,
but not after stopping for lunch.
tainly not climbing a t its best!

It was now cold and socked in; cer
My brother was complaining of soreness,

and worse, from my point of vew, of the activity itself.

He just could

n't understand how anyone could enjoy clambering over unsteady, slipp
ery rocks up a slope that forever receded into the grayness.

While I

had to agree, I tried to point out that the real reward in mountaineer
ing came from coping with all of nature's vagaries, savoring the good and
smiling through the bad (with the aid of a healthy dose of cursing).
The bad only made the good seem that much better, of course.

It was just

rotten luck that on the day of his only climb, we should get shitty
weather.

Well, it must have worked somewhat, for Tom joined us for a

more enjoyable climb up Baker the next weekend.
O h , by the w a y , we even reached the top (of what was it? ah y e s ,
Wedge).
Leon Kolankiewicz

Jean Heineman

Tom Kolankiewicz

West-Coast Trail

Day 1: Sunday, August 19, 1979
Out from Victoria, 6:00.

The ride is courtesy of Julie's mother.

Spots of rain appear on the windshield and spirits are low.
We arrive at Port Renfrew and after a 30 m . boat ride costing
$3.00 each we began the hike.
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The first 5 minutes walking, if that is what it could be called,
is indicative of the first 3 days of trail, which requires strenuous
gymnastics around a variety of tree roots, fallen logs, boulders, and
slick mud slides.

I found that your coordination is severely impaired

by a 55 lb. pack and that when sliding down slick mud slopes the passing
flora is apt to join y o u when grabbed.
After struggling through this obstacle course for 4 hours, we
appeared at the top of a cliff and I was preparing to throw myself off
until someone pointed out the ladder.
and crawled onto the beach.

And so we emerged from the bush

After a h hour stop we elected to push on

past Owen Point since the tides were favourable for beach walking.
Some beach!!

If the trail sounded bad the beach was worse.

The whole length to Owen Point resembled the Hope Slide, with 12 foot
boulders stacked haphazardly on top of each other.

We reached Owen Point

2 hours later where we scrambled and w a d e d , in the face of the advancing
tide, through the sea caves and onto the sandstone shelf past the point.
The sandstone shelf being flat and hard, was heaven compared to
the previous trail, but since it was 6:00 p.m. it was decided that we
should camp a t the first creek encountered along the beach.

After one

hour of walking along the shelf and no water the relief at being able
to walk easily and quickly was soon replaced by parched concern as the
sandstone shelf resembled the scorched surface of the moon.

Rumblings

of dissention to return to the good camping at Owen Point were heard
within the group as we encountered a small chasm cut in the shelf passable
only by a long, very skinny log.

After consultation it was decided that

John should continue up the shelf sans pack to see if there was any water
ahead.

He reappeared 15 minutes later to inform us that he had found

water a short distance up the beach and we were supposed to proceed over
the log.

It's amazing how difficult a pack makes it to shinny across

the top of a log, and I'm sure that if it had its own way I would be do
ing it upside down along the bottom of the log.

We arrive at the "creek"

to find that it was a muddy slide leading up off the sandstone into the
woods.

We hauled ourselves up the slick rock with the help of a perman

ently attached rope and made camp in a small clearing a t the edge of the
bush.
At least we thought it was a clearing, upon setting up the Mc
Kinley and putting our equipment on its water proof floor, the water
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proof floor suddenly disappeared beneath a large and rapidly spreading
pond.

Auugghh!

The clearing was a bog and we were sinking fast.

The

girls quickly set to work spreading rain ponchos and plastic bags and
managed to make the floor reasonably water proof.

We cooked our food

on the Optimus stoves and ran them dry sterilizing the turbid water
gleaned from a small rivulet flowing through the bog.

Our bodies were

turning pulpy red as wave after wave of mosquitoes and no-see-ums droned
in from the depths of the swamp.

The brandy and scotch were passed a-

round and were most appreciated.
We all crammed into the McKinley, the clearing being too small
to allow two tents, and thanks to the booze managed to sleep quite soun
dly.
Day 2: Monday, August 20, 1979
We all got up about 6:00, or rather disentangled ourselves from
various arms, legs and the center pole, as during the night w e had all
shifted to the only breathable air at the base of the McKinley pole.
Hoards of mosquitoes caused us to break camp quickly and we decided to
have breakfast at the next creek up the beach.
After a 1 hour walk along the sandstone shelf we came across
a beautiful creek flowing down out of the forest and onto the beach,
there was only one snag.

To reach the creek we had to climb a small

cliff and scramble up a water slick ledge to the woods.
no problem, however, the ledge was something else.

The cliff was

Debbie heroically

volunteered to go first and managed to make it halfway across when she
lost her footing and nearly slid over the cliff.

John managed to get

to her and together they made it up into the woods.

The rest of us fol

lowed, knees knocking, but without mishap across the ledge.
The creek water was clear and good tasting and had a large camp
ing area nearby which was still occupied.

We ate breakfast including

some stewed mussels we had gathered on the beach.

The mussels were de

licious but be careful about red tide.
After breakfast we continued hiking up the excessively steep
beach access trail.

We hauled ourselves by root and branch up the steep

slope and back into the woods to rejoin the main trail.

The rest of the

morning was spent negotiating similar obstacles as the day before.

Also

thrown in for good measure was a blow down section that tested everyone's
sense of balance, a slip meaning a fall of up to 15 feet into dense under56
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We skittered over this elevated freeway of logs, which fortun

ately did not last long, and after climbing down a series of ladders we
arrived at the cable car which carried us over Campers Creek.
We were overwhelmed by the abundance of fresh water and soon
stripped down and dove into the refreshing water.
was freezing.

We soon dove o u t , it

By this time everyone's feet were beginning to get sore

and Mark, upon taking his boots off, discovered all he had left was two
bloody stumps.

He spent some time reforming his toes with moleskin.

After a short rest we climbed out of the ravine and struggled on down the
trail.

I think that everyone is feeling a little bit wrecked and when

we stop for lunch we all plie each other with the tastiest (and heaviest)
morsels from our packs.

We push o n , and make it to Culite Creek later

that afternoon.
Talk about a beautiful place to camp, the creek is sparkling
clear and deep enough to swim in.

The water, though cold, is tolerable

and we are soon sparkling clean with our second wash of the day.

The

creek ends at a beautiful cove with a nice pebbly beach, we set up camp
and spend the rest of the day suntanning.

A grey whale spends some time

feeding in the cove and two seals frolick on the rocks.

The peaceful

tranquility of the scene is broken by the sudden appearance of a bedrag
gled hiker who tells us a harrowing story of swimming chasms and scram
bling up cliffs as his party had opted to take the beach route from
Camper Creek despite warnings of difficulty in the book.
Day 3: Tuesday, August 2 1 , 1979
We rise to find another beautiful day and after making breakfast
break camp and start hiking to Walbran Creek crossing the notorious West
Coast Bog which is rumoured to have waist deep mud and is starting a
fresh generation of fossil fuels with the bodies of unfortunate hikers.
However due to an extensive system of boardwalks we are spared this
pleasurable experience.
We arrive at Walbran Creek and dive into its icy depths, more
fauna arrive and proceed to frolic on the shore; they were veterans of
Wreck Beach.

Moving on we proceed along the beach and it is easy as

well as botanically interesting as the sandstone shelf is carved into
a series of tidal pools.
Upon reaching Bonilla Point, our goal for that night, everyone
collapses, and no one notices the clouds sneaking silently north.
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Crash

Boom! Bang!

Buckets of water come slapping down.

The tent is finally

put up but is now totally soaked as is the rest of our equipment.
huddle under a rain poncho and struggle to get a fire going.
the rain eases and the camp begins to take shape.

I

Finally

After a wet dinner,

some of us retire and try to get some sleep.

However we are kept awake

by incessant chopping coming from the beach.

Peering out of our nice

warm dry tent into the murky rain soaked darkness we see Mark and John
racing around a towering inferno that is-'.rapidly consuming every scrap
of wood thrown on it.

We toast the two for their hardiness and fall

asleep.
Day 4: Wednesday, August 22, 1979
The sun is shining!

The night before we had wondered if we'd

seen the last of the sun for the trip.
ing equipment.
quickly.

We lit a fire and started dry

The two tents are spread out on the rocks and dry quite

After breakfast we break camp and proceed along the beach and

after rounding a number of headlands quickly reach Carmannah Beach.
The beach which stretches before us up to the lighthouse on the point
is white with gulls and gull what not.

We had been told by fellow hik

ers that they make camping quite miserable since they steal food and
make stuka bombing attacks at anything moving.

We wade across Carmannah

Creek rather than take the cable car and spend some time picking sand
out of moleskin.
Climbing off the beach onto the trail w e quickly reach the
lighthouse and stop to pay a visit, where we get a

guided tour.

The

place is just beautiful and still smells from its freshly applied paint,
a band of sea lions are heard burping on a nearby rock.
keeper and push on down the trail.
up the beach.

We thank the

We are soon back in the sun striding

Then we hit the Cribs, a rocky cliff impassable except

at low tide and the tide is in.

We clamber up the cliff with the aid of

a permanently attached rope and wade through the dense brush back to
the main trail, which eventually works its way down to the beach.

And

what a beach it is!

It's much better than Long Beach and we had it al

most to ourselves.

We chucked our packs down and dove i n , the waves were

excellent for body surfing although they filled my swim trunks full of
sand which made swimming quite difficult.

We set up camp and Mark in an

attempt to lighten his load in the nightjfell off a log and claimed to
have a broken rib.

John, a recently graduated med student checked for
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damage and declared Mark fit to carry the McKinley another day.

Mark

would have to do much better than that to get out from carrying that
tent.

That TENT, if anyone still called it a tent, had developed an

affinity for water, accumulating a small lake on its floor whenever
and wherever set up, and acted as a sponge so that when folded up it
weighed three times more than it did the previous night.
Day 5: Thursday, August 23, 1979
We get up early, the weather is beautiful, and make breakfast,
break camp, and head up the beach.

We cross the Cheewhat River on a

suspension bridge and wander through the deserted village of Clo-oose,
the bush has grown in so thick that y o u can't see your feet as y o u walk
along the trail.

We take the beach access to see the blow-hole, petro-

glyphs and anchor from the wrech of the Skagit, all of which we manage
to miss as w e push on to the Nitnat.

The beach ends at a rock outcrop

and we are forced to climb it and discover the original rescue trail
running along the top.

The trail is in poor condition but we enjoy the

absence of steps and boardwalks placed over every minor obstacle like
the main trail.

We arrive a t the cliff overlooking the Nitnat and pro

ceed cautiously down a slippery slope.

Mark loses his footing and

crashes into me almost knocking me over the edge and I give him a lec
ture on the dangers of following too

close.We wander down into the

town of Whyac and on to the cement wharf where the Indians will ferry
y o u across for $3.00 per person.

The ride though longer than the one

at Port Renfrew is no great distance.

The trail on the north side turns

out to be quite dry and safe and despite the side trips to Tsuquadra
Point and Hole in the Wall, we arrive at Tsusiat Falls at 2:00 p.m.
We set up camp and spend time sunbathing and swimming in the pool at the
base of the falls.

Unfortunately Tsusiat Falls gets a lot of traffic

and finding a private biffy is a problem, the outhouse built by the
Parks Branch was so badly vandalized that it had to be removed.

After

dinner we spend the evening relaxing by the fire.
Day 6: Friday, August 24, 1979
With Pachena Point in sight we head back onto the trail and slog
through the most mud we encountered on the trip, the trail over this
portion is the worst maintained of the entire route.

The coastline is

quite rugged and the trail follows the cliff edge quite closely, too
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closely in fact, for a section of it is giving away and if it had not
been marked it could give some hiker the trip of their life.
We take the cable car over the Klanawa River and set out walk
ing along the beach.

It is high tide and the sandstone shelf is sub

merged, so we must hike on the sand and it is tough going.

My achilles

tendons feel like they would shatter crystal if anyone plucked them.
We encounter scraps of rusted chain and shredded metal from the wreck
of the Valencia just before the beach ends and we must take the trail.
The scenery is spectacular and we pass the sight of numerous w r e c k s ,
most reduced to bits of scrap metal.

The rocks are very jagged and I

can imagine the horror of a wreck in rough seas.

After crossing a sus

pension bridge over the Tsocowis Creek we find a beach access and make
our way down to the ocean.

The creek ends in a water fall and provides

an excellent swimming hole that is quite beautiful.
best at this end of the beach.

The sand is also

Unfortunately, we can't stop for long

since we wish to reach Michigan Creek that night so we push on up the
beach.

The northern end of the trail is the most heavily used and the

beach shows it.

There is a lot of garbage and old fire pits along the

shore, the fishing fleet which has been moving up the coast with us
doesn't help either since any floating garbage dumped overboard is wash
ed up on the beach.

We have to walk along the sand since the sandstone

shelf is still covered by the tide and by the time we reach Michigan
Creek and set up camp we are all quite tired.

I didn't think that I

would be able to walk again.
Day 7: Saturday, August 2 5 , 1979
We break camp about 10:00 and start out on the final part of the
hike.

We stop in at Pachena Lighthouse, but nobody is around and we

leave after taking a few pictures.

The trail seems like a highway since

it is so broad and flat and we pass numerous hikers, who keep us inform
ed how far we had to go and we feel like grizzled veterans as w e size
up each party as to their chances of success.

Fog was beginning to

roll into Pachena Bay and we could feel the weather changing as we fin
ished the last few miles and checked in at Camp Ross, the trail's offic
ial end.
Neil Shrimpton

Mark Barley

Gwenn Shrimpton

John Riendl
Debbie

Julie Mathieson
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Rainbow Lake
Mike Helfinger

August 19, 1979

Neither rain, hail, sleet, or snow -- not mud nor voracious in
sects —

will stop the V.O.C. from coming through.

That was proven on

Sunday as a V.O.C. contingent of ten, led by Berni Claus set out around
10:00 a.m. from near Whistler townsite, withstanding hordes of blood
thirsty deerflies and wasps (each member sustaining at least one sting
from the latter), and long treks across alpine muskeg to reach its ob
jective of Rainbow Lake, about three hours later.

After a brief rest

and lunch stop beside the outlet of the lake, a few more adventurous
souls continued on to the meadows above the lake.

The majority, however,

(including this recent refugee from the flatlands of Southern Ontario)
elected to relax, enjoy the breathtaking view of the Coast Ranges, and
indulge in various forms of buffoonery.
The weather conditions had been sunny and pleasantly w a r m as we
began our journey, but clouds and chilling breezes set in during the
afternoon hours.

We managed to complete our descent just before the

late August monsoon swept up from the coast.

The day was topped off

amid the rustic charm of beautiful downtown Squamish with a junk food
orgy at the Dairy Queen.
Rosi Schipizki

Peter Benner

Joel Feldman

Alyson Mclnnes

Mike Helfinger

Alex Szabo

Kim Voisin

Brenda Archer

Page Manning

Berni Claus

(L)

M t . Slesse
Randall Woods

August 25-26, 1979

By Friday evening it was more or less decided who was going and
when.

Four of us (Paul, Rosanne, Kathie and I) reached the end of the

road a t the trailhead at about 10:00 a.m. Saturday and started up the
trail, and the other three met and passed us on the way up.

The world

seems to be divided into two camps: mellow hikers and gung-ho climbers.
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The line between may be blurred, but I was definitely on the mellow
side that morning, having spent the night before sampling B.C.'s lagers.
It isn't a particularly good idea to start up the Slesse trail in a de
hydrated condition; in the quaintly understated words of "103 Hikes",
the trail is "steep and dry".

On a warm day, a moderate rate of ascent

will easily cause y o u to sweat off the equivalent of whatever reasonable
amount of water y o u may have in your pack.

All the way up we wondered

what we'd do for water the next day, but upon reaching the camp at the
trails end (about 2000' short of the summit, but with the rest involv
ing some serious rock) the black and noisy clouds to the south moved up
and made good their threats: rain, hail, thunder, lightening.

Because

of the fine weather in the early morning, only one tent, a 2-man, was
brought up (by the group pessimist -- me) and in a soggy conference it
was decided that four of us would head back and try our luck next day
on the Chief, the weather seeming fine to the NW.

A l , Jean and Michael

were to remain and see what they could do on the NW face of Slesse.
The last half of the trek back down was made with the assistance of two
flashlights (later one and a candle), the marginal visibility combined
with the steep and by now muddy trail gave us ample opportunity to prac
tice bum schusses.

We stopped off at Chilliwack long enough for a late

night pig-out on milkshakes and junk food.
The next day the four of us arrived at the Apron on Stawamus
Chief in enough time to complete warm, sunny, and thoroughly enjoyable
climbs up Bannana Peel and Sickle.

Once again we finished the day off

with a junk food pig-out and arrived back in Vancouver well after dark.
Meanwhile, back at Slesse, the other three enjoyed a starlit
night in the cozy confines of a 2-person tent (Jean won't let "2-man"
pass without comment), took what sounds like a stiff class 4 or class
5 route up the NW face and were buzzed by a helicopter at the summit.
Jean tells me loose rock is a problem, so perhaps future groups should
consider taking helmets.

Also, most of us preferred ascending the trail

in running shoes (or changed to them from boots en route), so y o u may
wish to bring a pair.

Plus lots of water!

Jean Heineman

Paul Kubic

Al Knutson

and Roseanne

Michael Schlax

Kathie Houston

Randall Woods (L)
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(?)

Tantalus Group
Randall Woods

Aug.30 - Sept.2, 1979

Away with a nominal 6:00 a.m. Thursday start and intentions of
a 5 day trip, we and our packs were stuffed into Michael's van and
headed north, past Squamish and blithely past the turnoff point for ab
out 20 kilometers before realizing something was amiss.

Stopping for

directions at a roadside house we sent Jean in for information, but
neither the m a n , the woman, nor their goat were very helpful.
the Squamish DQ for milkshakes.

Back to

"Take two" up the highway (to map co

ordinate 92G/14,878160?) was more successful, and after a short drive
on a dirt road we found ourselves at the base of the east support tow
er of the cross-river cable.

The cable car is chained and locked to

the tower, presumably to absolve the owner of legal responsibility, but
an adjustable wrench can be used to remove a few bolts and free the car.
While this was being done, I managed a sort of Tyrolean traverse by walk
ing along the lower cable and holding the thin upper one for balance.
Two slings put through a sit harness and attached by 'biners to the upper
cable provided protection.

Stretch and sway in the upper cable make

it necessary to sit on the lower cable in the middle half.'

Carrying a

full pack across this way would be tough; probably hooking it to the
lower cable with a 'biner or hook large enough to fit over a 4cm cable
and pulling it along would work.

Using a sling for this would not work

as there is too much friction on the cable.

In any case, the ear was

shortly freed, and a couple of exhilarating rides brought the equipment
and rest of the party across.

Michael then returned alone to refasten

the car as we found it and came back with a display of kayaking exper
tise, showing how to use y o u r head as a thermometer by rolling the boat
a couple of times.
We headed north and west along a clearly defined trail which
eventually met and ran parallel to Lovelywater Creek.

The trail was

scenic and not difficult, with energy for the 4000' elevation gain be
ing supplied by the many blueberries picked along the way.

The image

that sticks to my mind has Leon sitting contentedly amidst a patch of
bushes stuffing his face and gazing over the valley praising the beauty
of B.C.

We reached Lake Lovelywater by sunset and pitched our tents not

too far from the ACC cabin before cooking supper.
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Next morning, after a slow start, we took the trail along the
south shore and started up Niobe by the NW ridge.

I distinguished my

self by falling into the creek, and after a short pause for a clothes
wringing session, we resumed our climb west up a talus slope to a rise
at the foot of the ridge.

After a water break we donned crampons and

climbed the moderately steep ice to the rock above.

Michael went to

the right (evidently the recommended route) and the rest of us to the
left of an arrete, with Al far ahead.

Being the ablest rock climber of

the four of us, he was able (and sufficiently confident) to make the
unprotected (5.9?) move to the right where the gully forked, but when
Leon, Jean and I arrived, we elected to try the easier (5.4?) but ex
posed route to the left.

We had neither pins nor nuts, but some prot

ection was found by placing prussic loops around a couple of rocks.
Portable handholds and poor protection over a long drop made it an un
comfortable pitch to lead, but once over the left traverse and up a
short way, I thankfully hooked two slings over a bombproof projection
and belayed Leon and Jean up.

A two or three hundred meter scramble

over large broken rocks took us up to the top, where Al and Mike were
patiently waiting.

As I recall, Mike made some snide remark about me

wearing a harness, so I suppose his route was more reasonable.
dently, he_ had some hardware.

Good planning!

Inci-

After munchies and a

spell of gazing over cloud bedecked Alpha and Serratus to the north and
north-west, we continued south along the ridge connecting to Pelion,
upon which I played with my camera while Al, Leon and Michael rolled
boulders down the east face.

Jean remarked that only guys get a kick

out of that sort of thing (women, presumably, being more mature).

Any

w a y , after rolling Jean down the east face (in our minds) we downclimbed
to the ridge connecting to Iota.

A l , Leon and I went up Iota (hardly

more than a gendarme to Pelion) while Jean and Michael stayed below
making more snide comments about shameless peak baggers.

We soon gath

ered at the ridge, again took out our crampons, and started down the
glacier in the Niobe-Omega basin.

The crevasses were clearly visible,

so we did end runs past the larger ones and jumped the r e s t , with Jean
displaying a particularly distinctive and entertaining technique invol
ving a teeter-toter leap from a crumbling edge.
dusk we ate, talked, and hit the hay.

Reaching the camp at

It rained all night and pretty

well all next day, so except for short strolls and dips in Lovelywater
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we lay in our tents for over 40 hours {3 to my 2-man).

After another

rainy night the weather still looked unpromising so after a hilltop
display of insanity for the people in the ACC hut w e packed up and
headed down the trail to the river, across on the cable car and back
to Vancouver.

This was our first trip to a beautiful mountain group

that everyone driving the Vancouver-Pemberton road admires, but rela
tively few seem to visit.

It is worth noting that there is a consider

able amount of loose rock there —

next time I will remember to bring

my helmet.
Jean Heineman

Michael Schlax

Al Knutson

Leon K

z

Randall Woods

The Waddington Range
John Baldwin

August, 1979

This was a two week trip into the Waddington Range in mid Aug
ust.

Access was by helicopter from Middle Lake on Mosely Creek

a few hours drive from the main Bella Coola road.
ails worked out perfectly.

—

All logistical det

We flew into the 6000' level on the Scimi

tar Glacier on the north side of Waddington.

Our plan was to climb in

this vicinity for a week and then walk out through the Pantheon Range
back to Middle Lake.
Starting in the rolling scrubby Chilcoten and very suddenly be
ing thrust onto a ten mile long glacier surrounded by 4000' ice falls
and 13,000' peaks gave us all a bit of "culture shock".
by the ruggedn.ess of this range.

I was struck

It is more impressive than other parts

of the Coast Range and the central core is entirely alpine.
We moved our camp up to about the 8000' level below M t . Hickson,
and during intermittent weather over the next five days were able to do
two very enjoyable climbs.
state of the glaciers.
Hickson.

A try on Tiedmann failed because of the open

But Chris and I were successful on Combatant and

Both provided steep snow and ice with class 4 to 5 rock pitches.

Any sense of horizontal scale was almost meaningless.

In all directions,

spectacular ice falls and rock faces rose for thousands of feet dwindling
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us to the size of dust particles.
The second part of the trip began after a large breakfast of
bacon and eggs.

We walked out over the next six day.

First down the

Scimitar Glacier to Pocket Valley, which is literally found in a pock
et between the Parallel and Scimitar Glaciers.

In the past it had been

covered by the glacier but this had recently receded leaving meadow.
The valley is now covered with slide Alder and is a haven for bears.
It is probably easier travelling on the north side of the creek though
this is debatable.

From here we climbed up through Bifrost Pass, past

M t . Cornelia and M t . Frontier whose cony rock ridges swept down from
the summit, and across a small glacier to the most westerly of the two
passes leading into the Twist Creek drainage area.

Here we waited out

a storm and the following day were able to climb the peak immediately
west of this pass via the South East ridge which proved to be a low
class 5.

It seems this peak (about 9100') is separate from Hephaestus

and was probably a first ascent.
The last two days involved walking down the Twist Creek Valley
and back to Middle Lake.

I should add that the walk out was a t least

as enjoyable as climbing in the area.
John Baldwin

Neil Humphrey

Chris McNeill

Peter Jordan

M t . Robson Climb
Steve Ludwig

August, 1979

M t . Robson is BIG ... a serious mountain ... the domain of Jay
MacArthur and the "Big Boys"!

When Helen Sordat told me she wanted to

go for it, I called the bluff and we left in late August.

Piloting the

heavy duty, overbuilt and under powered terrain machine (Toyota Landcruiser), I eased off the pavement near Pemberton to take dirt roads (such
as the Duffy Lake road) as far as possible towards Robson Provincial
Park.

The turbine-like whine of the incredible Toyota F engine (with

five out of six cylinders functioning) echoed off canyon walls as the
unstoppable Land Creeper worked its way northeast to Lillooet, highway
12, Clinton, 70 Mile House, and more dirt to near Blue River on the
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Yellowhead Highway.

The Earth Cruiser fell short of its day's object

ive due to mutiny of its overtired crew and wheeled into camp outside
Avola, waking up sleeping citizens with its intense high beams and
"chug-a-chug style" exhaust system.
Noon of the next day found Helen and me excitedly hoisting in
sanely heavy packs for the hike in to Berg Lake.

In addition to the us

ual hiking paraphernalia and food for six days, {which in itself weigh
ed 60 pounds for me alone) we had to carry rope, ice axes, crampons,
hammers, helmets, and hardware for the proposed folly ahead.

The incr

edible tension of shoulder straps enabled the two Quasimodo-style hunch
backs to pluck heavy bass notes with their thumbs as w e waded our way
past the seething masses of humanity near Kinney Lake (the ones that
like to hike but never make it past the first three miles).

As we pass

ed through the lovely valley of a Thousand Falls, the hip and shoulder
straps of the amazing homemade Santa Claus-style potato sack frameless
backpack worked their way menacingly into my soft flesh.

Camp 1 fell

short of the Berg Lake area due to the late start and slothful nature
of the two travelers.
Next morning, a shining sun kissed the meaty flanks of Robson's
buttocks, but we slept in anyway.

We had trouble keeping our gaping

mouths shut as we passed the two thousand foot North Face and the Berg
Glacier that carves icebergs into the lake.

Another two miles brought

us to the toe of the flat, curving Robson Glacier.

Like most frost

bitten toes, the glacier showed signs of blueness and greyness with ex
tensive amount of damaged, frozen tissue.

(First-aid training paying

off once again) I reasoned that it does not cause further damage to
walk on frozen toes so we proceded fouc miles up to camp below the ice
fall and dome that lead to the impressive KAIN FACE.

The approach march

had come to eighteen miles so far, and took us in a long spiral that
slowly closes in on the peak of Robson.
Woke up at 4:00 a.m. to find clear skies and the glacier solid
ly frozen up.

We were underway by five, moving with crampons and axes,

but without rope (we had to move fast to complete the climb).

Forty-

five minutes of threading through crevasses and ascending diagonally up
brought us to the base of a labyrinth-like frozen icefall.

Crampon points

squeaked, ice hardware rattled like chimes, and ice axes whacked as we
forced our way along faintly visible tracks in the frozen labyrinth.
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Still unroped, security in the icefall came purely from skill and bal
ance as delicate bridges and short steep sections were covered with a
pink dawn emerging before us.

By 7:00 a.m., we had reached the Snow

Dome, taking a brief rest and a close study of the massive Kain Face
that spread up above us.

The 350 meter face was carved with numerous

parallel troughs where recurring slides had scoured the snow away, leav
ing bare ice.

The humps were composed of a softer snow that seemed rea

dy to break loose under foot.

The first hundred meters of the face pass

ed beneath a huge suspended block of icefall, then a traverse left would
get us out of the exposed area and into the clear.

A x e , alpine hammer,

and front points were required to get us up a short (4 meter) 80° bergshrund and onto the face.

My new Chouinard rigid crampons gave very

solid support over the crest of a bulge and in a few more thrashes with
axe and hammer, I moved up to where the angle lessened to 50 o r 60° (I
still felt h a p p i e r with the hammer o u t ) .

While I was panting there,

I paused to reflect on the importance of having a reliable ice axe and
my thoughts drifted back to last winter when the pick of my SMC axe my
steriously broke off under normal use.

After storming down to the Co-

0p to obtain a free replacement, I was still using the same type of
SMC axe.

A minor ice shower from the top of the face brought me back

to the present; if the pick breaks again, y o u just climb with the ham
mer.

An ice screw anchor, and then a quick belay for Helen and we both

started moving on the face.

Since we both felt comfortable on the alp

ine ice in the troughs, we moved together unbelayed (besides, Helen had
an axe that said "Interalp Annapurna" and we figured that if i t was
good enough for Annapurna, it must be O.K. in the Rockies).

Another

ice avalanche snapped us back again and we concentrated on moving safe
ly and quickly.
Helen cursed silently to herself as each whack of my ice tools
sent chips down the trough and onto her helmet and shoulders.

The face

seemed much longer than anticipated and the foot work soon switched to
pied troisieme (front point with one foot, flat foot sideways with the
other foot).

Once again I thanked the almighty Chouinard for his advice

on long climbs and burned out calf muscles.

Once up around the ridge

cornice, we hauled up onto the south east ridge that eventually leads
to the summit.
Having completed a hard part, we figured that Robson would let
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us get away with a nice ridge walk.

Yeah, nice and narrow with occas

ional spots where y o u sink into the hips, and then a final steep section
of 400 meters o r so that featured steep ice bulges on a high angle ridge.
These difficulties took hours and hours to get through with food exhau
stion and altitude taking its toll.

A t one point, a glimpse down from

the corniced ridge revealed Berg Lake directly a vertical mile below,
almost causing me to urinate in my rust colored magnem cloth high alt
itude fall action pants.
The ridge yielded after a snack (pack 4kg. lighter) and a 15 min
ute slog ocross a flat wide ridge put us on the summit at around 5:00
p.m.

As soon as I pulled out my camera, clouds socked in from below

(they cleared as soon as we left the summit, naturally).

A hug and a

ten minute break, then off to retrace our steps before dark.

Once ag

ain, the most gruelling challenge was the downclimb of the Kain Face.
For some reason, people had left all sorts of ice hardware to melt out,
so 1 was able to pick up about fifty dollars worth of tubescrews and
warthogs.

In keeping with the "Baldwin Tradition", we decided that it

would be better to risk slipping and falling to our deaths, rather than
leaving hardware behind and rappeling.

The exposure was dizzying and I

couldn't help but admire the toughness exhibited by this Sordat monster
(perhaps it was the long hours of chasing hard white balls around on the
grass hockey field that conditioned her for Robson).

We both were burn

ed out after falling the last meter down the face, so we rested and had
another snack.
Our now frozen rope indicated a cooling trend so w e decided that
the icefall that was so firm in the morning would be passable now in the
evening.

Helen seemed too burned out to make rational route finding

decisions so I gave her the "anchor position" at the rear.

A few more

hours of stumbling with a sink-in up to ray hips in a crevasse (Helen had
gone first but I weigh m o r e ) , brought us back to the tent and Camp III
after dark.

A sixteen hour thrashing of mind and body, full of danger

and uncertainty, (just what Baldwin would call an enjoyable climb).
Steve Ludwig

Helen Sordat
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Singing Pass Expedition
Jane Weller

Summer 1979

As a consequence of the persistent nagging and imploring of the
journal editors (may I commend them on their success), I have sat down
to write a memoir of the events of one long weekend in the summer of
'79.

And that weekend was memorable in my mind if only that four V . O . C

ers, each of whose capabilities, attitudes and experiences differed,
were able to have a tremendous time.

The characters found in the region

of Singing Pass included:
Phil Hall —

that highly knowledgable mountaineer and potential

racing car driver, whose unfailing sense of direction -- and whose cram
pons —

made him an invaluable member of the team.

Despite his frustr

ations with people who (1) talked too much, or (2) who refused to go at
a moderate pace, or (3) people who ran out of gas on logging roads —

we

could not have done without him.
Mark Barley —

a pleasant sort of fellow whose fears were not

necessarily paranoic as his cries of "slow down Jane!" would echo throu
ghout the valley.

(Jane would insistantly climb far ahead of the team,

or else simply entertain herself by pulling Mark, rope, ice axe and all,
down the flanks of M t . Overlord).

Mark still entertains the belief that

it is possible for a person to enjoy perilous activities without having
a death wish.
Andy Pacheco —

that instinctive mountaineer who was always look

ing for something to climb or something to photograph in order to send
photos to his aunt in Spain.

He kept the rest of us from boredom by his

constant conversation.
Jane —

a talented young lady who, in a lapse of insanity became

entangled in climbing mountains.
enough to wait for anyone.

However, she rarely slowed down long

Guess who did bring sunglasses (after having

had several experiences at high altitudes contending with the s u n ) .
Sad to say M t . Overlord was enveloped in cloud.
M t . Overlord -- he was the aim of the expedition, y e t here was
one who showed cool indifference to our own propinquity.
tain side snow and debris were shrugged off.

From the moun

High above heraldic plumes

of platinum cloud ("fog" to be more explicit) were tossed into the at
mosphere .
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The climb itself is an easy accomplishment (the four of us
bagged three other peaks that day while in a lapse of boredom).

Cram

pons, rope and ice axes are helpful (and, if nothing else, this equip
ment gives those tourists along the way an aura of a "serious climber").
Watch for mountain goats, loose rock and young girls at the cabin who
will cordially supply the hungry climber with brier cheese and wine.
Try not to get lost in the high grass in the valley, unless one wishes
to (1) meditate, (2) go to the can, or (3) hide from obnoxious members
o f a group.
Phil Hall (L)

Hark Barley

Andy Pacheco

Jane Weller
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AUTUMN 1979
M t . Habrich (N.W. Ridge)
Paul Phillips

September 1979

The approach to Habrich is pretty much as described by Culbert;
although, one or two directions need expanding on.

The turn off the

Manquam logging road is easily recognized, it's on a corner and marked
"No Entry, Watershed!"

This road leads into the Sky Pilot area.

The

turn-off to Habrich (the Shannon Creek road) is not immediately after
the bridge, but is an insignificant sharply climbing right turn about
h mile past the bridge (but it is the first turn left).

The first mile

o r so of road is pretty rough and proved impassable, so we ended up walk
ing.

After this part, the road is in good condition, so if y o u make it

up the first bit the rest is a piece of cake.
The walk in is not particularly aesthetic, except for the excel
lent blueberries en route.

The road eventually splits in two (as in

Culbert), one fork dropping down into the valley, and the other heading
north towards Habrich.

There is one ambiguous spur before the forks,

but it peters out 400 yards up, so it presents no problem.

The Habrich

road takes y o u past an old truck shed and eventually to directly below
Habrich.

The peak itself doesn't become visible until near the end of

the road
The scramble up to the col below the north west ridge is via an
obvious gully that leads directly to it.

The route is partially flagged,

but that was more useful on the way down than going up, which is strai
ghtforward, haul yourself up the bushes and avoid the bluffs (1 hour).
The north west ridge is the easiest route on Habrich and basic
ally consists of a series of large grassy ledges separated by short,
sometimes exposed pitches on superb granite.

Rating the route was some

what difficult, due to the diversities of attitudes and capabilities of
the group.

I stayed a t the bottom and gave directions (I had damaged

myself on Golden Ears the previous day and besides, I'm terrified of
heights).

On the other hand, Knutson did the whole ascent unroped in

about 30 minutes.

The general concensus seemed to be overall class 4,

well protected, with nothing exceeding 5.6.

Judicious selection of your

route (by just wandering around the ledges -- especially near the bottom)
would probably make the climb a lot easier.
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The round trip, including the yucky trash, (but excluding the
walk up and down the road —

14 miles total) took about 4 hours.

So

the whole thing is an easy day trip (assuming y o u don't get lost on the
logging roads as we d i d ) .
The trip was enjoyed by all and generally uneventful, except
for the walk back in the dark, but then, it wouldn't be a proper V.O.C.
trip would it?
Ron Collins (L)

Al Knutson

Randall woods

Paul Phillips

Rob Shipman

Corrie Lake (An Attempt)
Paul Phillips

September 22 (Long Hike)

This trip was my first attempt at high adventure in Garibaldi
Park.

The objective was Corrie Lake and possible Corrie Peak.

The

plan was simple, hike up the Helm Creek trail for forty minutes (two
miles) and hang a left through the bush for half a mile until y o u hit
Corrie Creek or Corrie Lake if you're lucky.

Well, we hit a creek, but

after an hour of bushwacking up it I decided that it was the wrong creek
(I had also lost the others).

W e l l , I knew there were meadows ahead,

so I thought I would carry on 'til I hit them.

However, the bush got

thicker and thicker and I did not have a clue where I w a s .

There was

a ridge above me so I thrashed up that and there it w a s , Corrie Lake,
the fact it was the wrong size and shape was irrelevant.
to carry on up the ridge to bag Corrie Peak.

I was going

Well, another 500 feet

and I got some sort of bearing, namely Corrie Lake proper, which was
three miles behind me and 2000 feet below me.

Never m i n d , I took lots

of photos so when I got home I would find out where I had been.
The conclusion of my trip is as follows:

the Helm Creek trail

following Helm Creek as we well know; however, if y o u look on the map,
it is nowhere near it.
got it.

Shift it half a mile to the left and y o u have

It's now the right side of the un-named creek I thought to be

Corrie Creek and bushwacked up.
Peak ridge.

The ridge I was on was of course Helm

The small lake I had found was not even marked, but then

neither are the glaciers covering Corrie Peak.
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The moral of the story is don't trust the Park's Board m a p s ,
after all it doesn't matter where y o u put the trail on a map, nobody is
going to stray off it, are they?

And who cares about the odd creek and

glacier, they are a penny a dozen.

I mean not every mountain needs them.

Paul Phillips (L)

Helen Lemon

Julie Ourom

Jerry Moore

The Night Descents: A Retrospective Look Back
D. Waldichuk

Longhike

'79

We were gathered together to pay our respects to the passing
of an old friend —

"the night descent".

The first "descent" was held

during Longhike '77 when a merry band of rogues quietly escaped from
the Whistler Cabin and stole away to the Whistler Inn.

Who will ever

forget seeing Paul Phillips use his very long tongue to lap up the suds.
In 1978, the number of fans increased as about twenty-five of us gath
ered at the "Chieftan" in Squamish to search for Karma, and forgot about
school.

But this was September of '79, and wonder of wonders, liquor

had been introduced to Longhike.

There was no need to escape, and so

the only excuse we could find to leave was to celebrate the memory of
what had been a great event.

Only a few of the original

participants

were there -- Roger Piet and Dorothy Hebnor, for instance, had gone over
the wall and escaped.

Paul Phillips, the Squire, and I, however, were

still around for one last rememberance, and so we went to the Whistler
Inn to quaff a few brew.

At the end of the night we headed back to the

cabin, and with tears in our eyes put to bed what had been one of the
least talked about annual V.O.C. events in the past decade.

But all

was not sorrow, however, for we slept soundly, secure in the knowledge
that for three straight years we had managed to avoid performing the
"Salty Dog Rag".
The Mourners:
Jay Page

Penny Buitenhuis

Paul Phillips

Karin Bodtker

Gordon "the Squire" Schindell
Saint Peter

(L)

Trevor Boyd
D. Waldichuk

(L)

And assorted other Merry Men whose names I have forgotten.
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Trip to Garibaldi on LonqHike Weekend
Alison Inglis

September 22

Josie Massaralla, Peter Benner, Peter Smythe, Henry Carr, Audrey Gilmour, and Alison Inglis made up the motley crew.

We set off a t 9:30 am

cheerfully anticipating a pleasant walk in the Black Tusk Meadows and per
haps a cool paddle in the glacial lake.

After endless switchbacks on a gentle

grade, lunch was voraciously consumed on the Barrier Lookout amidst hyper
active chipmunks and uninvited jays.

The clouds cleared as we reached Gari

baldi Lake, and by the time we ascended the upper meadows it was time to
sunbathe, collect insects, eat some more, and generally block the path for
other, more motivated hikers.
Traversing the Taylor Campground was quite a challenge; avoiding stubbed
toes on the boardwalk, collisions with signposts and the like.
quickly, motivated by hunger.

We descended

Our mouths were dry from non-stop talking, but

a bowl of chili later in the U.B.C. cabin and we were ready for an evening
of "Salty Dog Rag" and hoarse singing.

A quick Trip Up Black Tusk
Mark Barley

Late September

Having wished to climb the Black Tusk for most of the summer I came
to the conclusion that the best way of achieving my goal was to organize
the trip myself.
The day dawned clear and beautiful as two cars left Vancouver.

The

parking lot was crowded even a t 8:00 am but we set a stiff pace and made it
to the junction in lh hours and Taylor Campground in a further twenty min
utes.

Everyone kept up really well though Paul was complaining about the

stiffness of his boots.

I was worried about time, as Culbert recommends

10 hours for the round trip.

As it turned out we didn't need more than seven

hours but this explains why we moved so fast (for me a n y w a y — u s u a l l y a lei
surely hiker).
From Taylor Campground we obtained our first stunning view of the Tusk,
wreathed in clouds and sprinkled in snow.

Low cloud was moving in so that

by the time we had reached the base of the scree the peak itself was blotted
out though it reappeared briefly on odd occasions.

The path up the scree

slope was poorly defined and I made the mistake of following Neil who headed
straight up the 70 degree scree slope.
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Climbing this stuff was question of

three steps forward and two steps back and sapped any remaining energy we
had.

I was completely exhausted by the time I reached the top of the slope

and the shoulder of the Tusk itself.

A superb view appeared through breaks

in the mist and the vertical drop from this ridge of thousands of feet to
more scree below was very impressive.

We headed for the Tusk as the mist

again closed in and ate lunch in a huddled group by a small gulley in the
side of the Tusk itself.

Afterwards I decided to go for the top and Neil

(who had been most of the way up theTusk before but had been repelled by
vertigo) directed me up the nearest gulley.

That gulley worried m e .

Every-

time I m o v e d , small pieces of rock cascaded down and one section was nearly
vertical for about ten feet without any firm handholds.
but I couldn't see how I was to get down!!!
why I had had a problem.

I was O.K. going up

When I came out at the top I saw

To my left was a deep, smoothly

downward-sloping

gulley which looked a piece of cake compared with the route I had taken.
had come up the wrong one!

I

Paul had come up the correct gulley and headed

for the summit where I joined him a few minutes later, in time for some spec
tacular views as the mist momentarily cleared.

Neil once again was defeated

by vertigo and unable to climb out of the gulley due to the exposure.

The

drop on all sides except our access side was huge and sheer.
After taking suitable photographs whenever the mist cleared we returned
to the cars and left for Vancouver.
Mark Barley (L)
Neil Shrimpton
Cathy Chernenkoff

Paul Smith
Susan Allen
Peter H o m e

Leavenworth
Joan Avis

October 5-8

Thanksgiving weekend saw a bunch of VOCers heading across the border
to Leavenworth, Wash.

By the time we left on Friday, many of Ron's passengers

had opted for other r i d e s — s u c c u m b i n g to malicious rumours of the "Auswitz
E x p r e s s " ~ n a s t y gas fumes.

As we drove along the Steven's Pass highway, w e

had a good chuckle at the motel offering hourly rates, adult movies and closed
circuit T V ~ k i n k y !

The full moon was shining brightly when w e arrived a t the

eight mile campsite, so there was no need for tents.
Saturday was spent waiting in lines for the easy routes up Castle Rock,
but w e managed to climb a few routes.

The Wenatchee River was refreshing at

the end of a hot sunny day, except for Terry, who dove in and lost his contact
lenses.
Later on a few souls went to check out the taverns in Leavenworth.
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The

bar maid taking us for Canadian slobs, sat us down to the only table with a
plastic cover to catch our spills.

A few taverns and many pitchers later we

were piled in the back of Ron's truck laughing as Al Knutson ground the gears
(odd, isn't he one himself? Ed.) the whole way back to the campsite.
Sunday morning, our leader, imitating a log, refused to move except to
rub his pounding head and groan.
headed off to Castle Rock.

After a late start the bulk of the group

Paul went on a solo hike to Enchantment Lakes and

Knutson took Randall and myself on a "mellow" hike to the pinnacles above the
campsite.

As w e scrambled up steeper and steeper slopes, Randall and I began

to wonder if A T s concept of mellow was the same as ours.

Finally, reaching

the top of a minor pinnacle w e proceeded to get mellow by crashing out in the
sunshine for a couple hours.

After inspecting a huge 20 foot high quartz

crystal we thrashed our way down, occasionally stopping to send boulders hur
tling down the slopes.

Women can get destructive urges too.

More climbing on Monday as the Vancouverites took over Castle Rock.

On

top of Oello Tower there were eight people crammed together, all tied into
a mass of tangled r o p e s — i t ' s so nice to get away from it all, Baha.

We ended

an excellent weekend with a final swim with the spawning salmon in the Wenacthee River and headed home in mexican overdrive to save oil.
Randall Woods
Joan Avis
Jane Weller
Jean Heineman
Sharon Gravelle
Paul Phillips
Al Knutson
Pierre
John Baldwin

Andy Pacheco
Geoff Harris ?
Al Dibb
Terry Chow
Rosie Armstrong
Kobus Barnard
Jean MacRae
Ron Collins (L)

Leavenworth, The Enchantment Lakes - Thanksgiving
Paul

Phillips

Climbing trips to Leavenworth on the long weekends are nothing new to
V.O.C.'ers. However in the past couple y e a r s , alcohol has gained increasing
acceptance in the club and Leavenworth trips have rapidly changed to a social
rather than a climbing tradition.

This is especially true for m e , as climbing

is something I tolerate as a hiker rather than do as a past-time.
The first day there

I spent watching the climbers, capturing autumn

colours on film and being chased by small bears.

The evening was spent social

izing, so the next day I was in no mood to climb even if I enjoyed doing it.
Leavenworth

is fortunately very scenic and well-endowed with hiking trails, so
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I got my fellow climbers to drop me off at the Snow Lakes trail, 14 miles
towards Leavenworth from 8-mile campground.

The round trip

to the upper En

chantment Lakes was less than 30 miles, with an approximate 6000-foot ele
vation gain.

A day trip by V.O.C. definition, I made that my target.

Lakes are en route and I had visited them previously.

Snow

They are a pleasant

campsite, but not spectacular, although some of the surrounding pinnacles
have the most amazing geometry.

The trail up to the lower Enchantment Lakes

is fairly rugged and steep, more typical of B.C.
trails.

trails than U.S. parks

As I climbed the surrounding peaks, their fantastic pinnacles became

more visible and the terrain was now bleached, glacial polished granite (great
for bouldering)

covered with larch trees

bright in yellow autumn colours, and

a scattering of wind-blown bristle cones.
After about 3 k hours on the trail, I reached the Lower Enchantment Lakes.
When I started the trip I had considered that a pretentious name, but it's
an understatement - it's like calling the Grand Canyon a hole in the ground.
The scenery was totally unlike anything I have ever seen - black-capped white
pinnacles of unbelievable shapes, bright yellow trees, crystal clear pools
banked by red-flecked heather and a liberal sprinkling of distorted pines cling
ing to the rocks.

In fact the scenery was so far removed from everything I

have experienced that I had to resort to fairy tales and dry literature to
describe it.
Needless to say, I lost the trail.

I don't know where I w e n t ; I eventually

ended up in the shoulder of Prussik Park (which looks like Bugaboo Spike) after
wandering through what I presume was the lower half of the Upper Enchantments.
These were totally different from the Lower Lakes, with no vegetation, very
rugged and verging on the surreal.
Well, it was getting late and I had to come back down (in more ways than
one). I arrived back a t the campground just in time for supper.

The trail was

well-defined, I just wasn't looking.
I can't recommend this hike too strongly, it is without a doubt the most
amazing area I have seen, in fact, amazing experience would be a better term.
The trail is long, but well maintained (suitable for running shoes) and despite
the bullshit in 102 Hikes, this area should be accessible to any V.O.C.'er as
an overnight trip (camping a t Snow Lakes).

Keeners could do it as a day trip

(it took me 9 hours for the round trip), but you'll wish you'd stayed up
there longer.
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Black Tusk
Dave Crowe

Thanksgiving, October

6&7

After an early morning flight up the coast from Vancouver, our car
arrived a t the Garibaldi parking lot to meet the others.

It was just

warming up to a sunny fall day when we set off along the trail under the
enthusiastic leadership of Dave Milligan.

We went at a leisurely pace,

stopping to regroup at one point where we had a snack (and fought off some
very persistent Whiskey Jacks).
There were many people on the trail as it was a lovely weekend.

This

area is very heavily used, so parts of the campgrounds and surrounding
trails show the wear and erosion that results from that use.
After setting up camp some of us left to climb up Black Tusk.

I guess

I shouldn't have been trying to break in my new boots on this hike; they
sure were uncomfortable.

With some prodding, I finally got to the top.

It seemed like an awfully long climb up to one ridge near the top but
the mountain drops away on the other side and the view is spectacular.
The view from the top was also great.
When we got back to camp, w e had supper and then sat around the fire
swapping dirty jokes and thinking up ways to cause a riot among the boy
scouts camped nearby.
On Sunday morning, the group split up for various short hikes.
Some of us went to Garibaldi Lake

where we laid awhile in the sun eating

lunch and amiring the reflections of the mountains on the lake.
We concluded the weekend with the traditional stop at Dairy Queen.
Dave Milligan
Dave Crowe
Murray McRoberts
Melanie Mason
Wolfgang Jungensen
Cathy James
Sandi Lafin

Liseanne McGuirty
Pat Thurber
Lynn Hicks
Fiona James
Kirk Gustafson
Victor Hegan
Nils Zimmerman
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Dog Mountain
October 1979
They decided to go for a hike one day
("Why would they choose Dog Mountain?", you say).
Neither Dave, nor Dave, nor Dave, nor Susan
Nor Kelly nor Paula knew what they were choosin'.
They scaled Dog Mountain in record time;
In 45 minutes they'd made the "climb".
Through muck and mud in hiking boots,
They slipped an fell on slimy roots.
As it was still only 10 in the morning,
Our group headed back to the cars still yawning.
To avoid the kids and family pets,
Their course toward Mystery Lake was set.
But the trail, instead of up, went down
Could it be, they'd been turned around?
But no, they finally found a lake,
A n d sat right down, lunch to partake.
"This must be Nancy Lake!" Dave cried.
I've found her s k i p o l e — s h e mustive died."
He knew, "if Nancy Lake this be,
We're halfway up to Mystery."
So they all watched Susan kill her apple,
A n d saw cicadas as they grappled
With houses made of twigs and sticks.
(They saw no newts, which were too quick.)
A n d the VOC'ers felt the breeze.
Back on the trail, the gang soon found
T h a t the path went round and round.
Each time they passed the picnic table,
They searched as hard as they were able
For another path to take,
T h a t would lead them from the lake.
A h a ! A sign! Approaching

boldly,

They read, not Nancy Lake, but Goldie!
They came all this way to people-dodge,
Only to find, "To Ski Lodge..."
The perimeter Trail, which from here led,
Took them to the rope-tow shed.
So they fumbled for their keys,
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and took off for the Tastee-Freez.
Dave Crowe

Kelly Greenwood

Dave Grobowski

Susan Nesbit

Dave Milligan

Paula BurgerJohn

Garibaldi Lake
Michael

Helfinger

October 20th

On Saturday a group of us decided to undertake a leisurely (except
for Rosie, recently arrived from the balmy Lowlands of Australia and having
not y e t acquired the endurance or stamina of our hardy northern race) and
pleasant hike, all be it under

somewhat wintery conditions to Garibaldi

Lake.
The trail is perhaps the most painless 3000 foot climb a hiker can
hope to undertake: it is impeccable groomed and cut into the sides of Black
Tusk by means of gradually sloping switchbacks.
concerned weather conditions.

The only complication

Other members of the party expressed shock

and disbelief as this writer postulated that there would be snow cover and
sub-freezing temperatures at our objective.

(Elevation 4900 feet).

This

postulate was based on the damp 4"C conditions at sea level, the fact
that temperatures drop an average of just under 2*C for every 1000 f e e t ,
and the observation of snow cover on top of Grouse Mountain.
even packed along her shorts!

Rosie had

Anyway, the postulate proved to be correct

as winter conditions set in abruptly above the 3500 foot line.

The fresh

fallen snow on the evergreens was highly picturesque, however, and by this
time skies had

cleared, calm had set in, and the experience turned o u t ,

for most of u s , to be a rather pleasant one.
The area was for all intents and purposes deserted, save for two couples
of winter campers we came across during the afternoon.

No trace was seen

of the bike trip up the trail planned for that day.
Alan Dibb

Rosie Armstrong

Jacques Bilinsky

Joan Avis

Mike Helfinger

Into The Stein.
Leon

early November, 1979

Kolankiewicz

"In Canada and Alaska there are still large expanses of virgin country:
Where nameless men by nameless rivers wander and in strange
valleys die strange deaths alone."
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— A l d o Leopold, "Wilderness", A Sand County Almanac, 1949
Twilight.

Stars appeared and twinkled silently in the vast deep-blue

vault overhead.

Looming silhouettes of black, inscrutable mountains challenged

this twinkling firmament.

I had just set up a hurried camp in a cow pasture

above the west bank of the noisy Fraser River not far south of where it
collected the rushing waters of the Stein Valley.
As I retreated from the gloom and chill into my cozy candle-lit tent,
I pondered the words of Aldo Liopold above, and felt uneasy.

In the morning

I would be walking alone into the lower canyon of the Stein River Valley
for four days of solitude in the wilderness.

The watershed of the Stein

River is one of a dwindling number of areas in southern B.C. that can still
be called undiluted wilderness, wild enough to support, say, the grizzly
bear, whose presence is surely as good a stamp of wilderness as any.

My

uneasiness was founded on the knowledge that grizzly encounters in the
valley are relatively common, and the possibility that a t this late season,
with snow in higher elevations but still probably too early for denning,
the concentration of grizzly in the valley bottom

itself w o u l d probably

be unusually high.
Next morning dawned crisp and bright.

I sauntered through the Indian

Reserve near the valley mouth and found the trail that lies on the south
bank of the river.

Not far from where a dirt track stops and the foot

trail begins I came across a UBC Forestry Dept. research s t a t i o n — a box
full of questionairres and a sign urging the recreationist's cooperation.
It was a survey of user attitudes and preferences.

Knowing that such surveys

can be used as input into resource management decisions, the like of which
will determine the destiny of the Stein, I managed to stifle the temptation
to "stuff the ballot box" with every last questionnaire, each stating that
the only acceptable condition of the valley was its past and present one:
unroaded, unlogged, unclogged.

Edward Abbey, dean of that school of

American thought that justifies sabotage of developments for environmental
causes of sufficiently high moment, would have been disappointed in me.
Brrr!

Even on this glorious blue day frost coated each frozen twig

and dormant bud.

The ground crunched underfoot.

The

river valley is

steep enough, and the sun low enough in November that it rarely reaches the
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valley bottom.

Each of my subsequent days in the valley was m u c h the same:

flawless and pristine, sharp enough to prickle your nostrils in the morning.
Every now and then, a beam of sunshine would elude the high valley walls
to illuminate some grove of golden cottonwoods through which I trod.

The

flash of colour and light dazzled my senses and pleased my aesthetic sensi
bilities.
In my solitude, I paid attention to such t h i n g s — b a s i c
phenomena and properties which we all

take for granted.

or unanswerable questions knocked at my door.
from without o r within?

underlying

Age-old unanswered

Was the beauty I perceived

What actual biochemical reactions in the brain

correspond with the felt response to beauty?

What differences in internal

programming cause differences in individual preferences for beauty?

Why

is it useful from an evolutionary point of view, to be able to sense beauty
in anything at all (what

"survival value" does it possess)?

Perhaps the

capacity to experience beauty is simply an inadvertent consequence of higher
intelligence.

Why is it that, if we do not believe in our hearts that there

is some external, objective quality of beauty which our minds are perceiving
and now wholly creating themselves, do we generally hold a higher regard
for that person who values natural beauty highly than for that who values
money and power highly?

The one seems a selfless concern, the other a

selfish one.
These thoughts are not merely the idle cerebration of an incurable
pedant.

What I'm striving so desperately for, I suppose, is some logical

justification for supporting what I believe with my heart: that a philo
sophical outlook that accords some value, or attaches beauty to a natural
object or system undisturbed, w i l d , is more admirable than one that views
all nature strictly as a thing to be exploited for human benefit.

Philip

Hocker, chairman of the Wyoming Chapter of the Sierra Club, once distinguished
these two world views:
The preservation of natural beauty is a spiritual a c t , a state
ment of humility and belief that we are made better people (or,
at least, stayed from becoming worse) by saving artd studying the
constructions of forces beyond our own power, and still largely
beyond our understanding. And often those opposed to preservation
are essentially not in economic need (for if these lands held
great riches they would, generally, not still be w i l d ) , but
dedicated to a con trasting belief: that the things of the earth
are here solely for human use, and that failure to consume the
products of the earth constitutes not a sin of omission, but positive
sin.
These abstract ideas bear on a very practical

("real", if you will)

matter: how the Stein watershed is to be managed, by deliberately leaving
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it unmanaged or by applying modern techniques to extract from it the highest
possible human benefit.
Meanwhile, returning to the Stein itself, for the first couple of days,
I was jumpy.

Each time a branch snapped behind m e , I jumped a foot in the

air, expecting to feel the powerful swipe of a paw adorned with 6" claws.
After awhile, still awaiting this, I began to feel foolish at such extreme
skittishness.

Some intrepid outdoorsman I w a s !

If I were as truly at peace

with myself and the world as I would have liked to believe I w a s , like

the

Zen Master (alias the Field Marshall) I would be able to accept any fate
that befell m e , be it sainthood or serving as grizzly fodder.
The forest in the eastern end of the Stein is not coastal, but interior.
Open stands of Ponderosa pine allow enough sunlight through to support a
healthy growth of grasses below.

Interspersed are stands of smallish

Douglas fir, alder, willow, cottonwood, and birch.

The variety is refreshing,

as is the greater penetrability than coastal bush.
Each day was leisurely.

I spent much time sleeping, exploring the

rocky valley slopes (and getting myself into some damn-fool

precarious

situations for someone unroped and alone in the wilderness), and contemplating.
I couldn't figure out a way to get my heavy pack across a cable crossing
about 10 miles up the river, so I only travelled lightly and did not camp
beyond this point.
For three consecutive days I saw no other human being.

I gazed long

at the whispering forest and the impassive mountains and wished desperately
that it was possible to communicate with inanimate nature.

But the unresponsive

universe continues to unfold according to its own inscrutable mandates, and
human

entreaties go unheard.

I realized anew just how wonderful it is to

be able to communicate and share with other human comrades.

We a r e , after

a l l , social creatures, and yearn for contact, communication, and love with
others of our kind.

This m u c h , solitude taught m e .
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And

y e t , the loneli-

ness that crept into me was not altogether unwanted itself, for we need
respites from excessive contact withpeople in order to keep our feet on the
ground and our vision clear, in order to rediscover Nature, the ultimate
source, the omnipresent medium.

Eternal

brooding...

I was mildly surprised and disappointed at the paucity of wildlife
encounters.

We feel kinship with the beasts, for after all they are our

remote kin, and it is nice to know that other seeing, breathing, hearing,
feeling living things inhabit

an otherwise cold and cheerless place.

The difference between an empty land and a land abundant with wild animals
is like the difference between a house and a home; one seems empty and
without feeling, the other rich in character.

Lois Crisler, who in the

1950's studied caribou in Alaska with her husband, once commented that with
out wildlife, wilderness was mere scenery.

I couldn't agree more.

While I saw no large mammals in the Stein, I felt their presence.

Some

where out there, in that thicket, across the river...something m o v e d .

I

wondered what I would've observed had my own presence not been sensed.
The valley has a spirit, and this is the Stein River itself.

In the

gloaming, one by o n e , the glimmering stars of the Milky Way Galaxy took
v

their positions in the pellucid welkin, like sparkling jewels in the raiment
of some cosmic lord.

I sat on a log beside the river staring into the still

gloom, listening...listening...to its splashing, swirling, rushing, gurgling,
whispering.

Every now and then I thought I heard drowned voices or watery

bird chirps or a motor starting up.

The river discharging its experiences?

The River, I thought, carver of this valley and carrier of its lifeblood,
is the soul
secrets.

of the highlands around it and keeper of their history and

But if these were now being communicated, they were spoken in a

tongue that I fear will remain forever foreign to m e .
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In the same mystical frame of mind, I recalled an incident recounted
in Theodora Stanwell-Fletcher's wonderful book Driftwood Valley.

In the

late 30's and early40's she and her husband lived alone in a cabin in the
largely unknown wilderness north of Hazelton, B.C. in the valley of the
Driftwood River.

In March of 1939, they were on an exploratory excursion

in this vast territory, seeking a lake known among the Indians for its
unsurpassed beauty.

With them was an old Indian g u i d e — C h a r l i e — a n d his

two sons, when the following transpired:
Old Charlie had disappeared again; he wanted to break trail on
ahead and see the condition of the country. When it grew dark
and he still hadn't returned, J . and I began to wonder if someone
ought to look for him.
But just then the two boys appeared by our fire. William was
worried. "I think we go look for my father. Mebbe that old man
he lose himself and get hurted."
"Fire your gun two times, if you need help," shouted J . as they
vanished into the night.
We had eaten our favorite s u p p e r — m o o s e meat and slices of
dried onion fried in a pan, and a potful of hot t e a — a n d we had
leisure to enjoy our comfortable camp as we turned steaming socks
and moccasins and mittens and snowshoes in the fierce heat of the
f i re.
Then above the roar and sizzle of the burning logs w e heard a
noise. We sprang into our snowshoes and climbed on the snowbank
away from the fire. Either it had been real voices or an echo.
Presently, from far away, it came again, a mourning, heartrending
cry that made little prickles go all along m y body. We were al
most sure it was wolves and not, as we had thought at first, the
Indians calling for help. So we went back, shivering, to our
fire. After another interval we heard human voices again, and
there were old Charlie and the boys. Charlie told us he had gone
a long way, "five, seben miles, mebbe" to the beginning of the
canyon on ahead. The boys had m e t him coming back.
He said: "By gosh, Jack, I hear something in that canyon. Some
thing funny. I not know, see? I scare. I think a man down there,
mebbe, but not like a man. How a man get down in that place? I
neber hear that thing before. By God, it scare m e , bad. I come
back quick." And he cackled uneasily in his high squeaky voice.
No, it was not wolves. He had heard them too, off in another
direction. We suggested it might be an echo of water or the falls,
but old Charlie shook his head a n d , followed by the silent William
and M a c , went off to his own campfire, muttering to himself. I
was sure he thought it was a ghost or spirit but didn't know how
to say it to us in English. Several times that night I awoke,
hearing the wolves; either the wolf cries or a thought of the mys
terious voice in the canyon troubled my dreams.
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On my last night in the valley, I slept in an old prospector's cabin,
long since abandoned though still, by the looks of it, periodically used by
hikers.

It was built by one Eddie Earl, a prospector and trapper, around

the turn of the century.

He was later killed in World War I, and after his

death his sister opened a personal trunk and discovered gold nuggets there.
These were thought to have come from nearby Earl Creek, but this has never
been substantiated.
If not haunted by ghosts, the old log shanty was now obviously overrun
by mice and I thought they might spirit me away come dark, but the long winter
night passed without incident.

It saddened me to think that people who had

once made a living in and around this valley, old mountain m e n , trappers,
and Indians, who certainly knew it far better than any weekend hiker could
ever hope to, had passed into permanent oblivion.
s e e n — j u s t what did they signify to their creator?

The pictographs I had
While modern anthropology

may be able to describe their significance, never will we actually know the
mindset that created them.
On my way out the first people I saw were a party of five hunters.
We startled each other.

I was amazed at seeing people again, they a t seeing

a man trudging alone through the bush and a t the size of my pack.
couraged them with my report of the seeming scarcity of deer.

I dis

I realized

how happy it made me that the absence of any road through this valley forced
hunters, who tend to wander as little from their vehicles as possible, to
stalk their prey afoot.

Not only is this the only way they've earned the right

to kill a breathing animal, but it also keeps Yahoos from mucking up y e t
another nice area.
I plodded o n , left the river valley behind, and hoofed through the
Reserve again with shadows lengthening.

Upon retrieving my car, left at the

Earlscourt farm where it would be safe, I was welcomed and given dinner by
a deeply religious woman I'd m e t a t the start of the trip and w a s delighted
by her five chattering children.

I learned that a young Indian woman had

died while I'd been in the valley at a drunken party in one of the very Re
serve houses I'd just walked past.

Apparently, she was lying on a couch in

the wee hours of the morning and they only discovered her when a friend had
tried to give her another drink.
Yes, I had returned to civilization.
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The Attack on North Beach
Dave Waldichuk

November

9-11

The rumour is that the leader of this trip wasn't in complete control
of the situation a t all times.

Well I don't know!

I'll admit that a few

things went wrong on our way to the Olympic Peninsula.

Like two out of the

four cars missed the ferry from Kingston to Port Townsend when we suddenly
decided that w e couldn't go from Kingston to Mukilteo because the Hood Canal
Bridge was closed.
we?

But I mean w e all make a few mistakes now and then, don't

Anways, the Oay Page-Oohn Baldwin crews slept out at the campground at

the west end of :.ake Crescent.

The other folks spent their Friday night

sleeping out a t the ferry landing at Kingston, and then caught the five a.m.
boat to Port Townsend on Saturday morning.

We all got together Saturday

afternoon a t the Second Beach access to North Beach which is located of the
road to the Quileute Indian Reserve.

Pushing off at a brisk pace w e attacked

the beach, made it to the surf in record time, and then followed the beach
south to a "wilderness camp" near Falls Creek.

We made camp, some of us played

Teddy the Torch with the stoves, and after a few ghost stories retired to
bed.

The next day the group strolled down the beach toward Hoh Head.

Some

of us climbed the sea stacks, others played lumberjack—balancing on the
l o g s — a n d all of us watched as some of the biggest and best breakers we had
ever seen rolled up on the beach.

On Monday, w e packed u p , retraced our

footsteps going north, and arrived back a t the cars in the early afternoon.
We headed home via Port Angeles and the Chuckwagon Restaurant's smorgasbord.
Had a good feed, and then headed for the ferry at Port Townsend.

While w a i t 

ing for the ferry, John B., Alan D., Al K., and I took a fitness test at a
mobile testing which was set up on the main drag of Port Townsend.

They found

that w e were all alive and well, but that our hearts were heavy what with
having to digest all that fine cooking w e found in Port Angeles.

We returned

to Vancouver later that evening, windburned, but well-fed.
Jay Page
John Baldwin
Alan Dibb
Joan Avis
Al Knutson

Paul Phillips
Steve Grant
Kathie Houston
Nancy Mori son
Phil Hall

Dave Waldichuk (L)
(In a class all to
himself! Ed)

Diamond Head - First Ski Trip of the (Academic) Year
Andy Pacheco

November 11

Even in the face of upcoming midterms, the idea of three straight days
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of study on a long weekend was enough to send me climbing the walls (solo);
so instead I signed up for Berni's Diamond Head trip.

It was only on Satur

day night that I found out that it was to be a ski trip, the first of the
year.

Delightedly I got out my skis, and tuned them up (insofar as you can

tune old wood skis and a pair of $20.00 cable bindings!).
It was foggy when we left Vancouver, but as w e crossed Lion's Gate, we
left the fog behind and were greeted with clear skies and welcome sunshine.
Near the start of Diamond Head road, we met up with Peter's car, and we pro
ceeded together up to the parking lot.

A note about the start of the road:

it wasn't marked when w e went up, so it might be useful to go with somebody
who has been before, or else take along a map.
The snow was about an hour's hike away, but the clear morning air and
the view made the time pass quickly.
started skiing.

It was about ten or eleven when we

The snow, though sparse at times, was good, not crusted over

or slushy, and this made for good skiing.

Vic awed us all with his great

ability; if you hadn't seen his cross country equipment up close you could
have sworn he was using heavy mountaineering gear!

(But then again, I was_

using heavy gear, and the only thing it got me was w e t and tired...)

Wolf

gang was doing very well for his first time out, and in general I think we
were all glad to be there, even Jennifer who was having a little trouble with
her recently broken ankle.
We got into the chalet in time for lunch, after skiing or trying to ski
every downhill section w e could find on the way.

We found a dry spot far

from the throngs which even now crowded the chalet, and settled down.

After

stealing fitful bites from our sandwiches under constant dive-bombing from
hundreds of whiskeyjacks, w e lazed around in the sun, which by now was warm
enough for sunbathing.
On the way back w e again took it easy, doing as much downhill skiing
as we could, and actually skiing down the snowline (which m e a n t literally
skiing on gravel).

We reached the cars by twilight, and headed down to

Smiling Jack's in Squamish for milkshakes and burgers all around.
All in all it was an enjoyable trip, which I believe left us all re
freshed and ready to face what Tuesday morning would bring.
Peter Benner
Vic Bein
Vic Hogan
Jennifer Smith

Wolfgang Jungerman
Andy Pacheco
Berni Claus (L)
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Alouette Mountain Hike
Stephen Fediow

November 12

On this Monday eleven hardy members of the V.O.C. and five friends
of members headed out of town to Golden Ears Provincial Park.

Our destina

tion was the summit of Alouette Mountain (4448 f t . ) .
After the usual late arrivals (myself in this c a s e ) , the rather large
party set out at 9:00 a.m.- only half an hour behind schedule.
It being the first time any of us (V.O.C.'ers) had taken the hike, w e
were unsure that we could actually attain the summit (the guide book said
9 hours return).

The trail was in good condition and was relatively easy

so we made good time.

About half way up a select group of crack hikers

decided to take a side junket to Beautiful Lake.

As the other, more sensible

hikers continued along the trail, we were treated to the magnificent spec
tacle of a frozen slew.

Determined to make the best of it, w e amused our

selves by throwing chunks of wood to break the ice.
We regained the main trail and after catching our breath, tackled the
final, very steep, slope.

As w e made our way up i t , we escaped the forest

and basked in glorious sunshine.

Although the day was unseasonably bright

and sunny, we were unable to appreciate this as the trail passed under a
dense crown of treetops.
From the summit we had a panoramic view of the peaks, which many
described as a sea of mountains.

M t . Baker was particularly

impressive.

About haff a mile to the north was Blanchard's Needle, a n , as y e t , summit
unclimbed by V.O.C.'ers. It seems to be an excellent rock that would prove
challenging to many a climber.
After a leisurely lunch, and brief naps in the sun, we entered our
names in the logbook installed in the cairn at the summit.
tantly headed back down to our awaiting cars.

Then w e reluc

The trip down to a relaxed

amble as we shuffled through piles of leaves, and commented on the mag
nificent weather.
The total time was six hours ( 3 h up, Th down) at a moderate pace.
The distance was about 14 miles return
The fortunate people who enjoyed this alpine commune with nature were:
Dawn Thomas (L)
Eddie Thomas
Mark Barley
Rosie Armstrong
Brain Field
Stephen Fediow
Non-V.O.C.'ers w e r e :
Janet Prins
Diane Craig

Mike Helfinger
Noel Dalahunt
Audrey Pearson
Paula Burgerjoa
Alison Inglis

Arlene Craig
Richard Ried
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WINTER TRIPS 79-80
Christmas Trip to McGil 1 vera.y Pass
Alison Inglis
It was the 27th of December, and with penitent souls from having
excessed on Christmas cake, shortbread, and turkey, 10 of us set off from
Vancouver for McGillveray Pass.

By five that evening w e were in Bralorne,

a post-boom mining town of about 150 bodies, canines included.

We rented

a church for $30, played bingo in the pews, and slept soundly till
A.M.

6:00

Then we drove the last few miles up the mountainside to the head of

the trail that started from the dilapidated Pioneer Gold mine.
terribly scenic, half-falling into the creek bed.

It looked

Perhaps it was haunted

too, but w e didn't dally to find out, and the "DANGER,KEEP OUT" signs smo
thered any residual curiosity.

There was just a foot of snow on the trail,

and that had been packed down by snowmobiles so that w e were able to hike
in the first few miles.

As the snow deepened we donned skies and covered

the remaining of the 12 miles to the McGillveray Pass cabin in true Nordic
style.

W e found the wood stove and airtight heater in bad condition, and

immediately set about repairing both with axe-hewed scraps of metal laced
together with lengths of coat hanger.

A piece of new stove pipe was found

under a bunk, and with a little ingenuity and very few tools, both units
were functioning satisfactorily by nightfall.

Spaghetti dinner was made

by candlelight, which ensured all sorts of murky additions to the pot,
but just as murky was the ruthless banter that started then, a n d continued
throughout the trip.

What we lacked in tact and delicacy w e gained in

humour.
The next morning, waiting in our slug-bags for daylight to flood
the cabin (some pretended continuous darkness), we skiied up the valley,
leaving a few blistered casualties to shovel paths and keep the stoves
stoked up.

We dope-sloped down the other side of the pass, and stopped

in for coffee at the Whitecap cabin, a luxurious log bungalow with carpets
and a Franklin fireplace.
By the 3rd day we had assumed some ritualistic forms, like sleeping
in, eating

meals every 2-3 hours, and having hot rum toddies in the evening

over highly competitive games of pak-gammon and checkers.

And so the days

passed; tobogganing down treacherous tree-sprinkled slopes, skiing up Mount
Royal and Mount McGillveray, dope-sloping from Telegraph Ridge.
At first, 10 people in our frost-heaved grotto of a cabin seemed
"potentially claustrophobic" (a restrained expression if I ever used one).
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However, relievedly, the space enlarged as we grew accustomed to i t , and
there were niches for every activity...avoiding a few of course.
Dinner was a rush and clatter of forks and limited plates, and there
was always questionable debate on whose tea cup was whose; especially if
it contained a bit of rum.

We tried to work up to New Year's eve

delaying bedtime later and later each preceding night.

by

However, at the

chime of midnight, on the decisive night, heads hit mattresses thankfully
after yawning cheers for a new year.
All of us being great w i t s , and university talents to boot, convers
ation whirled around such scintillating topics as Bodily Functions (capit
alized to emphasize its supremacy), B.M., the disturbing fullness of the
loo, and the dire effects of porridge on a delicate stomach.

Allergies

were discussed and debated to full tedium, there being a strong conting
ent from the peanut gallery

(literally) capable of elucidating the horri

fying effects of eating this o r that food.
As the days passed, they became shorter, the jokes became more lewd
and the morning levitations later. We were really relaxed by the time the
fatal day came to ski out on Jan. 5th.

The initial part of the trail be

ing fairly narrow and steep, posed quite a challenge for those on toothpicks(cross country skiis) carrying large cumbersome packs.

A litter of

limbs and skiis garnished various of the more difficult slopes, until w e
emerged triumphant and basically still whole, on the flat valley floor.
We were all eager for fresh fruit and vegetables after 9 days without.
Carrots were^especially sought after for their rumoured aphrodisiac effects
on the female of the species. A t least 5 of us wished to prepare oursel
ves for the dizzying re-entry into exciting urban life.

On Chuck's

recommendation we ended up a t the Silver Chalice pub in Hope which offered
12 different arrays of chicken or fish, all deep-fried, but not a green
in sight.

But beer was downed, banter intensified, and the evening ended

with us staggering into vehicles for the last jog home to a hot endless
shower.

Those on the trip:
Peter Benner

Marianne Etchell

Jaques Bilinski

Paul Hooper

Barbara Bradbury

Alison Inglis

Terry Chow

Alyson M c Innes

Sheila Churchill

Dave Waldichuck
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More McGillveray Pass:
A Christmas Fairy Tale for Adults
Knave Dave
Once upon a time, in a land west of Alma, a trip was organized so that
the serfs who laboured in this particular kingdom might see the land be
yond the walls of the library.

For it was the Yueltide season, and the

serfs were anxious to bury themselves in a fluffy blanket of snow, but
alas, since there was no snow in their own kingdom they decided to journey
afar to the tiny kingdom of Braelorne from whence they would journey to
McGillveray Pass.
And so, early in the winter solstice a meeting was held to determine
who might be able to supply carriages to take those participating in the
journey beyond Hope, but not quite to the point
Creek as it is commonly called).

of despair, (or Cache

But when the participants assembled

I thought that my eyes had failed m e , I could not believe it!

For I had

been a member of the mysterious kingdom for four long y e a r s , why I had
hung around that long was certainly

a mystery to m e !

And I who had been

a member of the V.O.C. for an equal number of y e a r s , had never seen any
thing like it.
maidens

For in a fraternal organization such as o u r s , in which

are at a premium, it was rare to find one maiden a going

on

a journey, it seemed, therefore, that we had found a veritable jackpot, as
it w e r e , because there was not one maiden, but five going along for the
ride.

Alas though, I was not to be left to my own devices for there were

to be five Squires on the journey as well.

Five maidens and five Squires,

I was beside myself with frenzy at the thought of what might transpire on
the trip.

For a brief moment I thought of adding another item to my list

of the "ten essentials" for the journey.

It also seemed that the majority

of the members of the Executive of the fraternal organization were included
in out group.

For instance, there was King Paul who had the biggest Hoop

around, there was Maid Marianne, who had the biggest Books around, and there
was Mr. Membership Knave Dave who had the biggest....

Oh w e l l , you get

the picture!
A n d so, two days past the Yeul the serfs assembled in Lilloet, hav
ing been carried there by three seperate conveyances.

A t the appointed

hour, after Oester Jacques had led a successful search for sustenance,
the merry band continued on their way.

King Paul met the Lord of the Manor,

who gave him the keys to the Braelorne chapel,
just right for a party such as our o w n ) .
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(a cozy little cloister

After a trip to the local

hostelry, and a brief session of Bingo in the pews upstairs, the sacril
egious bunch of serfs retired to their quarters.
At an early hour, much too early by some accounts, we bid goodbye
to Braelorne, and having placed bags and baggage in our carriages, trav
elled to the bridge by the abandoned mine site.

With tears in our eyes

and rum in our packs, we bid goodbye to civilization and headed into the
Fringes.

Some Serfs travelled by foot, some by ski, and some preferred

a combination of the two modes of transport.
made it in less than seven hours.

Nevertheless, all the Serfs

The McGillveray Castle was in a sham

bles when we arrived, so we set to work to make it a more hospitable place
for our activities,

This was no sooner said than done, and so after a

hearty meal we retired to bed.

With so many references to the act of

sleeping having been made so far, and with the knowledge that there were
five maidens and five squires on this trip, perhaps I should inform the
reader of the individual proclivities of the Serfs on this trip.

There

was Jester Jacques, a well travelled young m a n , with a carriage that c o n 
stantly needed more oil, he was accompanied on his travels by a beautiful
Barb a footsore but otherwise fancy-free young lass who was willing to
oil his carriage.

There was Prince Pete, an Engineer by birth who had

risen above his handicap and was courting the snowy slopes with skinny
skis, on the side, he was keeping company with a refugee from the Parks
Branch by the name of Alyson who was helping him to get educated.

There

was King Paul and Maid Marianne who being nobility made certain that there
"skins" didn't touch those of the others.

And alas, there was the "Sing

les Club", those doomed to spend the entire trip on the left sh'de of the
cabin.

There was Sexy Sheila, a lively little wench who delighted in

bodily functions, who shared her section with Terrible Terry the meanest
skier on the slopes. Last but not least, there was aging Alison the m a t 
riarch of the Serfs.

And so it w a s , this merry little band settled in

for a week of revelry.
Oh how the Serfs skied, from daybreak to sunset, from Telegraph
Ridge to M t . Royal, and from the Pink Cabin to the Star Cabin.

They skied

in sun, snow, and slush,in knee high powder and ankle deep crust, and
at the end of the day they were too tired for fun and games.
And so, the Serfs returned to their kingdom by way of the "Silver
Chalice" pub in Hope, secure in the knowledge that as Mick Jagger had
said many years before"You can't always get what you w a n t , but if you try sometimes, y o u just
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might get what you need."

Figure that one out Serfs.

The Serfs:
King Paul Hooper

Maid Marianne Etchell

Prince Peter Benner

Angelic Alyson Mclnnes

Terrible Terry Chow

Sexy Sheila Churchill

Jester Jacques Bilinski

Beautiful Barbera Bradbury

Knave Dave Waldichuk

Aging Alison Inglis

Kokanee Glacier Park Christmas Trip
Steve Grant
Boxing Day was spent is Graham's and Rein's vans driving to Nelson,
where w e blessed Fred Thiessen's place with our gracious presence!!
Dec. 27

The first helicopter

trip, from Nelson, was delayed by a

disorganized assault on the liquor store.
Chief cabin with a load of packs and food.

Finally, Jay flew into the Slocan
The rest of us drove to Kokanee

Creek Park, but only four more were flown in from there.

The pilot had a lot

of trouble finding a way out from under a heavy cloud layer, but the cabin
area was in brilliant sunshine.

While trying to get Graham's 100 lb pack out

of the chopper, Jay twisted his back which unfortunately severely limited his
skiing.
The five at the cabin dug it out, located, hauled, sectioned and chopped
w o o d ; dug a waterhole, packed away supplies, and admired the scenery.

Those

at Nelson retired to a bar to get drunk, but were rescued by a late afternoon
flight to the cabin.

With Rein and Kathy still in Nelson, the rest of us went

for a ski on Smugglers Ridge, about 250 m . above the cabin.

*

The evening brought everyone out for star gazing, and Graham and I went
x-c skiing:

Graham making a daring telemark run down the ridge in moonlight.

The pack rat paid its first visit, arousing the violent Anders to hurl a dry
cell a t it.

Due to his remarkably poor aim, he was subsequently charged

with assault and battery.

Graham kept us awake all night gnawing a t the

floor and piously blaming it on the rat.
Dec. 28

To the base of the Phramids filed the troops for a run down

west to a final giddy drop into Kokanee Pass.

From there Wayne led Anders

and myself on a desperate chase up the north peak of Outlook M t . , while the
others toured Glory Basin.

After various ski runs and searching out a mis

sing bunny, we returned to the warm, spacious cabin.
Dec. 29

Another perfect day was spoiled by the arrival of eight Cal97

g a r i a n s , who reported that Rein and Kathy were skiing in.

Flogging ourselves

to keep up with Graham, we climbed north of the Battleships to Kokanee Glac
ier.

Over sastrugi and through immense wind cirques we climbed Esmeralda,

bagged Kokanee and a few crazies lunged up Saint's Kneecap.

This included

a crawl through a rock tunnel, and a spot where Graham vainly pleaded to
be pulled over a mantleshelf.

His request was scorned by those who had taken

a more liberal approach.
The descent to the cabin included a steep, narrow 500 m . gulley con
taining exhausting breakable crust, then a final run to the trees in glor
ious powder.

That evening m o s t of us jabbed elbows with the flatlanders,

a n d speculated on Jane's fate as the stars came out.
she arrived with Rein and Kathy.

To our great relief,

They had borrowed enough equipment from

Fred to replace w h a t had been flown in, and passed one night along the trail
under a huge boulder.
Dec. 30

As heralded by the spectacular halo around the sun the day

before, there was a high dense overcast as w e surmounted Smugglers Ridge.
Following some horrifying chute skiing we visited Lemon Pass and skied up
M t . Tiegerich.

Chasing goat tracks,

I traversed the ridge and crawled up

Mansen M t .
Dec. 31

A snowstorm smothered the last day of the y e a r .

Graham con

ducted a belated pieps practice session, after which he donned his x-c skis
and spent the rest of the day confounding the flatlanders.
Kathy and I built a fine igloo.

Jane, Jay, Joan,

As the evening wore o n , large stores of

booze were consumed, and behaviour degenerated.

The excellent New Year's

feast was devoured in traditional V.O.C. finesse.

The menu included turkey,

boiled potatoes, and Christmas pudding an flaube.

Graham, drunk on Wayne's

brandy, t r i e 3 to ski up the igloo, but fell off into the deep entrance tunnel,
where he had ample time to contemplate his folly as he hung suspended by one
ski across the top of the hole.
Having a radio allowed us to obtain an exact midnight time signal which
was immediately marked by fireworks set off by Jay.
Jan. 1, 1980

More lousy weather supplied fresh powder.

Graham and

Wayne did an extra run down some steep gulley they had been drooling a t .
Anders amused himself all evening shooting candles with the flatlanders'
toy g u n .

The flatlanders tried to flatten our lantern, knocking it onto the

floor, an indignity not survived by its globe.

The funniest event of the

day was when one of the flatlanders got thrown downstairs in his sleeping
bag.
We had an excellent working relationship with the Calgarians.
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We would

stay up hours after them enjoying ourselves and making noise.

Each morning

the Calgarians would rise with electronic beeping hours before u s — e v e n on
stormy d a y s — a n d fart around for hours, finally leaving the cabin five min
utes before us.

The igloo was filled to capacity as w e sought relief from

the crowded, noisy loft and the peculiar habits of the flatlanders.
Jan. 2

More snowy, cloudy weather saw us tracking powder west of

Keen and Kaslo Lakes.

On the way home we visited Enterprise Pass, and Wayne

and Graham skied over the ridge north of the pass.

As usual, those with en

ergy left skied until it was dark on Smugglers Ridge.
Jan. 3
down to it.

We spent the day yo-yoing from about 8500' above the cabin
Six x-c skiers from Vancouver, including John Morgan, skied

in, creating a sardine effect.

Some of us retired to the igloo, which was

a quiet and warm shelter.
Jan. 4

Wayne, Joan, Rein, A l , Graham, Anders and I assembled and

headed for Sunset M t .

Graham and I, both on toothpicks, trotted off into the

wrong Sunset (it did look much higher than the true summit).

After gazing

upon the frigid Crazy Jane Lake, w e had an exhilarating run straight down
the east face of the mountain.
precluded further peak bagging.

A severe chill factor and descending storm
So we turned back to the cabin, but not be

fore a couple of suicidal runs down the steeper parts of Smugglers Ridge.
In the meantime, Jane and Kathy finished the trip by skiing up onto the
glacier.
Jan. 5

After cabin cleaning and packing, the troops set off in a

leisurely fashion, the best time being 2 3/4 h o u r s — x - c skis, of course.
The day was sunny as mile after mile of snowy mountains slipped past.

After,

watching Major Disasters (Graham) fall out of his truck and land on his ass
on the road, w e all drove to Ainsworth Hot Springs.

Here we absorbed a hot

watery e x p e r i e n c e — s o m e w h a t of a contrast to our last week's adventures.
Later w e absorbed pizza and beer in Nelson.

Still later Graham's van load

froze through the night to Vancouver, while the others more sensibly accepted
another night's hospitality with Fred.
General Notes

The first three days had the only clear weather, but

ensuing storms deposited limitless powder of legendary quality.
ranged from -15 degrees C to -4 degrees C.

Temperatures

Snow depth was 2m. a t the cabin

and minor avalanches resulted from only the most severe provocation.

The

cabin has no eating u t e n s i l s — c h e c k with B.C. Parks about axes, w o o d , etc.
The oven we took in was useful for things like cheese muffins.
in Gala Kegs left no bottles to carry out.
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Wine

The food was planned to run out

exactly with none to carry out, inadvertently resulting in a few cases of
food anxiety.
Jay's tape recorder provided welcome music for the long evenings,
but used an awful lot of batteries.
On x-c skis I was usually able to use the ascending trowel tracks by
applying a thick layer of soft w a x — t h e downhill runs were too steep to
create significant drag.
The keeners averaged 5000 vertical feet per day, and we will never for
get the pack rat gnawing at the walls, night after night.
Anders Ouram
Joan Avis
Steve Grant
Jay Page
Jane Weller

Rein Raudsepp
Kathie Houston
Al Knutson
Dan Hoore
Wayne Nagata
Graham Underhill

(L)

Yoho Christmas Trip
Rebecca Robertson
Day 1.

Wednesday, Dec. 26 —

We actually got an early start.

About

half the gang left Surrey a t 6:30 am and the other half left Vancouver about
7:00 am.

We finally arrived in Golden where the nine of us descended upon

Sharon's house for dinner.

Five of us stayed overnight there while the rest

of the group slept a t some dive in Golden.
Day 2.

Thursday, Dec. 27 —

Another early start!

We m e t Julia and

Jenny a t the trail-head and set a V.O.C. precedent by skiing into the hut
in one day.

Hind y o u , some of us were ready to sleep under a tree before

w e finally arrived.

Wolfgang, Sharon and John stayed at the picnic shelter

that night.
Day 3.

Friday, Dec. 28 —

Everybody was so wiped out from the previous

day that w e didn't get our asses into gear until 10:30-11:00 am.

We made it

up Mount Kerr, having decided to start the trip off slowly by going up a nearby
peak.

Toaya

went off in search of ski slopes with Brian, a guy from Reid's

g r o u p — s h e ' d had enough slogging on her trowels the day before.

Colin was the

only jam-tart t o d a y — h e stuck close to the cabin.
One minor problem:
the food.

It wasn't!!

a bunch of us thought that T.P. was budgeted with
So we had 4 rolls for 12 people.

Steve was willing

to sell his for a nickle a sheet.
The rest of Reid's group came in today so the cabin became very crowded
— l i k e a zoo.
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Day 4.

Saturday, Dec. 29 —

the President.

Today we decided to go for it and climb

We ascended via Emerald Pass as the col had had a slab ava

lanche go off it a few days before.

From here w e climbed up the west face.

It was a challenging scramble to say the least.

Jenny, Colin and Wolfgang

decided not to go up and John and Steve didn't go up because they had bagged
it before.
If any future V.O.C. trip wants to vary their routes a bit, this one
is quite an interesting one to try.
Day 5.

Sunday, Dec. 30 —

Isolated and MacArthur!

We had a great day.

Two peaks in the bag:

Ron was all for bagging Pollinger too but w e con

vinced him to w a i t , saying w e had to save something for the next five days.
The sun was h o t — g r e a t for suntanning.

Virtually all of us went up

Isolated and six of us went up MacArthur: A l , Ron, John, Helen, Steve and I.
The day before Reid's group hadn't gone all the way up because of avalanche
hazard but w e decided it wasn't too extreme and kick-stepped our way up
and Brian actually skied up!

Going up wasn't too bad, it was coming down

that worried m e .
The ski down was great.

We all stopped and skied down this one slope

where the snow was like spring snow.
back to the hut via a creek bed.

The last thrill of the day was skiing

There was this surprise waterfall to go

over.
Day 6.
crapped out.

New Year's Eve —

We got an early start but the weather had

Ron's planned trip to the Vice-President was put off.

We all set out in search of ski slopes.
telemark slope behind the cabin.

back where an excellent slope was found.
to make cinnamon

Wolfgang set up a practice

Everyone else went up around the Whale
Helen returned to the hut early

buns—Yummy!!!

We didn't have a big dinner that night because' Reid's group was hav
ing theirs.

Ours was delayed until New Year's Day.

building a pit and having a bonfire in it.

Ron had the idea of

The pit was made and the wood

was cut but unfortunately the fire wouldn't co-operate.

After using copious

amounts of white gas on the damned thing, w e gave up.
We did have peppermint schnappes and hot chocolate to take us through
the evening and the V.O.C. songbook was even put to use.
Day 7.
for today.

New Year's Day —

The weather was still very poor so no epics

All of us went searching for ski s l o p e s — a n d ended up below the

Vice-President where we f o u n d — y o u guessed i t — p o w d e r ! !

Steve, John, Helen,

Al and I went skiing in some g u l l i e s — g u l l y numbers three, two, one, zero,
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minus one, and minus two (original naming system, eh??).
Wolfgang is still practicing his telemark and was out so late that to
day Al and Ron went looking for him.

Wolfgang (of course) returned to the

hut just after Al and Ron had left.
We had a great dinner of turkey, peas, carrots, potatoes with cheese,
fruitcake and cheesecake.

We even had alcoholic punch.

PIG OUT!

OINK.OINK!

The cabin was so hot with more than thirty people in it that a lot of
people slept outside in igloos, a tent, a trench and snow pits.
I mustn't f o r g e t — W o l f g a n g taught us some new words - "Schwinehundt" =
pig dog;

"Comb my hair with dish detergent" = Come here I want to kill y o u .

Day 8.

Wednesday, Jan. 2 —

The weather w a s n ' t so hot today so one

group skied some more gullies, Helen and Brian checked out Kweknok Pass and
the rest of us skied the slope beneath the slope beneath the Vice-President.
Wolfgang was doing right and left telemarks one after the other now.
We were still trying to learn German, much to Wolfgang's chagrin.

He

won't let us visit his parents.
Day 9.

Thursday, Jan. 3 -- The weather was cloudy and windy today,

but the clouds were high so w e decided to bag Pollinger.
Ron charged ahead on his skins and w e didn't see him until he'd been
to the top and was coming down again.

The rest of us proceeded in typical

V.O.C. fashion: nobody would make a decision as to what route to take.
ended up taking a ridiculous route.

We

A t one point we had to go up this really

steep slope to get to the next ridge and John kept on sending avalanches
down on me.

We finally made it to the top.

The ski down was fine and I actually did some telemarks.

Jenny's ankles

w e r e sore that day.
Ron, A l , Steve and John started to develop the game "Armchair Mountain
eers."

I suggest that it become part of every V.O.C. trip for when the w e a 

ther craps out.
Day 10.

Friday, Jan. 4 —

A laid-back day.

I will swear, moved in slow motion.
slopes.

Everyone got up late a n d ,

Jean, Wolfgang, and I hit the bunny

Jean and I didn't last l o n g — w e went back for tea and hut cleaning.

Helen, J o h n , Alan and Steve skied to Twin Falls where there was a lot of ice
climbing.
Day 11.

Saturday, J a n . 5 —

We had an uneventful ski out.

There was

a lot of wind a t the bottom of the trail and everyone just about got blown
off the bridge by the parking lot.

Jenny lost some belongings that she had

stashed near the t r a i l - h e a d — t h e y had been plowed under.
We headed to Vernon where we stayed at Ron's place and returned home
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the next day.
Note:

The food for this trip was based on the food list in the 1973 V.O.C.

Journal.

We had excess margarine, jam and peanut butter but most of the

meals were very good.
Jean Hieneman

John Baldwin

Sharon G r a v e n e

Jennifer Smith

Alan Dibb

Ron Col ins

Wolfgang Jurgensen

Steve Ludwig

Helen Sordat

Rebecca Robertson

Colin Copland

Toaya Schaefer

Mount Edith Cavell Christmas Trip
Patty Thurber

In December of 1810 David Thompson looked up the Athabasca River Valley
at the great white mountain which stood out starkly against the blue sky
to the southwest.

The mountain, believed to be the dwelling place of ghosts

and demons, was soon to be the marker of the route to the w e s t .

Beyond it lay

Athabasca Pass and the huge wild expanse of British Columbia, the fur traders'
goal.

Thompson was touched with excitement and the anticipation of the long

journey west through the deep snow.

He knew he would lose some men on the

journey - some would turn back from fear and distrust, others would perish in
the long winter nights. But Thompson was determined to set out for his goal...
And so it was on that December 28th 1979, one hundred and sixty-nine
years later, Sandy Lovering arrived at Jasper, faithfully followed by twelve
V.O.C.'ers.

She looked up the valley at the great white mountain - Mount

Edith Cavell, and with a tingle of anticipation she announced that there was
our destination.

She

knew it would be tough, that

return, but Sandy had faith... .

Within

perhaps not all would

ten minutes we had lost one -

Robin (struck down by a chest cold) decided to forego the adventure and instead
return to the sunny coast to recover.

The troop was down to twelve.

After several phone calls and a few well-chosen words, w e rented a van
to escort us to the route's beginning, twelve miles south of Jasper.

Waxes

and corks flew from hand to hand and soon w e were all heading up the switch
back trail to Cavell.

Eight miles later w e reached our home for the next

week - the Youth Hostel located about 1 km
Cavell.

from the mile-high north face of

Tired and hungry, everyone collapsed while grub was stewed up.
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But alas - despite the cheerful attitude emanating from our haven - misfortune
had already struck at two of our crew.

Joerg broke his pole while fighting

with snow on the bottom of his boot and Kathy had developed mammoth (not just
big!) blisters on the heels of both feet.

These problems later led to the

early abandonment of the trip by Kathy and Joerg .
The dawn of the 29th broke clear and cool and while some "rough and
ready" skiers were off early to ascend the east ridge of Cavell, other lazy
souls stayed in bed (waiting for their sock to thaw out in the -5"C c a b i n ) .
Everyone headed up to the slopes, hills and ridges of Cavell to get a better
view of the Angel glacier, which spills out of a high cirque on the side of
the mountain.

While most of us played

"snowman" on the lower slopes, Dave,

Berni and Bob made progress toward the ridge.

Later o n , after everyone had

returned and supper was being prepared, w e noticed that Dave e t al. had not
y e t come in.
(perhaps an

It would seem that Berni insisted on moonlight photos of Cavell
idea for next year's Christmas cards?).

Anyway, the three made

their descent and ski back to the hostel in darkness, aided by the near-full
moon. (We cancelled the rescue mission).
On the 30th, Dave and Bob were again first out with a fellow hostelm a t e , Peter. While the rest of us took a more leisurely (but warmer) ski up
the Tonquin Valley, Dave and Bob were eleven miles away checking out the
Alpine Club

hut.

A little frosted (Bob froze part of his thumb) but happy,

the crew returned before sundown for an evening of song and dance accompanied
by Sandy on guitar (an item specially packed by our infamous Sherpa, Berni).
The guitar is now part of the V.O.C. equipment for future musical touring trips'.
The 31st was a beautiful day, perfect for a ski up Verdant Creek to
Verdant Pass, several miles west of the cabins.

It was perfect until we

discovered that the trail was narrow and three miles straight up ( 5 0 " slope!!).
A few hardy souls fought the incline and reached an alpine meadowland where
Dave M . managed to carve out a few fancy turns in the untouched powder snow.
An extremely rapid descent got everyone back in lots of time to "dress" for
New Year's

dinner.

The meal, prepared by gourmet chefs, complete with ties

and towels over their arms, was incredible - turkey, dressing, cranberry sauce,
mashed spuds, e t c , etc. etc., and of course ending with the grand finale cheesecake!

In all there were about twenty for dinner and the total weight

gain per person was estimated to be 10.279 lb. for the one meal.

The rest

of the evening was whiled away with singing and playing of "Liar's Dice" or
"Bullshit Poker", which came to be our #1 evening pastime.
what fortune "rewards for believers" will bring?

Who could ever forget

At midnight the usual cel

ebrations were taken part in, and then a rapid retreat to the tranquility of
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of sleep and the first morn of 1980.

However, not all retired and a midnight

ski under the moonlit face of Cavell was the first trip of 1980.
The next day we lost Kathy and Joerg to the call of civilization, while
the rest of us played "race, turn, wipe out!" around the lower meadows of
Cavell.
On January 2nd, eight more abandoned the cabins, leaving Berni and Dave
Crowe for the last night alone.

After a fun-seeking evening in Jasper with

at least twelve dollars in quarters being added to the local coin-op shower,
most of the skiers disappeared.

Only three remained - Dave M . , Therese and

I - and w e spent a sleepless night in a friend's basement listening to the
loudest freezer in the world!

The next day a sojourn to Haligne Canyon was

taken (by rented auto) where frozen ice falls 75 - 90 feet high had formed.
At the deepest point we stood about 155 feet below a foot bridge crossing the
canyon above u s , which looked like a popsicle stick in size from our vantage
point.
Later that evening only five lonely skiers arrived back a t the train
station where originally 13 had stood.

Who can tell what the hazards of a

Christmas trip will be?!?
The main highlights of the trip were Randall's amassing a grand total of
35 toothpicks while winning at Liar's Dice, the morning I froze my hand to the
cabin latch and Sandy burnt her hand getting water to "unstick" m e (for which
we won the much coveted mini-goon award for 1980!), the first winter ascent
of the east ridge of Cavell by a V.O.C. team, moonlight skiing and the appear
ance of a ghostly light below the summit of Cavell

one late night, and who

could forget the New Year's Banquet!

Sandy Lovering

Berni Claus

(L)

Dave Milligan

Therese Hochlin

Joerg Beekman

Dave Crowe

Bob Emery

Kathy Higgins

Pat Thurber

Randall Woods

Eileen Booty

Robin Bricel

Jim Firth
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A CHRISTMAS EVE
Paul Hooper
T'was the night before Christmas,
and all through my hut
Not a pack rat was stirring,
not even my gut.

The Lowe packs were hung by the chimney
with care,
In hopes that Saint Nicholas soon would
be there.

The hikers were nestled all snug in their
beds,
While visions of powder snow whirled in their
heads.

My friends in their ski suits and I in my vest
Had just settled down to some
booze-induced rest,

When, out by the outhouse, there arose such a
clatter,
My bed w o k e m e up to see what was the
matter.

Away to the window I hastened my m a s s ,
Tore open the shutters, and threw up
the glass.

The refraction of moonlight through
fog-ridden aire,
Gave a luster of midday to everything
there.

When w h a t to my sleepy eyes should
appear
But a white-haired m a n looking like a
strange mountaineer.
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With a quick small helper, a northern m a n ,
Who did what was asked and followed the
pi an.

More rapid than Baldwin, his helpers
they came.
He impulsed his crewman, then called
them by name.

"Now, Leon! Now Berni! Now, Bungi!
and Hooper."
"On Baldwin! O n , Sandy! On, Terry
and Cooper."

"To the top of the hut by the trail
well

beaten."

"Now ski away quickly before our
food's eaten."

So up to the snowed roof his crewmen they
flew,
With a pack full of toys and Saint Nicholas,
too.

And then, in a flash, on the roof I did
hear,
The scratching and scraping of stout skiing
gear.

I steadied the plaster, my chest to the
wall,
And then, through the snowed roof, he came
with a fall.

He was dressed in avalanche cord and sipping
beer.
(Why purchase an outfit you wear once a
year?)
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Half a grocery store he wore on his back,
While the toys for the guys he took out of his
pack.

An optimus stove he held in his hand,
(He was quite hungry from travelling on
land.)

He brought out the toys that H.E.C.
stores sell;
The elves a t the Pole could not m a k e

them

as well.

He checked out beeping pieps, while
doing his work,
A n d filled all the stockings, then turned
with a jerk.

His new crampons were secure, I suppose,
A n d , front toes well in, up the chimney he
rose.

He slid to his skis, to the crew gave a
shout;
The trees heaved a shudder, there he side-stepped
out.

But I heard him exclaim, as he flew out of
sight,
"Merry Christmas to all, and to all a good
night!"

There and Back Again
Therese Cochlin

December 26

With the excitement of Christmas day over, it was time to take ourselves
on a major expedition.

We planned to ascend that ominous peak that contin

ually peered down upon us.

You guessed it, Cypress Bowl.

With a painfully early start, Sandy and I arrived a t Dave's house,
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expecting breakfast to be layed out before us.
ted by our greeting to say the least.

We were somewhat dissappoin-

Being the conscientious skiers we are,

some modified warm-up exercises seemed appropriate.

So w e involved ourselves

in strenuous mind exercises, mainly Lego construction. That being the high
light of the day, next to lunch, y o u can imagine what's to follow.
Arriving safely through the fog, we put on our skis, planning to do a
little water-skiing.

We weren't disappointed by the conditions.

Managing

to have reached our final destination, the warming hut, lunch seemed like
the only thing left to complete.

The typical Boxing Day lunch special was

composed of (a) turkey sandwiches (b) shortbread (c) mincemeat tarts (d) white
wine (e) candles (classy).

One minor setback was that not one of us had a

match (always prepared!).

Through the slush drops we made our way back to

the car, leaving behind fond memories of the local watering hole, Cypress
Bowl.

Sandy Lovering
Dave Milligan

Therese Cochlin

The Trip That Wasn't
Cindy Carson

January 12

Club room, Friday noon: Rein Raudsepp still frantically trying to
drum up some trips for the weekend.
trip up M t . Strachan.

He'd signed up for a x-country ski

Dave Milligan sat mumbling,"I'11

All to meet at Cypress Bowl a t 10 a.m.

g o , I won't go,..."

Why so early? Well y o u know how those

Saturday night parties can be.
Looking for a first time out this year I signed up as driver.
Gilmour was my only passenger.
see if these skies still work."

So 9 a.m. Sunday saw Audrey and Cindy sitting

in the car in the Cypress parking lot- munching on their lunch.
the snow?

All I see is ice."

Audrey

"Hey Audrey- let's go up early- I want to

"Where's

Braving the elements A & C made an attempt

on a nearby trail- 10 minutes later the fearless two gave up.

A bulldozer

m u s t have dumped huge chunks of ice along the whole trail.
By now it was time to meet the rest of the V.O.C.'ers.
M.

"You two get started.

Along came Dave

I'll catch up when the others come.

All you do

is follow the road around the bend, over the hill and around... got it?
Good!

Meet you at the top of the ski lift."
Off trudge A & C carrying their skis.
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Who can afford skins?

The

road ran out and the only way up was straight up a steep shear icy slope.
"No one told me to bring crampons."
with light x-country boots?

Ever tried digging foot holds in ice

It was more like rock climbing while carrying

two long sticks just to make it more challenging.
made it to meet Dave a t the top of the ski lift.
I've been waiting 20 minutes!"

Believe it or n o t , we
"Where have y o u two been?

Come on Dave - you took the lift didn't you?

Still no sign of anyone else, the trip must have been cancelled.

"Well

we're almost there, let's keep going". A & C left their skis behind and
started walking.
it to the top.

They soon lost Dave to the fog and snow- he says he made
A & C gave up trying as Dave m e t them on his way down.

Now let m e tell y o u the most fun you can have in these conditions is
sliding down the mountain on your butt.

I had a great time until I got to

my skis and had to try to stand up and get down the hill a t the same time.
Audrey has a bent ski pole and Cindy has several large black bruises to
prove it wasn't an easy task.

Safely back in the car and on our way home

I wonder- was that a V.O.C. trip?

Cindy Carson
Dave Milligan

Must have been- I had a great time!

Audrey Gilmour

Diamond Head
Ooan Avis

January 24

Our enthusiastic leader Sandy, got the Thursday ski club out in full
force to go up Diamond Head.

But early Thursday morning we were pushing

Sandy's Buick to the gas station.

She'd forgotten to feed Burt some gas.

So after much coaxing, Burt finally started up and w e were on our way to
pick up Audrey. Since we were 40 minutes late, Audrey wasn't a t the American
Hotel.

After many phone calls and much driving through the (bleeping)

east side streets, we found Audrey.

Needless to say we got a late start

from the parking lot where we m e t Leon and actually started skiing.
Graham a n d Spokes had a roaring fire burning in the shelter by the time
I arrived.

Then Leon appeared in sopping w e t jeans cursing about the skiing-

"Everytime I go skiing y o u always say it's the worst possible conditions, I
m u s t be a jinx."

Everyone made it t a the shelter except Murray who took a

wrong turn somewhere- w e found him on the way down.

The snow was pretty

treacherous- hard ice and breakable crust , so it was a good bobsled run
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going down.

Later o n , Leon led us in exercise class in the Dairy Queen as

we pigged out after skiing.

Sandy Lovering (L)
Joan Avis
Audrey Gilmour
Murray McRoberts

Graham Underhill
Steve Grant
Leon Kolankiewicz
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'Slip Sliding Away"

Paula Burgerjon

January 25

On Friday I signed up for a V.O.C. trip.

So did four other people

(that makes five, in case you failed first year math, as is my predetermined
fate.).

By Sunday morning there w e r e s i x of us (watch o u t , here comes Calculus!)

When w e reached Cypress Bowl parking lot, a terrible realization suddenly
hit m e , threatening to outdo the shocking effect my alarm clock had already
had on m e .

Deep down in my heart, I knew that Cross Country Ski School would

be cancelled.

It was too icy (ie. trail=ice rink).

We arrived at the parking

lot a half hour too late to meet the others (what others?) and the V.O.C.
policy of conorganizedfusion was in full swing.
slash under the power lines anyway.

Well, w e started up the scenic

Having no idea of their function in life,

my muscles were not impressed, but then actually neither was I.
co-operation was appalling.

Their lack of

Unfortunately, Hollyburn M t . was highly unsympath

etic to my discomfort; not once providing a stretch of flat trail.

I thought

about the situation for a while and came up with ONE of my most brilliant
deductions to date.

It would be easier to take off my skis and hike up.

Then I came up with my MOST brilliant deduction- that doesn't help much.
Much to my dismay, this fact had not helped m y m u s c l e s .
Hollyburn M t . in time for lunch.
beaks and the view was fantastic.

We reached the top of

The whiskey jacks welcomed us with open
The trip down was uneventful save the amazing

antics of one Alan Dibb, who managed to ski down the trail, a regular Niagra
Falls frozen over, as if it was a bunny hill.

One little old

lady I met

looked very shocked and she asked me if someone had just skied down or whether
she was suffering from snow blindness.
In writing this, I hope to have dispelled a popular m y t h ; going up is
harder than coming down (except for people like Alan, but if there were no
exceptions, it wouldn't be a rule, would it?
rules also has exceptions...).
Ill

Which means that my rule about

Midnight Rendevous (At Cypress Bowl)
Leon Kolankiewicz

February 4, 1980

Monday night.

Doesn't rate very high, eh?

Boredom, homework,

a polite phonecall to a proud Grandmother, the boob tube with its de
pressing evening news of football for armchair athletes; a night that
precedes four other work or school days; no time for fooling around,
right?

Not quite!
On this Monday night, after previously cancelling and then re

surrecting the event, six of us piled into separate cars, Jay's beetle
and Sandy's whatever-it-is-with-the-square-headlights, and departed
separately for the North Shore Mountains.

As Steve, Jay, and I were

crossing Lion's Gate Bridge a car travelling in the lane just behind
us was making a real pain of itself —
persistently.

clinging to our tail and honking

"Who the fuck is that asshole?"

to-dainty voice.

I demanded in a none-

The car pulled alongside and I readied myself to fl

ash a double charge of middle fingers in its direction.

It was (who

else?) Sandy e t al.
Our plans called for skiing around on the Cypress trails in the
darkness for awhile before retreating to the warming hut where we'd
spend what was left of the night.

Some of our gear indicated it was not

to be a typical V.O.C. trip (in other w o r d s , as one of us observed,
"this has potential"), in his pack, Steve was lugging his portable cass
ette deck and radio, I carried two bottles of cheap w i n e , Jay brought
along y e t another litre of wine, cheese and sundry other munchies, to
mention nothing of the unmentionables he also carried, Sandy, I knew,
had freshly baked bran muffins.

I found later that Joan and Audrey were

carrying at least chocolate chip oatmeal cookies and cheesecake mix and
who knows what else.
The skiing was great.

While the gibbous moon gave us some light,

the majority probably came from the glow of Vancouver itself, reflect
ing off a thin veil of mist above and back to illuminate the snow.

For

an hour or two we plied the deserted trails, the three aspiring skiers
doing their level best to save face (and equipment) as well as ignore
the dazzling deeds of the three smug pros.
Upon our return to the hut, Jay started the fire and I dutifully
burned the cheesecake in it.

Sandy and Audrey salvaged what they could
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of it.

Joan demonstrated her expertise in popping the cork off the first

wine bottle.

Steve cranked up the music, ROCK music, but not before

noting sagely that what we were doing w a s , of course, anathema to shrill,
diehard purists like ourselves, the conclusion being that as long as we
were aware of this, it was O.K.!

Let 'er rip!

The fun had begun!

Before too long the first of two unmentionables was passed ar
ound and shortly after, the magic began to take effect.

One of the first

effects was that Steve's normally tolerable humour improved a hundredfold.
Several of us almost ripped a gut listening to him prattle o n .

The

beauty of it was that it was all "inside" humour; an outsider would have
seen nothing funny in the wisecracks, impersonations, and antics -- ex
cept for six people laughing hysterically a t nothing very funny, which
in itself is quite funny.

At one point, Steve insulted a pot that had

just fallen by calling it in a sneering tone, a "pot".

When I replied

on behalf of the pot that y o u simply can't call anything a "pot", Steve
countered w i t h , "Yes I can, y o u pot!"

If this makes no sense, you'll

just have to take my word when I say that much of our communication o c urred on a higher, non-verbal plane.
Another effect of the magic was that the music, though nice any
way, now sounded transcendental in quality and sheer intensity.

What

before were mere nuances in sound had now acquired a new flavour, a new
distinctiveness.
heightened minds.

Each note, each guitar chord, each drumbeat fired our
New horizons appeared and beckoned.

The wonder of

the w o r l d , always around us but equally always ignored by jaded spirits
and senses, exploded into living colour.

Old images and memories were

felt anew as my memory banks discharged their forgotten contents into
my speechless consciouness.
icrous.
dise!

"Like, wow m a n !

Everything seemed either wondrous or lud

It was just too intense, a psychedelic para

Dig?"
At 3 a.m. we reached the climax of our debauchery.

the tape deck outside and danced in the snow.

We carried

The good citizens of North

and West Vancouver, if they had gazed skyward to the north that night,
would surely have seen and heard strange lights and sounds: UFO's, but
not "Unidentified Flying Objects," for we w e r e , rather, "Unusually
Fucked-up Objects."
At long last we crashed, content in the knowledge that we had
attained a height that was a new V.O.C. low.
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Sandy's dad-blamed alarm clock rang loud and cheerfully at
5:45 a.m.

Oh Boy!

good times!

The joy of attending 8:30 classes after a night of

So the girls split.

The boys, all university rejects,

awoke at 8:30 and moseyed back to Vancouver by noon or thereabouts, with
no ill effects from the night's extravaganza.

In light of this, who

could ask for a better time than to get high on a mountain?

Audrey Gilmour
O h , wow!

Oh, wow!

We were driving into Stanley Park when

suddenly we spotted the other car.

Honk-honk-honk-honk.

It was no use.

They were ahead of us on the causeway, and w e had to change lanes to
catch up.
by.

Honk-honk-honk.

Audrey waved out the window as we passed

We drove steadily up to the highway and soon entered Cypress Park.

They were gaining on us, so we nearly dragged with them up to the park
ing lot.

It was 10:15 p.m.
Greetings were spoken, and then with everyone getting their gear

ready, we started the trudge towards the roadside warming hut.
locked.

Undaunted, we started hiking up the power line cut.

It was
Our ob

jective was the other warming hut which was thought to be open.

Most

people carried their skis, but Steve skied in with his heavier pack.
He brought the stereo.

Although the moon was nearly full, a cloud cover

obscured most of its light.
in front of the hut.

Even the lights a t Grouse were brighter

Except for buzzing and crackling from the power

lines the atmosphere was clear and cool; an ideal night to go skiing.
We unloaded our equipment and turned on taped rock 'n roll.
Music to wax skis by.

uded one especially entertaining run.
they used occasionally.

Aaaahh.

Then we went skiing over a loop trail that incl
Jay and Steve had headlamps which

The rest of us adjusted our pupils to get the

most contrast from the shadows on the snow before attempting the common
bunny runs.

What a great nSght ski!

There were no crowds to contend

with like at day-time skiing.
When we returned to the hut, Jay lit a fire in the oven.

Some

one brought a cheesecake to prepare, so Leon started by setting the pie
plate in the hot oven to melt some butter.

Unfortunately, it burned

instead, but we poured the filling and milk on top, which Leon mixed
until it was the right consistency to set outside.

Meanwhile, wine and

cheese and pretzels and popcorn were brought out for an unforgettable
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scene of mass gluttony.

Even the burnt cheesecake got eaten.

Some

dope managed to penetrate the inner atmosphere, making it easy to relax
more fully.

We laughed ourselves silly over Steve's impersonations of

anonymous club characters.

But Leon was something else.

He went abso

lutely wild in his appreciation of the intense rhythms coming from the
stereo.

Steve obliged his desire to appreciate Roger Daltry's primeval

scream from "Won't Get Fooled Again" (The Who) by fast-playing the tape
to exactly the right spot over and over.

And Leon's antics looking

through empty wine bottles made me laugh so hard that my stomach hurt.
Dancing began when most of the three bottles of wine were finished.
The stereo was soon moved outside to a ledge next to the door, and
everyone had to move around to keep warm.
neat experience, with a few problems.

Dancing on the snow was a

It was difficult to keep good

footing on the snow and ice because of the slope down from the hut.
Leon put on his skis again and after getting a shove, went skiing off
towards the trail.

He looked pretty funny wearing rain pants that were

ripped apart at the bum.
repartee and food.

At about 2:45 a.m. we retired inside for more

Soon afterward everyone went to bed for a few hours.

Joan had to write a mid-term later that morning, so Sandy and her pass
engers had to leave the hut early.
we skied out.

It was socking in and snowing as

A suitable ending for such a fine trip!

The "Party"
Steve Grant

Audrey Gilmour

Leon Kolankiewicz

Joan Avis

Jay Page

Sandy Lovering
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SPECIAL FEATURES
Avalanches
Federation of Mountain Clubs of B.C. Safety and Education Committee.
Introduction:
Avalanches are natural and complex phenomena; experts do not
fully understand all their causes.
with absolute certainty.

No one can predict their occurrence

A great many factors must be considered when

determining the degree of avalanche danger.

The information contained

in this article may help y o u to assess potential dangers.
This article contains basic information which is pertinent to
all winter travellers such as snowmobilers, snowshoers, hunters, nature
watchers, e t c . , and has particular significance for cross-country skiers.
Types of Avalanches:
There are two types of snow avalanches:
- LOOSE SNOW avalanches start in a small area and grow in size
and force as they descent.
- SLAB avalanches start over large areas when a cohesive body
of snow separates as a moving slab from more stable snow, leaving a welldefined fracture line.
Most accidents are caused by the powerful slab avalanche.
are often triggered by the people themselves.

These

Their weight on an unst

able slope can easily lead to a slab separation and an avalanche.

Terrain Factors:
The following terrain factors play an important role in avalan
che forecasting:
- Avoid LEEWARD slopes and CORNICES on hills, they tend to rec
eive a great deal of wind-deposited snow and may be extremely unstable.
WINDWARD slopes are generally the safer area, but are not totally immune
to slides.
£ornice
Windward slope
Leeward slope
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- Although large avalanches have been recorded on slopes with
inclines ranging from 25 to 60 degrees they are most common between 30
and 45 degrees.

This danger zone provides the most challenging ski

terrain and creates the deadliest snow avalanches.
KEEP THIS SAFETY GUIDE IN YOUR PACK.
BE AWARE AND SAVE A LIFE.

-NORTH-FACING and shaded slopes tend to be more dangerous dur
ing the mid-winter period.

SOUTH-FACING slopes tend to be most danger

ous during spring thaw especially on a sunny day.
- Considerable GROUND COVER such as large boulders, trees and
bushes help to anchor the snow.

CLEARINGS indicate that all natural

anchors are buried and slides are more likely to occur
- STAY CLEAR

':
Fracture line {starting zone)
4 ^. 1^ Avalanche path

Weather Changes:
Consider changing weather patterns.

Exercise extreme care after

unusual changes in precipitation, temperature, w i n d , etc.

A l s o , be alert

to rapid changes in weather which may result in snowpack adjustments and
subsequent avalanche danger.
- Interior and coastal snow and weather conditions vary greatly.
One should become familiar with the dangers particular to an area before
venturing out.
- STORMS are the most dangerous conditions.

Most avalanches occur

during or shortly after storms and additional caution should be used.
- WINDS with a constant speed of 25kmph (15 mph) or higher will
cause an extreme increase in avalanche hazards.
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As the wind accelerates

on the windward side of a slope, it picks up snow and deposits it on
the leeward slope.
- NEW SNOW falling at a rate of 2.5 cm (one inch) per hour or
greater indicates an increasing avalanche danger.

If more than 30 cm

(a foot) of snow is deposited at one time, then avalanche danger is
considered to be extreme.
USE ADDED CAUTION IN STORMY WEATHER
- HIGH TEMPERATURES cause snow to lose its cohesive strength.
LOW TEMPERATURES cause dry snow to remain loose and unstable.

On the

average, new snow will settle and stabilize when temperatures are near
freezing.

Snow Pack Conditions:
OLD SNOW layers are continually being compacted by the weight
o f new-fallen snow.

Most often the stability of the snowpack is im

proved by good bonding between layers.

However, sometimes poor bonding

between layers of snow is present resulting in one layer sliding on top
of another.
You should learn to check the stability of slopes by digging
cross-sectional pits and studying the snow pack.

Route Selection:
To assist y o u in your winter travel and route selection

(whether

it be on skis, snowshoes, snowmobile or foot):
- OBTAIN INFORMATION about local snowpack conditions, weather,
and avalanche hazards.
- OLD SLIDE PATHS indicate a potential for further activity.
Look for bent o r broken trees and other slide debris.

If an area is

devoid of ground cover or if covered with alder trees, it is a potential
slide area.
- Avoid hollow-sounding areas and slopes that go "whomp" when
y o u travel over them.

This indicates the collapse of weak layers of

snow beneath "Death Slabs" waiting for the unwary traveller to set them
off.
- LEEWARD SLOPES are breeding grounds for avalanches.

Beware

of any cracks in the snow surface, especially fracture lines that run
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or appear to be continuous.
- CORNICES often break off well back from their edge on tops
of ridges and hills.
Check for cornice danger and cracks.

Do not approach the edge.

Detour around all overhanging snow and do not climb beneath corniced
areas.
- AVOID SLOPES whenever possible.

Stay to RIDGE TOPS or cross

in VALLEY BOTTOMS, well away from the slopes.

If You Must Cross:
If y o u must cross a dangerous slope, follow these guidelines:
- CROSS ONE PERSON AT A TIME.
rule.

This is the first and foremost

Do not expose more than one person to the danger a t any one time.

Assign a person as a look-out.
- Carry a basic survival kit on your person, not in your pack.
- Trail an avalanche cord or carry an activated avalanche bea
con when crossing and learn how to use it in a practice situation before
starting out.

If you are buried, survivors can trace the cord or bea

con to locate y o u .
- Remove pole and ski safety straps if skiing.

These items of

equipment can easily drag y o u under and might cause broken bones in a
slide situation.
- Undo your pack hip belt and loosen any other equipment.

This

will enable y o u to discard anything that might restrict y o u r efforts to
stay on top of a slide.
- Zip up all your layers of insulative clothing and put your
hat and mitts o n .
- Cover your mouth and nostrils with a parka flap o r handkerchief.
- Do not assume that because others have crossed safely, there
is no danger.

They may have disturbed the snow just enough for y o u to

set off a slide.
ative security.

Cross singly; travel quickly between positions of rel
Rest only in clumps of trees and exposed rock islands.

The less time y o u spend exposed to the danger, the less are your chances
of being caught.
- To decrease your degree of exposure, do not traverse the slopes.
Avoid kicking deep steps for security if on skis or snowshoes; this per
foration weakens the snow layers and may lead to the formation of a slab
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fracture.

Caught in an Avalanche:
If y o u are caught in an avalanche:
- Discard all cumbersome equipment, especially your pack.
- Make swimming motions (breast stroke); attempt to stay on the
surface of the slide.
- Do not waste vital energy fighting the flow, but rather try to
ferry your way to the side of the avalanche path.
- Grab trees, bushes, or rocks to stabilize your position if poss
ible.
- As y o u feel the slide slowing down, make a last fight to gain
the surface.

Buried By An Avalanche:
- Attempt to get a hand above the surface so that it can be seen
by others.
- Keep one hand in front of your mouth, and try to clear a brea
thing space in front of your face to prevent icing up and suffocation.
- Take a slow deep breath and calmly hold it until the snow has
settled around y o u .
- You will be extremely disoriented.

Do not waste energy trying

to extricate yourself, unless y o u can see light through the snow.
- Do not panic!

Remain calm and wait for assistance.

Searching For A Victim:
Steps to follow if someone has been caught in an avalanche:
1. Before searching, look for further slide danger and pick a safe e s 
cape route.

Designate a look-out person to warn of new slides.

2. Mark the last spot the victim was seen.
3. Perform a quick search for any clues.
ski pole in suspect areas.

Probe briefly with an inverted

Search downhill from the marked position

and look for avalanche cord or other signs.
4. If applicable, perform an electronic search for an avalanche beacon.
5. If the victim is not located, decide whether or not to go for help.
Take into consideration the time needed to reach help and have help
return.

Remember that half the avalanche victims die in h hour; many
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are dead in 5 minutes.
6. If your party is large, send two people for help immediately after
a quick search has been conducted.

Have them mark the route as they

go and emphasize that they must hurry, but not at the expense of
safe-guarding against further avalanches.

CONTACT THE R.C.M.P. OR

SKI PATROL, who will notify the rescue team.
7. Begin a probe search for the victim.

Hark all areas as they are pro

bed and mark any clues that are dug up.
8. Primary probing areas are places where slide debris has accumulated.
Check the toe of the avalanche, sides of the slide path and all
around any exposed obstacles such as trees or rocks.

Persons are

often hung up in these spots" by the current of the avalanche snow
flow.
AFTER TWO HOURS
SURVIVAL CHANCES FOR A BURIED VICTIH
ARE VERY LOW
9. The remaining group members should begin probing with inverted ski
poles.

Probing should be carried on in an organized manner.

The

correct method of useful probing is to insert the ski poles in a
straight line where each probe is separated by 75 cm (30 inches).
This separation may be achieved by having all searchers stand elbow
to elbow and probing directly in front of themselves.
military precision.
Step Forward!
30 inches).

Use the commands —

Probes Down ~

Exercise
Probes Up

—

Forward spacing should also be about 75 cm (about
Employ all useful members of the party for probing.

Designate someone to dig up everything hit with the probes.

First Aid:
When an avalanche victim is found, first aid should be carried
out in the following order:
- SUFFOCATION —

Uncover mouth and clear breathing passages.

Perform Artificial Respiration if required.
- CARDIAC ARREST —

Perform Cardiopulmonary Resusitation if

qualified to do so.
- HYPOTHERHIA —
shock.

(Be aware of reduced vital signs.)

Treat for

Insulate victim from further cold exposure (snow, r a i n , wind).
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Begin rewarming.

Remove wet clothing and apply heat.

Give hot liquids

if conscious and place in a sleeping bag with another person.
- Treat for mechanical injuries such as bleeding and fractures.
- Do not treat for frostbite —

seek medical aid.

EVACUATE AS

SOON AS POSSIBLE.

The following are essential items for performing a rescue when someone
has been caught in an avalanche.
- Shovel
- First Aid Kit
- Avalanche Cord and Beacon (Pieps)
- Avalanche Probe (optional)
REGISTER THE INTENT OF YOUR TRIP
BEFORE YOU GO IT MAY ASSIST IN A RESCUE ATTEMPT
ON YOUR BEHALF.
Further Information:
This article can only provide the basics.

It only emphasizes

the critical points that seem to come up time and time again in avala
nche accidents.

If y o u are interested in acquiring further information,

take an avalanche course, read a book, join a club, or talk to experi
enced individuals.

Recommended Reading (in V.O.C. Library):
- ABC of Avalanche Safety, The E.R. LaChapelle, The Mountaineers
- Avalanche Handbook, U.S. Department of Agriculture Handbook #489
- Mountaineering: Freedom of the Hills, Ferber (Ed.) The Mountain
eers.
- Wilderness Skiing, L. Tejada-Flores and A. Steck, Sierra Club
Totebooks

Useful Phone Numbers:
Snow, weather and mountain forecasts:
Vancouver
Manning Park
Mount Baker, U.S.A.
Whistler

273-8331 or 929-2358
840-8812
688-1595
687-6761

(Vancouver)
(Vancouver)
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Comox
Kelowna
Prince George
Victoria
Kami oops
Banff

339-5044
765-4027
963-9330
656-3978
376-3044
(Alberta 403)762-3600

Avalanche Courses and Other Information:
BCIT Avalanche Program, 3700 Willingdon
Burnaby
National Research Council, 3904 W . 4th Avenue
Vancouver
B.C. Safety Council, 200 - 3316 Kingsway
Vancouver

V . O . C . Coast Crest Trail Project
Jane Weller

Summer 1979

So y o u are bored of bush-crashing, wandering around in circles,
as everyone positively announces that they know exactly where the trail
markers are (as stipulated in "101 Hikes" that was left in the car)
so y o u are fed up with leaping Tarzan-style from trees, slogging up
steep switch-backs, and running down trails to the tune of the "hikers'
toe arch" on the return trip.

Right?

Well, fellow hikers, take a break and hike the V.O.C. Coast
Crest Trail to the Lions one lazy afternoon.

(N.B. Round trip about 6

Hrs. if you run and do not idle to admire the superb view on the summit)
The V.O.C. has, for the past three y e a r s , been a major factor
in the construction of the trail ~

a trail which will one day stretch

144 km from Cypress Bowl to Whistler.
The trail crew this summer received sponsorship from Young Can
ada Works along with much help from the B.C. Parks Branch.

Starting a

month later than anticipated, a camp was flown in about half way to the
Lions.

Thus, things began happening a t Cypress Bowl where 12 V.O.C.er's

were kept isolated from the rest of the world.

Eating was the major

occupation of some, while other occupations were to see who could get
as muddy as humanly possible, or who could keep up an appearance of work
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ing when in reality they were pigging out on blueberries.

Work?

Oh

yes ... many a back-breaking hour was spent laying limestone crush 2 km
along the first section of the trail (specially catering to the city
dwellers whose flip-flops would wear out on anything but).
of the trail built by last year's crew was also essential ~

Renovation
avalanches

do considerable damage each year.
The completed trail ends at about 9 km, where the trail approa
ches Unnecessary M t .
the West Lion.

Here the trail turns into a narrow foot path to

Officially we were to build the trail on a slope no more

than 20 degrees and on the north side so as to divert drainage away from
the watershed.

We cleared excess bush in places in order to have aes

thetic glimpses of the Lions.

Unofficially, everyone had good times,

much enthusiasm was shown by everyone, and a total of 4 km was completed
by the end of the summer.
Completion of the trail to the Lions will, I hope, be accompli
shed by next summer (weather conditions pending, and government grant
generosity permitting).
The significant amount of work done on the trail this summer is
undoubtedly a symbol of the energy of the Varsity Outdoors Club.

Antics, Epics, Escapades —

Selections from the First Five Years of the

V.O.C. Journal, 1958 - 1962
Leon Kolankiewicz (Compiler)
Like many V.O.C.'ers, I knew our club has had a long and rather
illustrious history, and also like most, this was about the extent of
my knowledge.

Since 1958 the most memorable club activities have been

recorded for posterity (i.e. us_ and those that follow) in its annual
Journal.

I thought it would be a splendid idea to review 21 years of

these journals from 1958 to 1978 (the most recent) so as to have a better
feeling for what this club was and is.
limited to the first five y e a r s .

Time ran o u t , and I have been

This is really a blessing in disguise,

for there are many choice accounts from which to select.

What follows

then, is not a history of the V.O.C. through the years as recorded in
the V . O . C . J . , a much more ambitious undertaking, but rather, exerpts that
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somehow struck my fancy -- for their humour, lyricism, typical "V.O.C.
n e s s " , insight, and so forth.

I have added only a few supplementary

notes by way of explanation or to mention some particularly significant
historical event.

These selections certainly give one a sense of the

character of our club, and what it means to belong.
As a prelude, just a few words about our genesis:
Y e s , the rumours y o u may have heard are true; the V.O.C. dates back to
antiquity.

According to Art Morton (VOCJ VIII, 1965), in 1917 a group

of 10-15 people ("even then there were some girls, bless them") formed
the Walking and Picnic Club.

At first, the group confined itself to

beaches and picnics, but soon the mountains beckoned.

In the mid '20's

or so, the group formally became the Varsity Outdoor Club.
Note: the following excerpts are arranged chronologically,
by Journal volume.
1958 - Vol. 1
How's this for V.O.C. philosophy:
"Of course others tried to convince me that sleep is unnecessary.
Dance all night, ski all day, sleep all Monday, in lectures
that is." —
Jerry Van Tets (Cabin Marshall, 1957-58)
"The opposite side of Strachan was a shear (sic) cliff, about
a 1500 foot drop. Below that the valley was filled with fog
o r cloud. I noticed several fellows silently waving their arms
in an ancient god appeasing manner, looking at the clouds far
below. The sun over their shoulders was casting distinct
shadows on the cloud, hundreds of feet below them. It is called
Spectre Brochen'." -- Parker Williams
1

(The term 'Spectre Brochen', an unfamiliar one to m e , appears several
times through the years.

I guess it denotes an unusually compact layer

of clouds beneath the climber onto which his shadow is cast; must be
quite a spectacle ... LK)
You will be delighted to know how little V.O.C. autos have changed through
the y e a r s , as this episode from a Baker trip demonstrates:
"At about 9:00 the engine started smoking and so was stopped dead.
A bucket brigade was organized which rushed to the nearest gold
fish pond and robbed it of water, vegetation, and one fish, but
all to no avail, the engine had died." -- Betsy Goard
Nor do the food habits of the V.O.C. animals appear any different:
"The table that night was set with meager fare: soup, Kraft
Dinner (enough to feed three not-so-hungry people — not six
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starving skiers) smothered in a sauce made up of Acadia
sandwich filling, left-over potatoes, cheese, and odd bits
of shoe leather." —
Sheila Fenton
"...a typical V.O.C. breakfast, which may consist of anything
from mush to macaroni and cheese..." -- Lib Daly
A n d do these sound reminiscent of the "typical" trip write-up?
"...we returned home happily, each with his own contented
glow of satisfaction (it was sunburn) and a promise from the
toothpick loggers to see us in Banff next weekend." —
Don Lyon
"The descent began a t 4:00 p.m. The last party got into base
camp at the ACC cabins a t 7:00 p.m. After a brief supper and
a little tea a t Grassy's hut (Lake O'hara warden) the last
leg of the climb started a t 8:45 p.m. All members of the group
were at Wapta Lake by 10:45 p.m." —
Bob McFarlane
What do y o u think of this as an article title:
MT. TEMPLE (El. 11,636') (or, Oh! How I love to climb up scree)
— Don Lyon
A n d y e s , there was even social life back in those pre "sexual
times:

revolution"

"...we didn't get to bed until Carman finished his sermon on
segregation to the girls. Needless to say the boys slept in
two rooms while the girls held the fort in the other."
— Karl Ricker
"...the social life in Banff is par excellance (sic) as one
'Bird Dog' Lyon can verify." —
John Leesing
"Although the climb was quite enjoyable, it provided hardly any
effort or test of one's climbing ability ... Actually, this
statement is not wholly truth (sic) because D. Lyons and
Tanya Goddard both increased their respective experiences in
a certain other well known sport." —
Bob McFarlane
"I had been asleep, but now I lay rigid and trembling. The
creature moved closer and closer. I could hear the clacking
of its teeth and the rustling of its movements as its
quivering muscles drove tt relentlessly towards m e . I braced
myself for the shock of its embrace. Finally it came. Ahhh!!
I sure felt warmer with Tanya snuggled up against my cold back."
— John Leesing
Don Brown had some cute observations atop M t . Hungabee in Alberta:
"To the west looking into Bennett's Country (known to most as
B.C.) it was as clear as a psychology lecture ..."
"While eating lunch we had a visitor — a housefly-without-a-house.
Why a housefly-without-a-house would ever want to flap to the
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top of an 11,457' pile of sedimentary rock, I'll never
know. I mean a housefly-without-a-house does stupid things
but this was the stupidest. Mind y o u , I suppose it would
be easier to fly up Hungabee than climb, because, come to
think of it the housefly-without-a-house wasn't even tired.
We fed it (he or she -- how tell? No know) well as it
seemed rather hungry. So the three of us — Tom, the fly,
and I sat and ate —
maybe the housefly-without-a-house
was standing, not too sure. After finishing the cairn
formalities we bid good-bye tone, with a tear in our eyebone; to the little housefly, with no house nearby, and
began our descent."
(I think it's a fair observation that this writing style was affected,
and does not necessarily reflect on the quality of English in use at
the time ... LK)
And lest we forget the potential perils of the mountains:
"...we were on the summit of Victoria ... Just as we were
finishing our first mouthful of Karl's crude mountain mix
I heard BZZZ from Karl, who was just a little above me. He
ducked but still BZZZZ — 'twas on top of my head dis time.
I ducked. BZZZ still, but now it was from the cairn — the
whole cairn was vibrating. We threw our pack and ice axes
away from us. We was scared. I was as scared as I have
ever been in my life. We had seen the lightning storm
earlier a number of miles away but now it appeared to be
right on top of us. ZAAP-RMBOOM. What was said in the next
few seconds would not suit a narrative of this calibre
(simplest decent translation — that was toooo daammn c-close).
We grabbed our axes and pack and crawled as fast as possible
and low as possible. Ahead of us two hours of knife-edge
skyline ridge ... It started to snow and blow ... On the
second knife-edge snow ridge, we were crossing slowly together
when I heard 3ZZZ and Karl holler. Karl tore off the pack,
lay flat on the snow, and then I did the same just as
ZAAAPP over our eds. ... It seems that Karl got a charge
from the crampons in the pack. As w e satted under the rock
another flash zapped over our two wee bodies and hit Mt.
Lefroy ..."
—
Don Brown
As all things must, even immortal summer days in the mountains eventually
pass on ...
"We took our last look at the Rockies and said farewell to
anyone and anything that would let u s , as this ended our
summer's climbing." —
Don Lyon
1959 - Vol. II
It may interest some readers to note that the Annual Banquet
began in 1957.

In 1959, Paul Binkert (who is still very much around)

was the featured speaker at the banquet, giving a slide show and talk
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on the H t . Fair-weather expedition.

Longhike was held at Port Mellon

Cars continued to break down regularly.

A National Film Board photo

grapher recorded some V.O.C. activities (and I sure hope the right
kind) for an N.F.B. Newsreel.

If you can believe it, V.O.C. entered

a float in the Homecoming Parade.

'Nuff said!

Some good V.O.C. fun:
"We turned back (on an attempt of the Black Tusk) because
of the slightly inclement weather which included rain,
snow, sleet, and high winds." -- Jack Boulding
(Crown Mountain) "Don Brown seemed to have fallen a bit
behind the crew. He wasn't too pleased when informed
that he was carrying 20 lbs. of rocks in his pack."
— Dennis Hale
(From the summit of Mt. Edith Cavell in the Rockies)
"...Tupper played 'reverse tourist.' That's a new game
where the climber sits on the peak with binoculars and
watches the gawkers below at the teahouse!" ~
Don Lyon
(After a climb of M t . Bident, also in the Rockies)
"A swim in Moraine Lake finished the day (at 33 degrees F.
temperature it almost finished me too)." -- John Fairley
Gibing:
"Since this climb was to be somewhat more adventuresome
(Mt. Edith Cavell) than the others, the flock of girls
who usually swarmed around the boys on the climbs were
sent scrambling in one direction while the stronger sex
(from downwind) headed north ... to try one of the best
known climbs in Jasper." —
Don Lyon
(After climbing M t . Hector in the Rockies)
"...we had some food and a rest and then continued straight
down the ridge until we hit the creek. This we followed
down to the highway, where, after some refreshments,
we headed for Lake Louise and coffee — traitors!!!
— Sue Tatum (She must be English ... LK)
Finding God itn the mountains:
(On the first V.O.C. ascent of the treacherously rotten
Table in Garibaldi Park)
"...we found the second B.C.M.C.'ers piton but after a
quick test we began to wonder if he had climbed the peak
on prayer instead of safety. Sev belayed me to the base
of this piton and after throwing away the loose rocks I
prepared for the worse (sic)." —
Karl Ricker
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(The Bugaboos)
"At the rapel point to avoid the gendarms the guide
book called for an 30 foot magnificently exposed
rapel to a ledge below. As my rope was 150 feet I
was worried and told Lisle to be careful as he dropped
over the ledge like a veteran. He shouted up to me
saying we had a foot to spare so the rapel is 74 feet
and not 80 feet." —
Karl Ricker
In 1959, V.O.C.'ers and A.C.C.'ers put together one of the first Canadian
expeditions to Mt. Logan.
on that trip.

Karl Ricker tells us of one special moment

It was midnight, June 17-18:

"As we rounded the first corner, we saw the sun setting
against the Donjek Range; the purplish-red hue lived
up to our expectations of the famous 'land of the mid
night sun'. A couple of minutes later we saw the sun
rising from the same mountaintop producing similar
colours. We couldn't watch the strange marvel of
nature much longer for the crevasses soon began to be
troublesome ..."
1960 - Vol. Ill
A committee headed by Dick Culbert began to collect information with the
goal of eventually publishing a Climber's Guide to the Coast Range.
"A storybook romance seems to have flowered between Dick
(Wareing — ' a n accomplished climber from the New Zealand and
European Alps') and the girl he referred to in his re
gretted comment of May 22nd, 'Say Williams, who is this
bloody woman coming on our ski trip?' By July, we had
only to phone Sheila any evening if we wished to speak
to Dick; they are now engaged." —
Parker Williams &
Kim Deane
Picturesque thoughts:
(After another summer in the Rockies)
"We hope that next summer we will be able to climb direct
ly at least three major peaks, to our knowledge all un
climbed, and appease that queer compulsion that leads us
to the mountains." —
Parker Williams & Kim Deane
(Climbing M t . Forbes, 11,902' in the Rockies)
"After seemingly endless hours we reached the North Forbes
Neve. What a marvelous world — gigantic ice blocks, •
huge crevasses! It made one realize man's place in the
world." —
Ken S. Baker
Those long camp nights:
"There are so many beautiful places near (Lake) O'Hara
that we could have spent weeks and weeks there. Reid
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managed to catch a huge trout in one of the smaller
lakes and so we ate royally. Needless to say, lots
of fooling went on during the w e t days — especially
on the last night what with people getting hungry
at 2:00 a.m., thirst at 3:00 a.m., and at 4:00 a.m.
— w e l l , never mind; at 5:00 a.m. snow weighed down
the tent, and at 6:00 a.m. we finally got up in dis
gust." -- Ann Morton
And those experiences best avoided:
(After 16 hours of climbing on M t . Forbes)
"At 12 p.m. we were less than 200 yards from camp but
on top of a 50' cliff, unable to find a route down.
The human body can take a lot of punishment but this
nearly finished us. Tempers flared, a few nasty com
ments passed back and forth, and then somebody found
the route cairn. We were back in camp at 12:30 —
almost too tired to eat.
The moon in the east was blood-red, the northern lights
were exhibiting their usual display, and we just didn't
give a damn what happened ..."
—
Ken S. Baker
(During a traverse across the northern Selkirks)
"I heard shouts from Tangier Pass, three miles distant.
The cause of this was a grizzly rummaging in the
vicinity of our airdrops. Anton was able to take a
few pictures, then climbed a tree and tried to create
a scare with a resonating bellow but the bear remained
unperturbed. However, the unexpected and unruly
appearance of Dave and Pete returning from a three day
side trip caused the grizzly to flee in terror."
— John Ricker
1961 - Vol. IV
All too familiar?
"...hours later, after battling bush, rain, snow, forest
and more bush, we staggered out on the road."
— Ted Stevens, describing
a climb in the MacKenzie Range on Vancouver Island.
"At 3:30 the next morning Dick's wretched alarm clock
performed its duty with sadistic glee." —
Ian Sterling
(Mt. Blanchard - Golden Ears Park)
"After a steep bushwack, a major portion of the group
decided to give up for the night and sleep among the
mosquitoes and Devil's Club ... We hiked, machete
style, to Lake Beautiful and found a well-trodden trail
(to M t . Blanchard), which we should have taken in the
first place ... As it was a hot day and the whole group
w o u l d rather swim than climb, they soon gave up the
attempt and returned to Mike Lake for a swim." — Brian Scarfe
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More "sexual politics":
"The girls, although not ideal pack animals, gave morale
a lift ... even though the tent had difficulty in
muffling their late evening chatter." —
John Ricker
Moments of Wonder and Contemplation:
(Climbing M t . Andromeda, 11,300')
"...an unforgettable experience. We walked silently up
the ridge with great curved cornices hanging down, while
in the distance we could see the expanse of the Columbia
Icefields, backed with majestic peaks: Bryce, King Edward,
North Twin, and M t . Columbia, to mention a few."
— Ian Sterling
"The next day the bushwacking was just as bad as the day
before, but we still had our occasional joys. I never
realized how collapsing onto a sidehill to rest could feel
so good, and never really saw till then the full beauty
of drinking from a small trickle hidden under a large
moss-covered rock. Or again, to sit beside a glacial-fed
stream and watch it rush and tumble down the mountain,
throwing itself over the mossy green rocks, pausing
only momentarily in completely clear pools, and then again
foaming white, rush on down the hill.
As we climbed higher, the bush got thinner, the moss
deeper, and the dazzling alpine flowers more numerous.
Soon we were in pure alpine country, camped beside a small
shallow lake. To wash away the grime of the trip, we
took a swim and like bearded water nymphs we joyfully
ran about in the shallow lake, spraying water head high."
—

Ken MacKenzie

After an article describing a contest to see who could descend Mt. Baker
furthest before removing their skis, Bruce McKnight concluded:
Moral of the Story
Who took off their skis first? —
Ellen Adams
Who arrived back at the cabin first? — - Ellen Adams
A nervous moment on Sky Pilot:
"...Hugh continuing on across the face and scrambling
up to the summit. A few anxious moments were had when
Hugh was lost to sight, and all that could be seen
o r heard were pieces of rock bouncing down the face to
the valley below ... fortunately Hugh was not among
them." —
Randy Harrison
And y e t another grizzly "grizzly tale":
"We ... were on the summit of M t . Castor, when I looked
down to the camp and noticed a dot moving up the glacier.
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'John,' I said, 'there's someone coming up the valley.'
John took a look and answered, 'Hmm, that's no someone,
that's a
a bear!' And sure enough, the dot followed
a beautiful arc and zeroed in on the tent like a Russian
missile. Being at least an hour from camp, and not
knowing how to frighten a grizzly, we accepted our fate,
and enjoyed a lovely slow run to the valley.
When we returned, the visitor had gone, but signs of
his stay were very evident. He had satisfied his appetite
not with food, but with Bill's transistor radio! After
his dinner he entered the tent through the roof, and
enjoyed a rather restless sleep — accidentally gashing
Bill's and my brand new sleeping bags, and missing John's
venerable old sack. Then he found a plaything ~ a foam
rubber mat. Of course, not John's black, soggy one,
but my week old pride and joy. Amid clouds of feathers
he kicked and tossed it about. Well, 128 pieces later,
the grizzly left." —
Kim Deane

—

1962 - Vol. V
"They're like statues on the fountains,
Are these maidens of the mountains,
So a toast would seem in order now to m e ;
We would give without compunction,
But this is a 'ficial function,
So -- cheers you hardy girls of V . O . C !
(The last stanza of "To The Girls of VOC" by an anonymous poet and admirer)
Meanwhile other clubbers continued their friendly (?) assault on V.O.C.'s
female contingent:
"...early to bed, early to rise, an idea shortly shafted
by numerous yattering females and numerous poor jokes.
Phil McCutchen, boy wonder, shut up the girls, and
everyone else, with a real lulu of a joke loaded with
whatever it takes that makes some jokes unacceptable
in polite company." -- Ric Sebastion
"...the girls persuaded us that the weather had set in
permanently and begged us to lead them back down over
the Barrier ... As soon as we reached the station the
sky began to clear ... Jim and I looked at each other.
Right then and there we decided never again to listen
to what a woman thinks about the weather. In fact I
sometimes think that we should never listen to what a
woman thinks about anything." —
Tony Lyttle
Yet another facet of this constant awareness of the presence, respective
outdoor abilities, and other qualities of females on the part of V.O.C.
males that is conspicuously absent (and seems especially 'dated') today,
was the "peak tradition" of kissing the girls whenever a mixed group reached
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a summit.
Be that as it may, the zaniness continued:
"Our first objective was Unnecessary Ridge. The sweet young
things ceaselessly inquired, 'Is this unnecessary?' Most
agreed it was, quite. Atop Unnecessary, we discuss the
philosophic necessity of the necessity in reality of the
obvious and necessary existence of Unnecessary Ridge. We
also ate." —
Ric Sebastion
As did the beauty, and its appreciation...
"It is ablution. Just as we are climbing above the clouds
the sun reaches over the distant seracs. Bright mists clot
and clear about; the sky begins to appear, and faces are
soon lit with a crocus-yellow glow until, beyond a dazzle
we can see clearly above us the frozen hump of M t . Baker,
vision-white, and cleft with blue glacier shadows. The
elation is remarkable. We lay our skis on the hill to
watch breathless as the fiery sun-hoop circles madly o u t
of the white-blown m i s t , and rolls furiously up its arc
in a California-blue sky. The mists slip away from the
stretching snow slopes and thick hanging glaciers as
sheets from a new marble statue. Our plodding tracks from
the underworld are lost in the folds." —
Stella Barbour

Life in The Bush II
o r , "There Goes the Whole Neighborhood"
Leon Kolankiewicz
It seems to be axiomatic that y o u can't keep a good thing to your
self for long.

In last year's VOCJ (Vol. XXI) I made the mistake of

boasting about the superior living arrangements this university unknow
ingly bestowed upon me.

I was also kind enough to offer reasonable

terms for prospective neighbors who wished to share my good fortune by
developing on nearby sites.

Who could have anticipated the response?

One year ago, one person, me_, had slept there.

Now n i n e have.

Can y o u possibly comprehend the implications of this type o f exponential
growth for U.B.C., B.C., Canada and the world?

In just five years at

this growth rate (certainly a reasonable assumption, for these are the
most up-to-date and accurate figures demographers possess) the popula
tion of "Klank's Korner" will be 59,049, necessitating the relocation
of U.B.C. to another location in the region, perhaps on the province's
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Agricultural

Land Reserve, so as not to displace any other institutions

o r individuals.
In just six years from now Klank's Korner will have 4,782,969
people.

I don't think the Point Grey area can absorb this many people

w i t h o u t filling in a goodly portion of Vancouver Harbour.

To do this

we will have to remove the upper 2000' of Hollyburn, Black Mtn. and
Strachan, as well as the rear half of Seymour.
have a heyday.

Our civil engineers will

We will undoubtedly also have to expropriate the U.E.L.

parklands for residential expansion, but this is a great loss only to
dickey birds and dickey bird lovers, and can easily be dismissed.

With

each of the residents living under a plastic sheet, there will be no
problem with high-rises obscuring the views of our lovely region.
In seven year's time 43,046,721 people will reside in Klank's
Korner.

While this will not only make British Columbia the new locus

of power in Canada (much to the chagrin of Albertans and Ontarioans),
as well as a new contender in the "King of the Hill" contest for world
supremacy (much to the delight of nationalists who have long bemoaned
Canada's alleged predilection for national mediocrity), there could be
problems.

Like, how will you be able to find your own tarp in the

dark with approximately 20 million of them scattered around?

Our flash

light industry will boom.
In the meantime, there have already been some problems even with
just the current year's increase from 1 to 9.

In my initial announce

ment o f vacancies available, I stipulated that potential residents would
be selected on the basis of "fortitude, personality, and sex" (not only
which sex, but also the applicant's demonstrated interest and ability
in applying their God-given sexual endowment).
thing went wrong.

Somewhere, somehow, some

I'm the one who needed fortitude to endure the smell

o f one of my neighbor's feet.

One newcomer chirped like a bird at night.

You can be the judge of his. personality.

Yet another fellow had such

charm that raccoons would come by at 4:00 a.m. for a visit.

While I be

lieve in freedom of expression, doing your own thing, different strokes
for different folks, kindness to animals, blah, blah, blah, I don't think
intimate acts should be carried on in the presence of others, especially
when they're trying to sleep.

Which brings me to sex.

Virtually all of the new residents were of the wrong kind.

Des

pite my tolerance in relaxing this standard, two of them demanded even
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more of me: the priveledge of sleeping beside m e .

While I believe in

sexual freedom or rather, because I believe in sexual freedom, this
practice was deplorable.

It denied me the freedom of sleeping with

partners more to my liking, not to mention it requiring constant vigil
ance in making sure both sides of the groundsheet were slept on.
As a student in planning, I should've foreseen some of these neg
ative consequences of offering a paradise for free to a permissive
society.

And so there are now problems in paradise.

In the future,

if there is one, I regret to say that my zoning regulations will be made
tighter and will be enforced without exception (or discrimination).
Only in this way will we all be able to enjoy a "livable region" with
the 45,239,497,923,567,342,334,089,384

other souls projected for the

y e a r 2000.
While it would be in poor taste to name names or lay blame, I feel
that it's my duty to inform V.O.C. members of those other club members
who have shared my facilities this past y e a r , just in case they attempt
to move in with y o u .

I'm not implying anything by this, other than

that the mere fact that somebody chooses to live this way is an implicit
statement on their character.

I'll leave it up to each individual to

decipher the meaning of this statement.
J . Baldwin

A. Dibb

P.S. Phillips (drum major - VOC
marching band)

T. Boyd

S. Grant

D. Waldichuk

Hap Division - UBC Library
Randall Woods
Few non-academic groups at UBC require the use of maps more than
the V.O.C.

Though we have some maps in the clubroom (and often own maps

privately), there appears to be little knowledge and less use by VOC'ers
of the large map division just across the road from SUB, in the main
library.

On my way to the "solid state opto-electronic devices" section

of the library I occasionally end up in the map division next door.
having spent some time nosing around the place, I thought it might be
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So,

useful to describe some of the holdings and services available there:
- interesting 3-D relief maps of B . C . , N . America, and the world.
- about 3,000 atlases!
- almost every federal and B.C. provincial map, of all scales, including
the excellent 1:125,000 scale maps of B.C.
- other little goodies, like the old 1937 Pre-Emptor Series o f B . C . , which
shows old trails not found on new m a p s .
- daily B.C. weather maps from 1948 o n .
- G e o l o g i c a l Survey of Canada publications,
e.g., GSC Memoir #23: Geology, Coast and Islands, B.C.
38: Geology, N.A. Cordillera, 49th Parallel
59: Golden to Kamloops, B.C.
213: Bridge River Mining Camp, B.C.
284: Yukon Territory
- a small selection of hiking books
e.g., 103 Hikes (F5804.6 M325)
B.C. Recreational Atlas (G1171 E63 B7)
- good maps of the western U.S. (incl. 1:24,000 maps of Washington)
- all of the B.C. Provincial Parks maps
- National Parks m a p s , all of Canada

(624gbbg)

(610gbbg-gbbk)

And for world travellers, maps covering distant places, such a s :
- 1:100,000 of M t . Everest area (458.2 cba)
- 1:50,000 of Minapin, NW Karakorum
- 1:750,000 of Karakorum region
- detailed maps of Europe, S. America, Africa, etc.
- travel brochures from around the world (would be useful in planning a
trip)
A really useful service is a special map photocopier (large s h e e t s ) .
Lastly, the staff knows their way around and can point out things y o u
may not know about.

I suspect that if someone (the V.O.C. archivist,

maybe?) was to present them with a list of hiking and climbing guides,
they might take a good look at it.
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Womens Intramural Soccer Champs 1979
Sandy Lovering
Six forlorn looking souls gathered on the SUB playing field, and
discussed possible uses of a white and black round object sitting in a
puddle.
"Do y o u eat it?" —

N o , it gives y o u Montezuma's Revenge.

"Could y o u pump it full of helium, attach a rope, and fly over
crevasses?" —

No, V.O.C.'ers don't think or do such obviously easy things.

"Could we get a matching one and use it as a training bra?"

—

What and make Farrah Fetchit Minors jealous?
"We could always kick it at those smart-assed hecklers who laughed
at the announcement of forming the 'V.O.C. Women's Intramural
Team' —

Soccer

now that's an idea!!!"

During the first practice w e :
1. learned to fall gracefully on our faces in celebration of mud puddle
mania.
2. failed to perform a convincing sun dance (the rainmaker had declared
war).
3. splattered our mud-covered bodies against the goal post.
4. realized that all but two of the ladies hadn't the foggiest notion
of how to play soccer.
5. recognized the onset of hypothermia and headed to the pit for warmup.
At the following V.O.C. meeting a challenge was issued —
versus men's soccer match (and they chuckled).

As they say —

a ladies
the "fairer

sex" always wins.
Under the leadership of our hard-nosed coach —

Greg Smith, and

head cheerleader (with cute hairy knees), Leon Kolankiewicz, the team
was transformed into spit 'n polish, teeth gnashing, superstars.
Game #1, annihilation of P.E. :-

3-0

Further games ended in wins, or ties with exciting goal-kick sudden
death w i n s .
With much shock, and pleasure, the V.O.C. Ladies (?!!!) found them
selves facing the Aggies in the championship game.

The V . O . C . meeting

was terminated quickly (it was Wednesday noon) and the troops marched
over to cheer the girls on.

In an exciting, well played g a m e , the team

dominated play and emerged victorious (where are the hecklers now?).
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For their enthusiastic efforts the team received a trophy, and
intramural championship T-shirts to all players.
Players:
Sally (Slugger) Aitken

Sandy (The Tripper) Lovering (Capt.)

Joan (The Boot) Avis

Audrey (Puddles) Pearson

Cindy (Sic'em) Carson

Rebecca (Kicker) Robertson

Therese (Fleet Foot) Cochlin

Jane (Masher) Roots

Maryanne (Bum Check) Etchell

Patty (The Flat) Thurber

Marie (Head Ball) Kennedy

Pat (Killer) Whiting

Shelly (Hot Stuff) Lear

Leon Kolankiewicz (Head Cheerleader)

Greg Smith, Coach

Cerro Torre Argentina
J . Page
During this past winter, Gail Franko and I spent six months trav
elling in South America.

We spent December in Patagonia and Christmas

found us camped in the municipal campground of Calafate.

Located on

Lago Argentina this is the jumping off point for excursions into the
"Parque Nacional de los Glaciares".

Calafate is a friendly town of about

1000 people and serves as a centre for the surrounding estancias and for
tourism in the summer.
Some of the attractions of the area:
a) Excursions 80 km west to the Moreno Glacier, the extension of which
has caused morain material to cut off an arm of Lago Argentina.
b) Boat trips operated by the park service from Punta Brandera (buy your
ticket in Calafate) to the Upsala Glacier which drains the patagonian
ice cap.

(Note: Ensure that it is well understood between yourself

and the captain that if the lake is too rough and the boat must turn
back, that y o u will get your money back of a partial refund if y o u go
to the Moreno Glacier).
c) Prehistoric cave paintings about 5 km north east of Calafate on Lago
Argentina.

A small pond on the way usually has some flamingoes.
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The night club in Calafate
Cerro Torre area.

has a good slide show about the

Camping is usually free in the municipal

campground.

There is no "Cambio" (Money Exchange) in Calafate, but American bills
can be exchanged at the bank.

Travellers cheques can occasionally be

cashed at stores but the discount is about 10%.
Our Christmas was properly celebrated by 12 Gringos in the camp
ground who BBQ'ed 7 kilos of steak and drank 15 liters of good Argentin
ian wine.
The most spectacular area in the park is the Cerro Torre-Fitzroy
Area —

truly some of the most spectacular mountain scenery anywhere in

the world.

Extremely rugged and glaciated, this area boasts 2000 meter

granite w a l l s , and unfortunately some of the worst weather to be found
anywhere.
We spent 10 days loafing in the Torre Valley, shared a base camp
with a couple of Americans climbing Cerro Torre, and experienced some
incredible sun rises during a week of perfect weather.

It was a great

opportunity to relax from all the hassles of travelling and to meet some
of our type of people for a change.
The Cerro Torre-Fitzroy area is not an easy area to get into.
most people travel to Calafate from Rio Gallagoes on the coast.

First

There

is a regular bus service several times a week (time = 12 hours) but most
people prefer to fly with LADE the military airline operating in Pata
gonia.

Their flights are cheaper than the bus, but reservations are usu

ally required at least one week in advance.
From Calafate one can travel the 220 km to the north end of the park
by a number of w a y s :
a) Hitchhiking —

but be prepared for a long trip, i.e. bring a t least

a couple of days supply of water (it is semi-arid) plus y o u r food.
Once y o u reach the turn-off to Lago Viedma (about 20 km from Calafate)
don't take any rides unless they go a t least as far as Tres Lagos o r
y o u may get stranded.

From Tres Lagos the road along Lago Viedma.

should be in half decent condition since it was under reconstruction
in January 1979.

The traffic will consist of Estancia trucks, occas-

ional tourists, park and mail vehicles.
b) Park Vehicles —

if y o u are a member of an expedition, and speak Span

ish y o u may be able to talk yourself onto a park truck.

They run in

frequently between Calafate and the Park Guardian a t Rio Fitzroy.
c) Mail Truck —

will take a couple of paying passengers from Santa Cruz
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or Tres Lagos into the Park on its bi-weekly trip,
d) One can pay a tourist excursion company to drive you from Calafate
to the Park.

This is expensive, costing about $150.00 U.S. for a

small truck or bus.
Once in the Park Guardian's hut y o u will need to produce a climbing
permit, obtainable only in Buenos Aires (write Information, de los Parques Nationals, Santa Fe 680, Buenos Aires, Argentina) and verified by
the park office in Calafate.

If y o u don't have a permit y o u are offic

ially only allowed day hikes into the park and must camp in the campground
near the Park Guardian's hut.
N.B.

There are some food stuffs available from the Automobile Club

Hotel (closed January 1979) nearby, and fresh meat from a couple of local
estancias.
you.

Otherwise buy your food in Calafate (basics) o r bring it with

Little in the way of dehydrated foods are available, only dried

soups, and instant potatoes.

Also shite gas (naptha blanca) is not avail

able anywhere, bring kerosene stoves o r burn low grade gasoline in your
white gas stove.
So if you are in South America the Cerro Torre-Fitzroy area is
highly recommended.

Don't let the hassles o f travelling in Latin America

get y o u d o w n , you'll appreciate everything all the more w h e n y o u arrive
at y o u r destination.

Remember that Argentina is one of the easiest of

the South American countries to travel in, all be it expensive.

So happy

travels and Buena Suaite.

Ski-Touring Equipment List
Charles S. Bungi
Personal Equipment
Large pack (waterproof the inside with a garbage bag)
Good Sleeping Bag (down or fiberfill)
Ensolite
Poles, Boots
Ski mountaineering skis

(need skins) or cross-country skis

Ski safety straps (X-country skis must also have them)
Flash-light with new batteries, (e.g. Mallory
2 cup cup & spoon
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Compact)

(skins opt.)

Water bottle
Knife (swiss army)
Toilet paper (may be communal)
Glacier goggles or glass sun glasses (plastic lenses are no good)
Avalanche beacon ( pieps ) if rich.
Avalanche cord (20 m . minimum of redcord)
Blister kit
Matches
Skreen and chapstick (sea and ski no good)
Handkerchief
Wool pants, e.g. army pants, must be wool
2-3 pair heavy wool socks
2-3 pair light

socks

Undershirt (wool)
Shirts (1 light and 1 wool)
Wool sweater
Anarak
Polargard or down parka
Long Johns (unless very warm wool pants)
Balaclava
2 pair mitts (one must be wool)
Overmitts
0-3 underwear
Wind jacket (rain gear in Coast Range)
Wind or rain pants
Gaiters
Overboots for X-country boots or large wool socks to use on outside of boot
Waxes (downhill and uphill)
Optional Personal Equipment
Snow (ski) goggles (Smith's are only ones that work) & snorkels for deep
powder
Toothbrush, soap, etc.
Sphinx camp booties, down booties, or very lightweight runners
Map compass and whistle
Ground sheet
Climbing gear
Camera and lots o f film
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Day pack (you may be able to use your overnight pack as a day pack)
Candies and goodies
V.O.C. songbook
Reading material
Waterproof garbage bags
First aid kit
Sun hat (hope, hope)
Spare ski tip
Wax, scraper, cork
Repair kit e.g. hay wire, 5 min epoxy, screws, (extra bail for 3pin binding)
Community Equipment
Stove and fuel
Pots, etc.
First aid kit
Spare ski tips
Compass & maps
Tents
2 snow shovels (2 MINIMUM)
Avalanche probes
Major repair kit
Skis, skins, harness, packs, etc. should be in perfect condition.

Test

them on a day trip and fix them now, not half way in on a longer trip.
REMEMBER: Old V.O.C.'ers never die ... they just smell that way!!
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM WHISTLER CABIN
Berni Claus

For the past six years the Varsity Outdoors Club has fought
the Alma Hater Society to

get compensation for the

Whistler Cabin.

Hopefully VOC will never make the same mistakes again that
AMS

gave the

complete control over something built and funded entirely by the

VOC.
VOC since its beginings around 1917 as the Walking and Picnicing
Club has had cabins located on Hollyburn Hountain(?), Grouse Mountain,
H t . Seymour, and Whistler, as well as a number o f small huts in other
areas.
The Whistler Cabin was the largest cabin built by the V O C .
was started in 1965 and largely finished in 1969.

It

The AHS did not provide

any significant aid or money for the construction of the Whistler
Cabin, nor for any other cabin o r hut.

$30,000 was spent on the Whistler

Cabin ~

for materials only —

by VOC

members, by VOC alumini and also by some members o f other

mountain clubs.

all of the labour was voluntary, provided

These people had no intention o f building a cabin for

the AMS.
All o f the $30,000 was raised by the V O C , through membership fees,
through sale o f other

cabins, through donations and through loans

(some from the A H S ) , which were all paid back in full.

The lease for

the land was taken out solely in the name of the AHS since the VOC is
not a legal

entity.

This was a major

mistake.

Unfortunately for the VOC, the Whistler area became much more
populated, more costly, and turned into an exclusive down-hill ski
resort.

As most o f the VOC members were more interested in ski-mountaineering

and cross-country skiing, it was decided in 1974 to turn use of the cabin
over to the newly formed(AHS)UBC Ski Club.
compensation.- and some

use

An agreement providing VOC with

was to be worked o u t , but

none ever w a s .

The AMS said that they alone owned the Whistler Cabin - remember, they
signed the lease for the land.
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In 1974, Byron Olson, a past VOC

president and architect of the Whistler Cabin, estimated its value
at $250,000.
Ever since then the VOC repeatedly negotiated with the AMS
for compensation.

Occassiona.Ty.once they were well informed, some of

the AMS executive would support VOC, but the turnover in the AMS is
high, and soon they would be gone.

More often the AMS would not

negotiate seriously, and VOC would only be laughed a t .
took the case to Student Court.

In 1977 VOC

After weeks of hearings the Student

Court returned a judgement awarding VOC $30,000.

The AMS considered

that the Student Court exceeded its juristiction and VOC was not paid.
Reluctantly inApril 1979, VOC started proceedings against the
AMS in Provincial Court.
than its predecessors,

However, the AMS was now somewhat more receptive
and out-of-court negotiations were held

resulting in a referendum for

all UBC students, to give VOC $30,000

for construction and repairs of mountain cabins.
action.

VOC dropped the legal

At the time of writing the referendum has not been held.

The past six years of fighting the AMS have done the VOC much
harm.

Energy spent in court would have much better been spent in the

mountains.
broken.

However, the whole chain of succession of VOC cabins was

One could not just forget about it.

VOC should make sure it never repeats the same
to Whistler.

mistakes that led

Effort and money should never again be put into a cabin

over which the AMS has exlusive control and no safe-guards exist to
protect VOC interests.

VOC should never, absolutely n e v e r p e r m i t the
a

AMS to hold legal title to a major asset or cabin which the VOC funds
and builds entirely with its own resources.
A basic question is what form should the relationship between
the AMS and the VOC take.
a subsidiary
control.

The AMS constitution classifies a club as

organization^, over which the AMS has complete and final

The AMS states that it owns all clubs' property, and as a

result can^at the AMS's discretion.sell, transfer or do anything it
desires with a club's property, regardless of what the club w a n t s .
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However, the VOC is not your average university club, and no
mention

of the AMS is made in the VOC constitution(other than that

AMS members, ie UBC students, can qualify for VOC membership). VOC was
formed long before the AMS became a society and VOC has always had a
history o f independance from the AMS.

For example the VOC delegate to

the Federation of Mountain Clubs of B.C. represents VOC interests, not
AMS interests.

The VOC executive operate in the best interests of VOC,

not in the interest of the AMS.

No other club has ever undertaken

such a major project as the Whistler Cabin. The Coast Crest Trail is
being built by VOC not the AMS.

In spirit at least,

been part o f the AMS and never should be.

the VOC has never

The only time the AMS has

been involved is when VOC has borrowed money from the AMS and when
a legal entity is needed to sign some form.

The only major advantage

for VOC to' remain in; the AMS (legally speaking)
in S.U.B.

is the VOC clubroom

VOC needs a central location on campus.

VOC is an outdoors club not a policking club .

However something

must be done to protect VOC from the AMS and its politics, particularly
if VOC has something which is worth money.
mistakes and problems at Whistler.
receives compensation
AMS must change.

for Whistler, the legal relationship with the

VOC should cautiously, but definately consider breaking

the (subservient) ties
separate

VOC must learn from its

Whether or not VOC eventually

with the AMS and establishing itself as a

society.
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